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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 The Language and its Geographical Spread 
Sadri is an Indo-European language of the Indic family. It is spoken by roughly 

5,131,180 speakers1.  Lewis (2009) estimated that the total number of speakers of 

Sadri in 1997 was 1,970,000. Estimates based on the census of India 2001 puts the 

number of speakers at 2,044,776. These figures, however, may be very inaccurate as 

there are various dialects that are conflated and classified as Sadri. There is a similar 

sounding language also called Sadri spoken in the tea gardens of Assam by labourers 

(mostly belonging to ethnic Jharkhandi and Chhattisgarhi tribes) who migrated from 

various areas of the Chotanagpur plateau region. However, it has been recognised as 

a distinct language named Axomiya Sadri. There is often a tendency to conflate the 

numbers with Hindi and to use the term Sadri to refer to related linguistic varieties, 

some considered similar but independent languages. It is also mostly still a creolised 

contact language for the tribes and the Hindi-Urdu speaking population in the areas 

shared by the border districts of the Indian states of Jharkhand2 (Simdega and Gumla 

district), Odisha (parts of Sundergarh district), Chhattisgarh (parts of Balrampur and 

Jashpur districts) and West Bengal (parts of Purulia district). The figures provided 

above are estimates based on aerial surveys by researchers visiting the areas where 

Sadri is spoken. Since it is also used mostly as a contact language, i.e., lingua franca 

by most tribes, the approximation of the number of speakers further gets complicated. 

There are many names listed by many studies on linguistic diversity in the region, 

some as recent as 2009 which refer to a lot of these names (all of them different 

linguistic varieties) as alternate names of Sadri (Lewis, 2009). These names differ 

region wise. Some listed alternate names are: Ganwari, Chotanagpuri, Sadana, 

Sadani, Jharkhandi, Nagpuria, Sadan, etc. Etymologically, Sadri means: 'belonging 

to the town'. Grierson mentions that the name Sadri is also ³used when an aboriginal 

tribe abandons its own language and takes to an Aryan one´ (Grierson, Linguistic 

Survey of India, 1903). In more recent references by the speakers themselves and the 

 
1 https://www.ethnologue.com/language/sck 

2 Jharkhand was carved out of the state of Bihar in November 2000. However, the region 
was known as Jharkhand even before it attained statehood.  
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population in the region, the name Sadri is more specifically used for the variant 

predominantly spoken in the erstwhile Biru region in and around Simdega district, 

where it has developed mostly as the L1, with an increased tendency of tribes to adopt 

it as the main language due to its higher usability in the developing marketplace. The 

name Nagpuria appears more as an umbrella term for connected dialects and varieties 

without any specificity of region and distinction of contact language or L1. Ahmad 

notes that speakers in the Birugarh region identify with the name Sadri. Language of 

songs and literature, with minor linguistic differences, is categorised as Nagpuria 

(Ahmad, 2015). The Sadri speaking area in the eastern India is encircled in the map 

below. 

 

Map 1.1: India Political3 

 

 
3 https://images-na.ssl-images-amazon.com/images/I/613XicWo1yL.jpg 
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Nagpuri/Nagpuria enjoys the status of the second official language in 

Jharkhand. There is demand to include Nagpuri in the eighth schedule of the Indian 

constitution, a move opposed by many scholars and politicians.  

In this study, Sadri as spoken in the region roughly demarcated as the erstwhile 

Birugarh region in the south-eastern Chotanagpur plateau falling largely in the state 

of Jharkhand has been taken into account. This region falls roughly in the district of 

Simdega. Speakers in this region use the language largely as L1 or as their mother 

tongue. The language here is standardised and has a varied grammatical structure. 

Other connected varieties of Sadri (included under Nagpuria) include substantial 

freedom to inclusion of Hindi, which L1 Sadri speakers would see as code mixing 

and code switching. Henceforth in this dissertation, Sadri would mean the L1 variety 

and Nagpuria would mean the general non-standardised varieties used as Lingua 

Franca. The map below shows the location of Simdega district.  

 

Map 1.2: Simdega district4 

While a brief sketch of Sadri/Sadani/Nagpuria exists, this work will serve as an in-

depth description of the language used as L1. Before I begin the description of the 

 
4 www.veethi.com 
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language itself, I would like to provide information on the speakers of the language, 

a brief history of language, the genetic affiliation of the language, previous work on 

Sadri and closely related languages, and how this descriptive grammar fits into the 

current scholarship.  

1.2 The Sadri Speaking People 
The name Sadri is not a loconym associated with a specific speaker group but it is 

spoken by disparate adivasi or tribal groups and non-tribal groups of Aryan origin. In 

the Birugarh region these comprise of adivasi tribes such as Khadiya, Oraon, Munda, 

Ho, Gond, Chik Badaik, Birhor, etc. and non-adivasi groups such as Bhogta, Bhuia, 

Ghansi, Dom, Chamar, etc.5 Most native speakers as a result comprise of the non-

tribal population living in the rural areas. The tribals use the language mostly as the 

contact language or the lingua franca. These tribal groups which speak their own 

indigenous languages belong to at least three distinct linguistic families, such as the 

Austroasiatic, Indo-European and Dravidian family. Languages of the Munda group 

of languages spoken by various tribal goups such as Ho, Santhali, Birhor and Mundari 

belong to the Austroasiatic family. Languages like Kurukh, Rajmahalia, Mal 

Pahariya, Malto and related varieties belong to the Dravidian family (Osada T. , 

2014). They are spoken by the Oraons and related Dravidian tribes. Vidhyarthi and 

Upadhyay note that the Khadia tribes speak languages of the Khadia-Juang branch of 

the Munda language. A subtribe speaks Khadia Thar which is an Indo-Aryan 

language (Vidhyarthi & Upadhyay, 1980).  

1.3 The Script and Literature 
In the past Kaithi script was used to write Sadri. However, as the script has become 

almost extinct with very few remaining practitioners of the script, the use of Kaithi 

for Sadri has seen a steady decline to a point now where very few know of the script 

even. In contemporary times, the script used is Devanagri. In the absence of 

standardized Sadri the literature produced can at best be attributed to a general 

Nagpuria language. Many Nagpuria magazines are also being published. In addition, 

there is a Nagpuria music and film industry informally called Jhollywood. 

 

 
5 https://jharnet.com/jharkhand-caste-list/ 
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1.4 Lexicon 
Since Sadri developed as a contact language, it does not have a chaste lexicon that 

belongs exclusively to Sadri. The language thus borrows heavily from different 

languages depending on the topic being expressed. The lexicon also varies according 

to the ethnicity and religious identity of speaker groups. Thus, Sadri lexicon shows 

influence of English as widely as it does Urdu. However, the major influence seen is 

of Hindi.    

1.5 Historical Background and Genetic Affiliation 
The most prominent theory trying to explain the obscure origin of Sadri comes from 

Grierson (1903) and Jordan-Horstmann (1969), who consider Sadri to have originated 

as a dialect of Bhojpuri. Some Indian scholars like Tiwari (1960) too find merit in 

this idea. Similarly, Suniti Kumar Chatterji classified Sadri as a Western-Magadhan 

language along with Bhojpuri (Chatterji, 1926). Suggesting similar origin, some 

scholars suggest that a sub branch of a Parakrit (vernacular) spoken in the region gave 

rise to Sadri as a result of infusion of Austroasiatic and Dravidian elements. However, 

there seems to be an agreement about the language having its origin as a variation of 

Bhojpuri/Maithili that developed as a marketplace pidgin in the Chotanagpur plateau 

where most of the tribal population was concentrated. Over a period of creolization 

and standardization, most areas where the non-tribals and tribals live side by side, the 

language has come to be adopted as a major second language with an increasing 

tendency to be learnt as the L1. The increased interactions among the tribal and non-

tribal groups with intertribal marriages and consolidation of Hindu religious practices 

and the advent of Christianity led to the increased importance of the contact language. 

With the creolization of the language and adoption as L1 developed the grammatical 

breadth of the language. Goswami (1976) gives a list of groups that use Sadri as the 

second language and the groups that use it as L1.6  

This theory has been debated by various scholars. The origin of the name Sadri might 

hold some clues about the origin and development of the language. Navrangi argues 

that the etymology of the alternate name of the language, Sadan, can be traced to the 

old Indo-Aryan niV ъ�G֍ ъ, which refers to ³ethnic group of Northeast India´ (Navrangi, 

 

6 See appendix2 
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1956). However, there is no ethnic group that can be clearly linked with the origin of 

the language which is why its origin as a pidgin holds most significance. This does 

not discredit the idea, following Navrangi, that Sadri originated as the language of the 

Sadans: ancient people of Aryan race who lived among the non-Aryan tribes which 

ultimately came to be adopted by various tribal groups as a common link language. 

Approximately 90 such communities are referred to by the term ъGLYъVL7.  

Following from the discussion above, the genealogical tree of Sadri can be traced as 

follows: 

 

Figure 1.1: Genealogical tree of Sadri (Ahmad, 2015). 

1.6 Vitality  
The EGIDS8 for Sadri in its primary country is 3. It means that the language enjoys 

wider use according to the ethnologue. An EGIDS of level 3 indicates that the 

language has been developed to the point that it is used and sustained by institutions 

beyond the home and community. This is however debatable as Sadri/Nagpuri is yet 

to have an official grammatical documentation, an exercise that this work has 

undertaken.  

 
7  See appendix1 for a list of aboriginal communities (Adivasis) living in Jharkhand, 
Chhattisgarh, and Odisha. 

8 EGIDS stands for Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale. It is a vitality 
estimate for every identified language in each country where that language is spoken. 
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Figure 1.2 shows the place of Sadri within the cloud of all living languages. 9 

However, it must be noted that this graph from the ethnologue does not represent the 

L1 population which has been posited to use Sadri as opposed to the general Lingua 

Franca which is Nagpuria as posited earlier.  

 

Fig 1.2: Sadri (Nagpuria) in language cloud10 

In terms of vitality, Nagpuria is not an endangered language and enjoys a substantially 

large speaker base. Again, the data does not clearly indicate the vitality level of L1 

Sadri. Based on the field work conducted for the dissertation, it is clear that the 

language is gaining more speakers due to its better viability compared to the 

indigenous tribal languages spoken within a specific tribe. Figure 1.3 shows the size 

and vitality of Nagpuria.  

 
9 Each language in the world is represented by a small dot that is placed on the grid in 
relation to its population (in the vertical axis) and its level of development or endangerment 
(in the horizontal axis), with the largest and strongest languages in the upper left and the 
smallest and weakest languages (down to extinction) in the lower right. Sadri is shown as a 
purple dot.  

10 https://www.ethnologue.com/cloud/sck 

https://www.ethnologue.com/language/sck
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Fig 1.3: Size and vitality of Sadri (Nagpuria) 

1.7 Previous Research 
Owing to its confusing and numerous nomenclature and varying status as the lingua 

franca, there is a considerable confusion about the language mentioned in various 

texts purportedly describing Nagpuria. The present work is based exclusively on the 

L1 variety, there is no detailed work available on the grammar. Over a period of time, 

however, there has been a considerable work on the language owing to its strategic 

importance in communication with diverse tribal and non-tribal groups in the region. 

Barring a sketch grammar, these works, however, are descriptions of the language in 

general and some are simple working grammars written in the tradition of Latin 

grammars.  

A book called 'Notes on the GъQZъUL�'LDOHFW�RI�/RKDUGDJD��&KKRWъ-1ъљSXU
�by E.H 

Whitley, published in 1896 is presumably the first book to attempt to describe the 

grammar (Whitley E. H., 1986). In another book 'Notes on Nagpuria Hindi', 

published in 1914, Whitley presents an outline grammar to be used by British officials 

and missionaries to communicate with the native populations in the area around 

Lohardaga.11 The book demarcates the area as north west and south of Ranchi where 

 
11 The district of Lohardaga originally included the areas which are now under Palamu 
district. Later Palamu was separately given district hood and remaining areas retained in the 
district of Lohardaga. Eventually, in 1899 the district was shifted from Lohardaga to Ranchi. 
In 1983, Gumla containing the present district of Simdega was separated from Ranchi and 
was made a district. In the same year the district of Lohardaga again came into existence after 
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the language could be understood. This is roughly the area where related varieties of 

Nagpuria enjoy a speaker base. Similarly, a practical guidebook titled 'LъQљXъљH�

Handbook - 6ъGъQL
��written by Rev. Henric Floor and published by the District 

Labour Association, Kolkata in 1931 is a book to aid the British officials and 

missionaries to interact with the labourers employed in the tea gardens of Assam. 

These labourers were from different tribal groups of Jharkhand, Chhattisgarh and 

Odisha, who were brought to the tea plantations in Assam as indentured labourers 

where they still live today and speak a version of Sadri that has grown separately as 

Axomiya Sadri. 'A SъGъQL�5HDGHU
�(1956) and 'A Simple SъGъQL�*UDPPDU
�(1956) by 

P.S.Nowrangi like the books by Father Whitley and Father Floor is for practical 

purposes. These books, however, were the first books on Nagpuria written by a native 

speaker. Another book by Nowrangi 'NъљSXUL\ъ� 6ъGъQL� %ROL� .ъ� %L\ъNъUъQ
� 

published in 1965 describes Nagpuria in relation with other Indo-Aryan languages in 

the proximity as well as gives a grammatical sketch in the Latin grammar tradition 

(Nowrangi, 1965). 'EnљOLVK�6ъGUL�'LFWLRQъU\
� published in 1975, compiled by Rev. 

Edgar Blain and is also for practical purposes. 

Grierson in his Linguistic Survey of India gave an overview of Nagpuria while 

classifying it as a ³FRUUXSW�IRUP�RI�%KRMSXUL´��$SDUW�IURP�GHOLPLWLQJ�WKH�JHRJUDSKLFDO�

spread of the language, Grierson pegged the number of speakers at 5,94,257. He also 

mentions the alternate names of Sadan and Sadri, apart from the now obsolete name 

'Dikku Kaji' (the language of the Dikku or Aryans). This name was used by the Munda 

people purportedly for Nagpuria. Grierson attributes the variations in Nagpuria as 

divergences from Bhojpuri due to the fact that "Nagpuria has borrowed grammatical 

forms from the neighbouring Chhattisgarhi of the east central provinces". He cites the 

use of the definite suffix -hΩr and plural suffix =mΩn as proof. The influence of the 

other Austroasiatic and Dravidian languages that comprise the socio-linguistic 

environment is not talked about. 

U.N.Tiwari wrote about the origin of Nagpuria which he calls Sadani in his D.Litt. 

dissertation titled 'The Origin and Development of Bhojpuri', published in 1960 

(Tiwari, 1960). He classifies Sadani as a dialect of Bhojpuri along with Northern 

 
being separated from Ranchi. Later in 2001 the district of Gumla was divided and Simdega 
for the first time came into existence as district. (District Simdega, 2021)  
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Standard Bhojpuri, Southern Standard Bhojpuri and Western Standard Bhojpuri. This 

is a view debated and denied by the Sadri speaking people who claim affiliation to 

Odiya. Tiwari and Chatterji who briefly touch upon the topic in The Origin and 

Development of the Bengali Literature  are of the same view in this regard (Chatterji, 

1926). Tiwari notes that Nagpuria is spoken in districts of Palamu and Ranchi. This 

would correspond roughly to the present districts of Gumla, Simdega, Ranchi, 

Lohardaga and Palamu in Jharkhand.  

Jordan-Horstmann in 'Sadani: A Bhojpuri Dialect Spoken in Chotanagpur' 

investigate the grammatical structure of Nagpuria while making comparisons with 

Bhojpuri. The book fails to acknowledge Nagpuria as an independent language 

following Grierson (1903), Chatterji (1926) and Tiwari (1960) and classifies it as a 

dialect of Bhojpuri. While detailed unlike previous works, their analysis is based 

roughly on Northern Nagpuria as they rely on the data SURYLGHG� LQ�1RZUDQJL¶V�µA 

6LPSOH�6DGDQL�5HDGHU¶�(Jordan-Horstmann, 1969). The book describes the phonetics 

and phonology, and morphology of the language. The book also describes the 

linguistic spread, and the linguistic classification.  

Apart from the aforementioned works, Nagpuria in particular has been at the centre 

of many studies, particularly in the areas of language convergence and contact 

induced change. Abbi LQ� KHU� ZRUN� WLWOHG� µLanguages of Tribals and Indigenous 

3HRSOHV�RI� ,QGLD��7KH�(WKQLF�6SDFH¶ studied Indo-Aryan influence on a Dravidian 

Language Kurukh and a Munda language belonging to the Austroasiatic language 

Kharia (Abbi, 1997). Since Sadri is a lingua franca that has originated through Aryan 

and tribal contact, this is an important study in the context of this present one. Osada 

deals with general convergence tendencies of all three language families that interact 

in the region. He takes note of shared traits, such as numeral classifiers, echo-word 

formation and onomatopoeics (Osada T. , 1991).  

There exists a sketch grammar of Sadani/Sadri written by Savita Kiran and Dr. John 

Peterson (Kiran & Peterson). Kiran has worked extensively in studying the 

development of Sadri as a contact language between the Munda tribes and the Aryan 

population. Her M.Phil. dissertation WLWOHG� µContact between Munda and Indic: 

'HYHORSPHQW�RI�6DGUL�DV�D�/LQJXD�)UDQFD¶ is unpublished and could not be accessed. 

Savita Kiran, who is currently an Assistant Professor in the University of Delhi has 
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worked on linguistic convergence and language contact among the languages and 

tribal groups in the area. Dr. John Peterson, currently a professor in the University of 

Kiel, has also worked on language contact and convergence of Munda languages.  In 

his paper 'Language contact in Jharkhand: Linguistic convergence between Mundъ�

and Indo-$U\DQ� LQ� (ъVWHUQ-&HQWUъO� ,QGLD
, building on Abbi (1997) and Osada 

(1991), Peterson traces back examples of contact and influence in Sadri to Munda 

(Peterson, Himalayan Linguistics, 2010). His paper titled 'Jharkhand as a "linguistic 

area"- Language contact between Indo-Aryan and Munda in Eastern-Central South-

Asia'12 is an overview of linguistic convergences between the Munda and Indo-Aryan 

languages. He discusses lexical borrowings into Munda from Indic and other 

convergence of grammatical nature. In his paper 
)URP�³ILQLWH´�WR�³QDUUDWLYH´� The 

enclitic marker =ъ� in KherwъULъQ� �1RUWK�0XQGъ) and Sadri (Indo-Aryan)' 13, he 

focuses on the distribution of finite marker in Kherwarian and argues that it closely 

resembles the distribution of =ъ marker in Sadri, which he regards as a 'narrative 

marker'. He is of the opinion that this marker is a result of direct influence brought 

into Sadri by L1 speakers of Kerwarian which is a North Munda language 

(Austroasiatic). (Peterson, 2021).   

All works described above are sketch grammars or works either of a guidebook nature 

or draw data from earlier sources. I attempted to verify some data particularly from 

1RZUDQJL¶V�NъљSXUL\ъ�6ъGъQL�%ROL�.ъ�%L\ъNъUъQ�and Jordan-+RUVWPDQQ¶V 'Sadani: 

A Bhojpuri Dialect Spoken in Chotanagpur', but the speakers from Birugarh region 

pointed out major difference in verbal inflections and some syntactic differences. This 

may be due to a difference in the variety and uniqueness of linguistic atmosphere in 

the Birugarh region. The speakers using it as L1 display greater variety and 

sophistication in morphology, syntax, and pragmatics. 

1.8  Typological Overview 
Linguistic typology is the analysis, comparison, and classification of languages 

according to their common structural features and forms. Determining the typology 

 
12 Raymond Hickey (ed.), The Cambridge Handbook of Areal Linguistics. [Cambridge 
Handbooks in Language and Linguistics.] Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 

13 Appeared in Advances in Munda Linguistics , a special issue of the 'Journal of South 
Asian Languages and Linguistics. 2015' 

http://www.southasiabibliography.de/uploads/Peterson_MicroAreas_Jharkhand.pdf
http://www.southasiabibliography.de/uploads/Peterson_MicroAreas_Jharkhand.pdf
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of a language using a cross-linguistic framework can help describe and compare 

individual languages to find correlations between them (Vellupillai, 2013). The basic 

word order, i.e., the syntactic arrangement of the constituents, and the 

morphosyntactic marking of the subject and the objects order of a language can be 

used to determine and sometimes predict features of a language. This is based on the 

idea that a particular order of the constituents has implications on certain other 

features of that language. Based on the discussion above we can predict the ordering 

of constituent pairs such as, the noun and the genitive marking, the noun and 

adjectives, verbs and adpositions, etc. (Lehmann, 1973). 

Sadri is a nominative accusative language with a SOV word order in simple 

declarative sentences typical to Indic languages. However, due to the presence of 

overt case and agreement markings, the scrambling of the word order is pragmatically 

allowed. Nominals attach with verbs to function as predicates and attributive 

adjectives. The attributive adjectives precede the noun. Nominalized forms are also 

used in relative constructions. The relative clause usually precedes the noun it 

modified, but this is not strictly followed and can be altered for pragmatic 

considerations.  

As is typical of OV languages, Sadri has post-positions which follow the nouns. These 

postpositions mark the grammatical relations on nouns. The genitive marker appears 

before the governing noun. Agents of both transitive and intransitive verbs are 

unmarked. Verbs bear agreement markers for tense, number and person. Other 

markings on verb are of aspect, participle.  

Other correlational features that are typologically indicative for an OV language are 

that the question word does not come initially in the sentence, the standard of 

comparison precedes the adjective, adverbials precede the verb, and the auxiliary 

follows the main verb. Interestingly, atypical to OV language typology, in Sadri, the 

negation function marker precedes the verb and the subordinator precedes the 

dependent clause.  

Typical to languages of the subcontinent, Sadri chains non-finite clauses together 

under a single matrix verb. This process can be described as the possibility to 

construct long sequences of foreground clauses with operator dependence, typically 
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within the sentence. This phenomenon also described as clause-chaining is used 

extensively in natural discourse of the L1 speakers of Sadri.   

In terms of Morphological typology, Sadri tends to be quite less agglutinating than 

other Indo Aryan languages, especially Hindi and Bhojpuri that its origin is closely 

related to. There is a great tendency to use the syntactic route to express something 

rather than using borrowed derivational morphology. With the newer generation there 

is a greater tendency to use derivational morphemes of Hindi and Urdu origins. 

Mostly Persian and Sanskrit prefixes and suffixes are used with the words of Persian 

and Sanskrit origin respectively. These processes are not productive, limited to 

borrowed words and dependent on the frequency of use among Hindi/Urdu speakers 

in the area.  

1.9  The Present Study and its Methodology 

1.9.1 The Present Study and Scope of Research 

As described in earlier sections, there are many dialectical variations of Sadri based 

on the regions. The present study undertakes to document a descriptive grammar of 

Sadri spoken as L1 in the Birugarh region. Elsewhere the language is used 

predominantly as a lingua franca and does not have the sophistication in grammatical 

structure pertaining to limited social scenarios in which it is used.  

There are variations of register too depending on the interactions with other dominant 

languages in the area. Predominantly, there are registers that show influence of Hindi, 

Hindustani and Urdu. There is no clear basis of this variation but it can be roughly 

characterised as generational, based on the medium of formal education received by 

the speaker and influence of the other dominant language.  In the present study, 

variations in lexicon are not accounted for. However, phonological variations 

depending on generational factors has been indicated where relevant.  

1.9.2 The Data 

For the purpose of this study, data was elicited during the period from June 2014 to 

August 2016 from speakers in the Simdega district which, as mentioned earlier, 

roughly corresponds to the erstwhile Birugarh region. The data was collected during 

interview sessions with native speakers of Sadri. I chose only native speakers and 

have brought variety in the data based on sex, and age too. However, the data 
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comprises of speakers above the age of 15. I have myself gained some fluency in the 

language in this process.  Additionally, two of my data consultants could be reached 

on phone in case additional data was required for deeper analysis or to corroborate 

some peculiarities.   

1.9.3 Methodology 

I used both, direct elicitation method through questionnaires and discourse-centered 

approach to gather data for the study. In the field sessions, I used the questionnaires 

to directly elicit data, which also majorly provides the basis of my analysis and study. 

At times, however, I took a discourse-centered approach to data collection too 

depending on the social situation I met the consultant in. I found it to be very 

beneficial. Apart from making the corpus rich and varied, the language sample I could 

gather depicted objects and situations that were culturally relevant to the speakers. 

Additionally, it made my data set lexically varied and rich.  

I used the questionnaires created by Abbi specially designed for Indian languages 

(Abbi, 2001) and questionnaires based on the 'standard structure of descriptive 

linguistic studies questionnaire' 14  recommended by the Max Planck institute for 

Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig. In the later stages of analysis most of my data 

elicitation through the interview method was based on the questions in µThe Lingua 

Descriptive Studies Questionnaire¶ developed by Bernard Comrie and Norval Smith 

(Comrie & Norval).  

The symbol system used to transcribe the language data is the IPA symbol system 

after data elicitation concluded. For glossing, Leipzig glossing rules have been 

followed. Those are the conventions for interlinear morpheme-by-morpheme glosses. 

For the most part, the category label abbreviations used are also the standard 

abbreviations developed and recommended jointly by the Department of Linguistics 

of the Max Plank Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology and by the Department of 

Linguistics of the University of Leipzig. (Comrie, Haspelmath, & Bickel, Leipzig 

Glossing Rules)   

 

 

14 downloaded from http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/ 
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1.9.4 Organisation of the Present Work 

Chapter 2 describes the sound system of the language. This chapter begins with the 

identification of sounds and their phonemic status in the language. To establish the 

phonemic status of the sounds, minimal and sub-minimal pairs are provided. 

Moreover, the distribution of sounds at syllable and word level is also discussed. This 

chapter also investigates syllable structure and other phonological processes found in 

this language.  

Chapter 3 discusses the morphology of the language. This includes noun morphology, 

verbal morphology, adjectives and adverbs. Copulas and postpositions are also 

described. Noun morphology also deals with pronouns and nouns, and their behaviour 

in the language. Verbal morphology consists of suffixes and prefixes which are 

attached to the verbs, and their usage. There is also a brief discussion on adjectives 

and adverbs in the same chapter. This chapter also concentrates on the derivational 

morphology of the language. An attempt is made to understand the derivation of 

various categories of function words through various derivational processes.  

Chapter 4 gives an account of the syntactic structure of the language. This description 

includes verbless predicates and verbal predicates. This chapter also focuses on 

negative constructions, interrogative clauses and imperative structures. Complex 

constructions are also included in this chapter.  

Chapter 5 presents the conclusion of the thesis. 
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2 PHONOLOGY 
 

2.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the phonology and phonetics of Sadri. The chapter aims to 

delineate the syllabic segmentals and the non-syllabic segmentals, i.e., describing the 

inventory of vowel and consonants used in the language. This discussion shall be 

supported by and based on an enquiry into the phonemic status of the sounds. This 

will be followed by the discussion on the phonotactics of the language that will 

describe the distribution of phonemes and possible consonant clusters. There will also 

be a discussion on how phones are put together to form syllables and the possible 

syllable types.  

2.2 Phonological Units (segmentals) 
Sadri employs the pulmonic egressive airstream mechanism to produce all phonetic 

segments. 

2.2.1 Distinctive Segments  

Following is the list of the distinctive segments in Sadri.   

2.2.2 Syllabic Segments (vowels)  

Any sound which occupies the nucleus of a syllable and is produced with a stricture 

of open approximation (Carr, 2008). In Sadri there are eight oral monophthongs. They 

are shown in the vowel chart below.  

 
Fig 2.1: Vowels in Sadri 
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There are three front vowels, one central and four back vowels. The oral 

monophthongs contrast in position, roundness and height. Vowel length is not usually 

phonemic. Minimal pairs are mostly seen involving direct loan words from Hindi. 

However, vowel length can be manipulated for intonation. Vowels in Sadri are 

described below. The list also presents vowel sounds in the word initial, medial and 

final position.  

Vowel Example Gloss 

/i/ i µWKLV¶ 

 bikh µYHQRP¶ 

 ---- ---- 

   

/ܼ/ Ѣsk҂l µVFKRRO¶ 

 sѢ࠵ar µMDFNDO¶ 

 ΩlmarѢ µFXSERDUG¶ 

   

֍҂ѵѢG /ݜ/  µEODFN�OHQWLO¶ 

 k҂k҂r µGRJ¶ 

 EҦDO҂ µEHDU¶ 

   

/u/ uҀh µJHW�XS¶ 

 ҟul µSODLWHG�KDLU¶ 

 ---- ---- 

/e/ eW֍war µ6XQGD\¶ 

 kͅs µKDLU¶ 

 Ωpne µKH��KRQRULILF�¶ 

   

/ԥ/ Ωmba µPDQJR¶ 

 kΩrѢ࠵a µEODFN¶ 

 ---- ---- 

   

/o/ okѢl µODZ\HU¶ 

 boka µVWXSLG��PDOH�¶ 

 kaG֍ o µPXG¶ 
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/a/ adҊa µEURWKHU-in-ODZ¶ 

 haѵha µK\HQD¶ 

 љ҂Ѣ࠵D µEHORYHG¶ 

 

Table 2.1: Vowels and minimal pairs 

2.2.2.1 Nasalization 

Speakers may nasalize some front vowels when appearing before alveolar and 

retroflex stops and flaps. However, this is not phonemic. Such allophones can be 

found in free variation among vowels other than the ones mentioned below, which 

show a phonemic contrast. Free nasalization of front vowels is a regional variation 

and not dialectical. Vowel nasalization may also occur when they appear before nasal 

consonants and nasal vowels. Again, this is based more on the age group of the 

speakers. Older speakers have an increased tendency to nasalize the front vowels and 

vowels appearing before nasal consonants.  

Some oral and their corresponding nasal vowels exhibit phonemic contrast. This 

contrast was seen among pairs of local and loan words. The following minimal pairs 

are some examples. Here the oral and the nasal vowels contrast to show the 

distinctiveness caused by nasalization.   

/u/ uҀh µDULVH¶ /Ǌ/ ǊҀh µFDPHO¶ 

/o/ koҀa µUDWLRQ¶ /}/ k}Ҁa µGRJ��PDOH�¶ 

2.2.2.2 Velarisation 

There is a tendency to velarise the open vowel in some speakers. It was found that 

speakers in closer proximity to Indo-Aryan languages do not velarise the open vowel 

while the ones who either speak Munda as their first language or interact with native 

Munda speakers more, exhibit this tendency in greater measure. The distinction is not 

phonemic in nature but can be used for emphasis.  

khap / kha࢙p  µJUDEELQJ�E\�WU\LQJ�WR�FRYHU�LW�ZLWK�RQH¶V�ILQJHUV¶ 

ҀmҀ / Ҁm࢙Ҁ µWLJKW¶ 

2.2.2.3 Rounding 
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Sadri speakers, particularly the older speakers, have a tendency to round the schwa 

/ԥ/ in monosyllabic words. This seems to be an influence of Bhojpuri and other Bihari 

dialects of Hindi. This is, however, not phonemic and purely a matter of style.  

2.2.3 Diphthongs 

Sadri allows only two-vowel clusters or diphthongs. Diphthongs are vowels whose 

quality changes during their production (Katamba, 1996).  

Barring the front closed unrounded vowel, all other participate in diphthongization as 

the initial vowel. Eleven diphthongs have been identified in Sadri. They are given 

below: 

Diphthong Examples  Diphthongs Examples 

/e҂/ ke҂ µaQ\RQH¶  /eo/ seo µDSSOH¶ 

/au/ ҟaur µULFH¶  /aѢ/ aѢn µEULQJ¶ 

/ae/ pِn˾kѢ µRQH- 

VHUYLQJ¶ 

 /oa/ dҊoal µPDWXUH¶ 

/҂a/ bhΩk҂a µVWXSLG¶  /ΩѢ/ ҟΩѢr µIRXU¶ 

/Ωo/ kΩoledҊ µFROOHJH¶  /Ω҂/ sΩ҂b µHYHU\RQH¶ 

/oѢ/ G֍ oѢn µZHW- 

ILHOG¶ 

 /ao/ bhao µSULFH¶ 

Table 2.2: Diphthongs in Sadri 

2.2.4 Borrowed Vowels and Diphthongs 

Owing its origin as a contact language, Sadri has a strong history of borrowing words 

but fitting them into its own phonological paradigms. Such assimilations are not 

distinctive for all speakers, and pronunciation may depend on various sociological 

factors. One must keep in mind that many such loan words enter Sadri through local 

dialects of Hindi where modifications to the quality of the sound must already have 

been made. Thus, /э/ and �ِ� from English may exist in free variation with /Ωo/ and 

/ِ˾/ respectively.   

2.2.5 Non-Syllabic Segments (Consonants) 

Sadri has 32 consonants as shown on the IPA consonant chart below. Some work on 

the consonant system has been done by Monika Jordan-Horstmann (1969). However, 
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some discrepancies were noticed considering the dialectal variation. Changes were 

also made on the basis of observations on dialectal and regional variations. The list 

below represents the consonants found in Sadri used as first language.      

 

Fig 2.2: Consonants in Sadri 

2.2.5.1 Plosives 

Sadri has all unvoiced plosives, voiced plosives, unvoiced aspirates and voiced 

aspirates of the labial, dental, retroflex and velar group.  The following table presents 

an attempt to list out consonants of Sadri with examples from minimal pairs or near 

minimal pairs. Non-phonemic segments have also been discussed.  

Plosive Explanation and occurrence 
 

/p/ labial unvoiced plosive  
e.g., pul µEULGJH¶��яѢpa µHOHYDWLRQ¶��dҊҦap µFRYHU¶�� 
 

/ph/ labial unvoiced aspirate  
e.g., phul µIORZHU¶��k}phѢ µQRWHERRN¶��kaph µFRXJK¶ 
 

/b/ labial voiced plosive  
e.g., b҂l µURDP¶�� bΩѢs µWZHQW\-WZR¶�� kobѢ�� µFDXOLIORZHU¶�� sΩ҂b 
µHYHU\RQH¶ 
 

/bh/ labial voiced aspirate  
e.g., bh҂la µWR� IRUJHW¶� bhΩѢs µZDWHU� EXIIDOR¶�� bhadҊѢ µYHJHWDEOH¶��
sΩ҂bh µHYHU\RQH¶ 
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Table 2.3: Plosives and their distribution 

 
15 The colon symbolises gemination of the consonant  

 
/W֍ / dental unvoiced plosive  

e.g., W֍ar µZLUH¶��pΩW֍ :Ωl15 µOHDI�SODWH¶��s҂W֍  µWR�VOHHS¶ 
 

/W֍ h/ dental unvoiced aspirate  
e.g., W֍ harѢ µSODWH¶��pΩW֍ hӃΩl µVWRQH¶��rΩW֍ h µWKH�UDWK�IHVWLYDO¶ 
 

/G֍ / dental voiced plosive  
e.g., G֍ an µJLIW¶��aG֍ Ѣ µJLQJHU¶��kanG֍  µFU\¶��kΩnG֍ a µVZHHW�SRWDWR¶ 
 

/G֍ Ҧ� dental voiced aspirate  
e.g., G֍ han µSDGG\¶��kΩnG֍ ha µVKRXOGHU¶��љΩnG֍ Ҧ µVPHOO¶ 
 

/Ҁ/ retroflex unvoiced plosive  
e.g., Ҁar µWR�VHW�DVLGH�ZLWK�D�VWLFN¶��Ҁmѵ µKLJK�ILHOG¶��kΩҀΩl µFXW��367�¶��
sΩҀ µVKLUW¶ 
 

/ҀҦ/ retroflex unvoiced aspirate  
e.g., Ҁhmѵ µVWDQG��,03�¶� ҀhepѢ µOLG¶��kΩҀhΩl µMDFNIUXLW¶��ҀhѢha µUHVHUYHG�
VSDFH¶ 
 

/я/ retroflex voiced plosive  
e.g., яalѢ µEDVNHW¶��яΩmkΩdҊ µWUDGLWLRQDO�GDQFH¶� 
   

яҦ/ retroflex voiced aspirate  
e.g., яhalѢ µVORSH¶��яhoka µERXOGHU¶� 
  

/k/ velar unvoiced plosive  
e.g., kaѢl µWRPRUURZ¶��k҂k҂r µGRJ¶��nѢmΩk µVDOW¶ 
 

�NҦ� velar unvoiced aspirate  
e.g., NҦHW֍  µILHOG¶��bh҂NҦΩl µKXQJU\¶��dҊmNҦ µYHJHWDEOH�WUHOOLV¶ 
 

/љ� velar voiced plosive  
e.g., љRUQD µVWRUH� WR� ULSHQ� D� IUXLW¶�� Ωљ҂D µUHSUHVHQWDWLYH¶�� naљ 
µFREUD¶ 
 

/љҦ� velar voiced aspirate  
e.g., љhorna µHQFORVXUH¶��paљҦD�µURSH¶��maљҦ µQDPH�RI�D�PRQWK¶ 
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2.2.5.2 Nasals 

There are three nasal consonants. They are all voiced and can occur in all positions.  

Nasal Explanation and occurrence  
 

/m/ bilabial voiced  
e.g., ma µPRWKHU¶��mora µHDUWKHQ� JUDQDU\¶�� W֍ ΩmrΩs µJXDYD¶�� nam 
µQDPH¶ 
 

/n/ alveolar voiced,  
e.g., na µQHJDWLYH�SDUWLFOH¶��nala µFDQDO¶��kanG֍  µFU\¶��G֍ ҦDQ�µSDGG\¶ 
 

�ƾ� velar voiced nasal: occurs word medially before velar stops or at the 
coda position 
e.g., Ωƾ҂l µILQJHU¶��rΩƾ µFRORXU¶�� 

 

Table 2.4: Nasals and their distribution 

2.2.5.3 Trill, Flaps, and Lateral 

Sadri has voiced and aspirated trill. The aspirated trill is rarely found and appears to 

be a borrowing. The lateral can occur at all positions. The retroflex voiced and 

aspirated flap occurs in medial and final position. 

Consonant Explanation and occurrence  

/r/ alveolar trill  
e.g., reksa µULNVKDZ¶��bara µWZHOYH¶��W֍ar µZLUH¶ 
 

/rh/ alveolar aspirated trill 
 e.g., EDUҦD µERDU¶ 
 

/ѵ/ retroflex voiced flap 
 e.g., љΩѵal µEXULHG¶��ҟҦ}ѵѢ µJLUO¶��W֍aѵ µSDOP�WUHH¶ 
  

/ѵҦ/ retroflex aspirated flap  
e.g., љΩѵҦa µGHHS¶��meѵҦ µERXQGDU\�RI�D�ILHOG�WKDW�VWRSV�ZDWHU¶ 
 

/l/ alveolar voiced lateral  
e.g., lal µUHG¶��kΩlΩҀ µWR�WXUQ¶��dҊhol µFREZHE¶ 

 

Table 2.5: Trills, flaps, laterals and their distribution 
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2.2.5.4 Affricates 

The affricates are represented by all voiced, unvoiced and aspirated consonants of the 

palatal series. They occur in all positions. 

Affricate Explanation and occurrence 

/ҟ/ palatal unvoiced  
e.g., ҟΩmokΩn µWLFN¶��maҟa µVFDIIROG¶��pmҟ µILYH¶ 

/ҟҦ/ palatal unvoiced aspirate  
e.g., ҟҦeљrѢ µJRDW¶��mΩҟҦrѢ µILVK¶��љΩ˾ҟҦ µWUHH¶ 

/dҊ/ palatal voiced 
e.g., dҊama µDOO¶��badҊa µPXVLF¶��ladҊ µVK\QHVV¶ 

/dҊҦ/ palatal voiced aspirated 
e.g., dҊҦѢmΩk µVSULQNOH¶��љΩndҊҦ҂ µQDPH�RI�D�FDVWH¶��sadҊҦ µWR�SXW�
LQVLGH¶ 

 

Table 2.6: Affricates and their distribution 

2.2.5.5 Fricatives 

The fricatives include voiceless alveolar and glottal consonant. There is no restriction 

of position where they can appear. 

Fricative Explanation and occurrence 
 

/s/ alveolar unvoiced 
 e.g., sodҊҦ µVWUDLJKW¶��SҦRNVR µEULWWOH¶��kes µKDLU¶� 
 

/h/ glottal unvoiced, e.g., hΩ˾s҂wa µVLFNOH¶��mΩ˾h҂wa µmahua flower¶, 
lah µODF¶ 
 

Table 2.7: Fricatives and their distribution 

2.2.5.6 Approximants 

Approximants or semi vowels are voiced. In Sadri the category is represented by a 

bilabial and palatal consonant. The bilabial was not observed to occur in the initial 

and final position. The words where it occurs were observed to have been recent 

borrowings from Indo-Aryan. In the borrowed words, in the initial and final position, 

WKH�DSSUR[LPDQW�LV�UHSODFHG�E\�WKH�YRZHO��R���7KH�SDODWDO�YRLFHG�DSSUR[LPDQW��ଏ��KDV�

no such restriction. 
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Approximant Explanation and occurrence 
 

/w/ bilabial voiced approximant  
e.g., maowaG֍ Ѣ µPDRLVW¶� 
 

  palatal voiced approximant �࠵�
e.g., ࠵ΩѢG֍  µUHPHPEUDQFH¶��mΩѢ˾࠵m µJLUO�FKLOG¶��mm࠵�µPRWKHU¶ 

 

Table 2.8: Approximants and their distribution 

2.2.5.7 Consonant length 

Long or double consonants occur only in the word medial positions. The following 

consonants occur with length: /k/, /љ/, /tѻ/, /d/, /G֍ /, /t/, /W֍ /, /p/, /b/, /n/, /m/, /1/, and /s/. 

In the examples of long consonants given below, for clarity they are shown as 

double letters as opposed to the IPA notation: 

Geminate Example with gloss 

/bb/: [bb]    dѢbba µER[¶ 

/pp/: [pp]    lΩppa µ\R�\R¶ 

/tt/: [tt]    mΩttѢ µVRLO¶ 

/W֍ W֍ /: [Wࡧ Wࡧ ]    l҂W֍ W֍ Ѣ µIUXLW�IO\¶ 

/dd/: [dd]    љΩddѢ µEXQGOH¶ 

/G֍ G֍ /: [Gࡧ Gࡧ ]    tѻΩG֍ G֍ Ωr µVKHHW¶ 

/kk/: [kk]    tѻΩkka µZKHHO¶ 

/љљ/: [ܳܳ@    s҂љљa µSDUURW¶ 

/nn/: [nn]    tѻ҂nna µOLPHVWRQH¶ 

/mm/: [mm]    dҊamma µHYHU\WKLQJ�HYHU\¶ 

/11/: [11]    GҦ҂lla µGXVW¶ 

/ss/: [ss]    NҦΩssѢ µKH�JRDW¶ 

 

Table: 2.9: List of geminates 
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Long consonants are preceded by short vowels. 

Geminates are rare in root words but can be seen to occur when verb stems ending 

with plosives form perfective participles. The stem final stop sound is geminated. 

Older and rural speakers tend to exhibit this process, while there is an increasing 

tendency among the younger speakers to not geminate the stem final stop.   

s҂W֍ W֍ -Ωl   µVOHHS-3)9¶ 

pΩkk-Ωl  µULSH-3)9¶ 

bѢtѻҦtѻҦ-Ωl µFROOHFW-3)9¶ 

Gemination is not productive in Sadri. The phonemic nature of geminates depends 

on the phonemic nature of the loans in Hindi.  

2.3 Phonotactics 

2.3.1 Distribution of Non-syllabic Segments  

The following table lists down the restrictions in the occurrence of phonemes 

position-wise: 

2.3.1.1 Word-final Consonants 

 All consonant segments except approximant /w/, glottal /h/ and retroflex /я/ and 

aspirates /яҦ/ and /ѵҦ/ can be found word finally.  

2.3.1.2 Word-initial Consonants  

All consonant segments except nasal �ƾ�, aspirate /ѵҦ/, and approximants /w/ and ࠵�� 

can occur word initially.  

2.3.1.3 Word-medial Consonants  

The retroflex /я/ and its aspirate /яҦ/ were not found to occur word medially.  

The restrictions in the occurrence of consonants have been presented in tabular form 

below: 

Word initial Word medial Word final 

�ƾ� /ܩ/ /ܩ/ 

 /ހܩ/ /ހܩ/ /ހݏ/

/w/  /ހݏ/ 
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/ଏ/  /w/ 

  /h/ 

Table 2.10: Restriction in occurrence of consonants 

The semi vowel /w/ gets vocalised to /o/ in the word initial and final position.  

2.3.1.4 Allophones 

The unaspirated voiced and unvoiced bilabial stops exist in free variation with their 

aspirated counterparts in the word final position. Similarly, unaspirated unvoiced 

retroflex and velar stops are allophonic with their aspirated variety in the word final 

position.   

2.3.2 Consonant Clusters  

Consonant clusters are generally rare in Sadri. They occur predominantly in words 

of Indo-Aryan origin.   

2.3.2.1 Distribution 

Word initial consonant clusters and word final consonant clusters are very rare among 

native speakers. Influence of standard Hindi can be observed in Sadri literature and 

among educated speakers where there is a greater tendency to incorporate Hindi 

pronunciation; the degree may vary. Predominantly, the rural uneducated speakers 

break the word initial CC cluster through various epenthetic processes. The process 

has also been discussed in the section on syllables.  

CC sequences are permitted word medially where it is a result of the schwa syncope16 

rule. This process itself is a borrowing from Hindi which comes into Sadri along with 

the loan words. The process results in the occurrence of syllable-final and syllable-

initial clusters.  

There are some restrictions in the formation of consonant clusters as follows:  

(i) two aspirated consonants do not combine to form a consonant cluster,  

(ii) /ݹh/ is not combined to form a consonant cluster,  

(iii) /ܩ/ does not occur as the second member of a consonant cluster.   

 
16 schwa syncope or schwa deletion: In Indo-Aryan languages the schwa ('ԥ') implicit in 
each consonant of the script is obligatorily deleted at the end of words and in certain other 
contexts for intelligibility and unaccented speech.   
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Examples of the consonant clusters are given below. These clusters can be classified 

into following subclasses:  

C (stop) + C (stop), e.g., nΩљG֍ Ѣ µFDVK¶, sΩƾҀҦa µVWLFN�VWDII¶, nΩkҀa µFKLSSHG¶ 

C (stop) + C (liquid), e.g., Ωљla µIRUPHU¶, bѢdҊlѢ µHOHFWULFLW\¶, bΩљra µPRUH¶ 

C (stop) + C (fricative) e.g., nΩksa µPDS¶ 

C (fricative) + C (stop) e.g., moskѢl µdifficult¶ 

C (liquid) + C (nasal) e.g., hΩrG֍ Ѣ µWXUPHULF¶, hΩlka µOLJKW¶ 

C (liquid) + C (liquid) e.g., hΩrla µD�VSHFLHV�RI�ELUG¶ 

C (nasal) + C (stop) e.g., kΩnG֍ a µWXEHU¶, amѵa µD�WURSLFDO�IUXLW¶ 

C (liquid) + C (nasal) e.g., Ωlna µFORWK�VWDQG¶, sΩrna µD�UHOLJLRXV�JURXS¶ 

C (obstruent) + C (nasal) e.g., sΩG֍ ҦQD µD�NLQG�RI�YHJHWDEOH¶��EҦΩѢљna µQHSKHZ¶ 

C (nasal) + C (nasal) e.g., ΩƾQD µFRXUW\DUG¶ 

C (nasal) + C (fricative) e.g., ΩmsѢ µGULHG�UDZ�PDQJR¶, Ωnsa µIUXVWUDWLRQ¶ 

The combinations given above were found in the corpus. However, this list is not 

exhaustive of all possible combinations.  

Tripartite combinations are not possible in Sadri.  

2.3.3 Distribution of Syllabic Segments 

2.3.3.1 Word-final Vowels  

With the exception of the long vowels /i/ and /u/, and /Ω/ all vowels occur freely in 

word-final position.  

2.3.3.2 Word-initial Vowels  

There is no restriction on the occurrence of the word-initial vowels.  

2.3.3.3 Sequences of Vowels 

The sequences of dual vowels have been described in the section on diphthongs. It 

must be noted that Sadri does not allow sequence of three vowels.   
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2.4 Syllable Structure 

2.4.1 Canonical Syllable Type 
The syllables can be made of an optional onset and coda, and a nucleus. Therefore, it 

shows the possibility of all four variants of minimal possible syllable structures. 

Possible syllable structure Example 

V i µWKLV¶ 

CV ka µwhat¶ 
VC an µEULQJ¶ 

CVC kes µKDLU¶ 

 

Table 2.11: Possible syllable types 

It should be noted that vowel-initial syllables are found only in the initial position of 

words. 

VC.CV am.ba µmango¶ 

Since word initial and final consonant clusters are rare in Sadri, due to the tendency 

of speakers to insert a schwa /Ω/even in loan words, there are, however some loan 

words as spoken by younger speakers that show CC cluster in the onset position. E.g. 

CCVC prem µORYH¶ 

The present corpus too suggests that only one consonant is allowed in the beginning 

of the word initial syllable.  

CC clusters are not found in the word final syllables. In some loan words where the 

preceding syllable does not have aspirated consonants in the coda position, syllabic 

consonants are seen. If this condition is not met, schwa /Ω/ insertion takes place E.g.  

CVC.C mΩs.W֍  µnice¶ 

CVCVC sΩNҦΩW֍  µKDUG¶ 

The CC cluster word medially are not part of the same syllable. There was no 

evidence of clusters of more than two consonants. Thus, CCVC is the only one 

complex syllable structure found other than the minimally possible ones. 

CCVC prem µORYH¶ 
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2.4.2 Assignment of Medial Clusters to Syllables  
The medial consonant clusters are assigned to syllables according to the following 

rule. The first consonant of the medial cluster is assigned to the preceding syllable 

and the second consonant goes with the following syllable.  

In the following examples, the syllabic boundary is marked with a dot:  

nΩљ.G֍ Ѣ µFDVK¶  

EҦΩѢљ.na µQHSKHZ¶ 

The assignment of medial units to syllables does not depend on the morphological 

structure. 

2.4.3 Word Structure 

Words may be monosyllabic, disyllabic, or polysyllabic in Sadri depending on the 

number of syllables occurring in a word. Depending on the occurrence of a consonant 

sound in the coda position of word final syllable words can be referred to as open 

syllable words (ending without coda) and closed syllable words (ending with a coda) 

Let us consider the following words: (a dot signifies the syllable boundary) 

Monosyllabic 

Open 

V u µWKDW¶ 

CV ka µZKDW¶ 

Closed 

VC an µEULQJ¶ 

CVC mas µPHDW¶ 

 

Disyllabic 

Open 

V.CV ala µcome (2PL)¶ 

CV.CV am.ba µPDQJR¶ 

CVC.CV bΩљ�UD�µmore¶ 

Closed 

V.CVC e.NҦΩn µnow¶ 

VC.CVC Ωl.љal µWLOWHG¶ 

CV.CVC ke.NҦΩn µZKHQ¶ 
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CVC.CVC pΩN�NҦΩn µrock¶ 

Table 2.12: Word types based on syllable structure 

Following a similar pattern there can be multiple probable concatenations of the basic 

possible syllables to form words that are polysyllabic. Polysyllabic words are mostly 

concatenated verbs and words that are products of derivational morphology.    

2.5 Suprasegmental Features 

2.5.1 Nasalization 

All Sadri vowels can be nasalized. It is distinctive and therefore nasalisation is 

phonemic. Refer to section 0 for more detail and examples. 

2.5.2 Length  

Length of vowels and consonants can be contrastive, hence are phonemic.  

There are three pairs of short and long vowels that exhibit contrastive length: /Ѣ/ and 

/i/; /҂/ and /u/; and /Ω/ and /a/. The contrast is not found in other vowels. The following 

words illustrate the length contrast:  

lѢNҦ µZULWH-�6*�,03¶  OLNҦ µOLFH�HJJV¶ 

s҂W֍a µVOHHS-�3/�,03¶  suW֍a µWKUHDG¶ 

nΩs µYHLQ¶    nas µGHVWUXFWLRQ¶ 

For discussion on consonant length, refer to section 2.2.5.7. 

2.5.3 Stress  

Stress does not create phonemic contrast in Sadri. Phonetically, words are stressed 

for emphasis only.  

Length and pitch are the phonetic correlates of stress. Usually, unstressed syllables 

lack length and a high pitch.  

The placement of phonetic stress is based on some rules: 

1. Stress is connected to syllable weight. There are three measures of weight: 

light (syllables ending in a lax, short vowel), medium (syllables ending in a 

tense, long vowel, or a lax, short vowel followed by a consonant), and heavy 

(others). Where one syllable has greater weight than the others, stress is placed 

on the heavier syllable. e.g., NҦΩ`was µKXQJHU¶��pΩrѢ`war µIDPLO\¶ 
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2. When a syllable begins with a long vowel, stress is placed on it. e.g., `Ѣsk҂lѢ࠵a 

µWKDW�ZKR�JRHV�WR�VFKRRO¶ 

3. Usually, the syllable preceding the consonant cluster gets stress. e.g., `nΩљG֍ Ѣ 

µFDVK¶ 

The stress pattern in Sadri needs further investigation. 

2.5.4 Intonation 

In Sadri, intonations have syntactic rather than emotional content. There are four 

major types of intonational patterns:  

(1) high-fall   (2) high-rise  

(3) rise-and-fall   (4) mid-level  

Statements have a high-fall intonation pattern. Intonation peaks are positioned on the 

penultimate word or on the negative particle if there is one. 

1. m}࠵ h҂˾wm nѢ dҊam҂ 

 1SG there NEG Go-FUT 

 ',�ZLOO�QRW�JR�WKHUH¶ 

 

2. son҂ EҦDW֍  NҦD-W֍ -he 

 Sonu food eat-IPFV-PRS.3SG 

 '6RQX�LV�HDWLQJ�IRRG¶ 

Yes-no questions and tag questions have a 'high rise' intonation. 

3. W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ kΩr-b-e ka ࠵{

 2SG all house clean do-FUT-2SG Q 

 µ:LOO�\RX�FOHDQ�WKH�ZKROH�KRXVH"
 

Information questions, like question word questions, feature rise in intonation on the 

question word. The intonation falls gradually afterwards. 

4. W֍ ֍a  EҦDW࠵kaѢl  kΩhѢ ࠵{  NҦD�-l-e  

 2SG yesterday when food eat-FUT-2SG 

 µ:KHQ�GLG�\RX�HDW�IRRG�\HVWHUGD\"
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Commands and imperatives generally follow the mid-level intonational pattern. 

5. W֍ohre=mΩn pΩѵҦ-ъ 

 2PL read (IMP.2SG) 

 µ<RX (PL) UHDG¶� 

2.5.4.1 Contrastive and Emphatic Intonation 

The constituent to be emphasized or the focus of contrast is subject to stronger than 

average stress. The element to be contrasted carries a slightly higher stress than the 

emphasized segment. Any of the elements can receive contrastive stress in the 

following sentence depending on the degree of emphasis. In the following examples, 

underlining indicates a high degree of stress. 

6. u bΩѵҦѢ࠵m ΩG֍ mѢ  heke 

 3SG good man be-PRS 

 µHe is a good man¶ 

 

7. W֍  kѢW֍ab  betѻ ࠵{

 2SG book (ACC) sell-IMP 

 µ<RX�Vell ERRNV¶ 

In the emphatic sentences such as (7) the vowel length of the stressed constituent is 

increased depending on the degree of emphasis to be expressed. The contrastive 

intonation on the other hand in (8) involves a much higher degree of stress on the 

segment W֍   .࠵{

2.6 Morphophonemics 

2.6.1 Alternations 

Morphophonemic alternation refers to a process whereby sounds undergo changes 

when in juxtaposition with other sounds within a word. The following processes 

operate to effect such changes in vowel and consonant sounds in the native and 

borrowed vocabulary.  

Vowel Alternations 

The long vowel /a/ of the verb root becomes the short /Ѣ/ when the causative suffix 

/a/ is added to the verb root. 
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 NҦD�� + a = NҦѢ࠵a 

 take  CAUS  cause to take 

Vowel shortening 

The long vowel /i/ of the verb root becomes the short /Ѣ/ when the causative suffix /a/ 

is added to the verb root. 

 pi   + a = pѢ࠵a 

 drink  CAUS  cause to drink 

Nasalisation 

Vowels may become nasalized before a nasal consonant. However, this is not 

distinctive. It is observed that vowels can be nasalized when occurring before and 

after glides. This process is allophonic.  

 bΩѵҦѢ࠵a µJRRG¶     bΩѵҦѢ˾࠵m 

Consonant Deletion 

The dental /W֍ / of the imperfective participle gets aspirated and the glottal /h/ is deleted 

when the auxiliary [h}] and its forms occur in the sentence. 

 NҦD-W֍    he = NҦDW֍ ҦH 

 eat-IPFV PRS.3SG  is eating 

Consonant addition 

When verb roots ending with vowel sounds are causativised by adding the causative 

suffix /-a/ a glide/semi-vowel is added in between. It is shown in the examples 

below. 

 pi   + a = pѢ࠵a 

 drink  CAUS  cause to drink 

 
 le   + a = lewa 

 take  CAUS  cause to take 

 
 NҦD�� + a = NҦѢ࠵a 

 eat  CAUS  cause to eat 
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 G֍ Ҧo   + a = G֍ ҦRZD 

 wash  CAUS  cause to wash 
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3 MORPHOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 
This chapter contains for the most part a detailed discussion on the morphological 

structure of different word classes in Sadri language. The discussion comprises of the 

inflectional and derivational forms of various lexical and grammatical word 

categories. Word classes described include nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, 

postpositions, adverbs, particles, determiners, conjunctions, interjections, etc. The 

chapter from time to time shall also discuss some syntactic strategies that were seen 

to have come in order with some morphological processes.  

3.2 Pronoun 
Sadri pronouns are inflected for number and case and show proximity and various 

honorific levels. Broadly, there are seven classes of pronouns in Hindi: personal, 

demonstrative, relative, possessive, reflexive, interrogative, and indefinite.  

3.2.1 Personal Pronouns 

Pronouns in the direct and oblique cases are given below: 

Direct case 

Person Singular Plural 

1st Person m}࠵ hΩmre=mΩn / hΩme=mΩn 

 

2nd Person 

Familiar W֍  W֍ohre=mΩn ࠵{

 

Honorific rΩ҂re rΩ҂re=mΩn 

3rd Person 

Proximal i i=mΩn 

 

Distal u u=mΩn 

 

Honorific Ωpne Ωpne=mΩn 

Table 3.1: Pronouns in the direct and oblique cases 
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The 3rd person honorific is used sporadically. When used by wives, it is taken in a 

specific definite sense meaning to refer to their husbands. In the plural sense and in a 

generic and non-definite context, it is used to express high regard for specific persons. 

The first person and second person pronouns have two stems. The unmarked form is 

different from the genitive and dative form for the 1st person singular and 2nd person 

familiar, and the genitive form is different from the unmarked form for 2nd person 

honorific.     

Marked 

 Dative Genitive 

Person Singular Plural Singular Plural 

1st Person moke hΩmre=mΩn-ke mor hΩmre=mΩn-

Ωk 

2nd Person 

Familiar W֍oke W֍ohre=mΩn-ke W֍or W֍ohre=mΩn-Ωk 

Honorific rΩ҂re-ke rΩ҂re=mΩn-ke rΩ҂r rΩ҂re=mΩn-Ωk 

3rd Person 

Proximal i-ke i=mΩn-ke i-kΩr i=mΩn-Ωk 

Distal u-ke u=mΩn-ke u-kΩr u=mΩn-Ωk 

Honorific Ωpne-ke Ωpne=mΩn-ke Ωpne-kΩr Ωpne=mΩn-Ωk 

Table 3.2: Pronouns with dative and genitive case 

Pronouns for other cases are marked by the relevant postposition following the 

genitive forms of the pronoun, for example, mor mͅ (LOC), mor se (ABL), etc. 

3.2.2 Demonstrative Pronouns 

Demonstrative pronouns have the same form as the 3rd person personal forms.  

The forms in the direct case are given below: 
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Direct 

 Singular  Plural 

Proximal  i i=mΩn 

Distal u u=mΩn 

Marked 

 Dative Genitive 

Person Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Proximal i-ke i=mΩn-ke i-kΩr i=mΩn-Ωk 

Distal u-ke u=mΩn-ke u-kΩr u=mΩn-Ωk 

 

Table 3.3: Demonstrative pronouns in direct case and marked form 

Other cases are marked by appropriate postpositions following the genitive form. For 

example: 

Ablative: i-kΩr se 

Locative: i-kΩr mͅ 

3.2.3 Reflexive Pronouns 

These pronouns are anaphoric which must be co-referential with another nominal 

within the same clause. In other words, they substitute a noun or pronoun which is 

the logical subject of the sentence.  

In Sadri, reflexive pronouns have the following forms. 

Direct Dative Genitive 

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

Ωpne Ωpne- mΩn Ωpne-ke Ωpne=mΩn-ke ΩpΩn Ωpne=mΩn-

kΩr 

Table 3.4: Reflexive pronouns in direct case and marked form 

Other cases are marked by appropriate postpositions following the genitive form. 

3.2.4 Relative Pronouns 

Sadri has one relative pronoun: dҊe. The reflexive pronouns have the following 

forms: 
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Direct Dative Genitive 

Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural 

dҊe dҊe- mΩn dҊe-ke dҊe=mΩn-ke dҊe- kΩr dҊe=mΩn-kΩr 

Table 3.5: Relative pronouns in direct case and marked form 

Other cases are marked by appropriate postpositions following the genitive form. 

3.2.5 Interrogative Pronouns 

Sadri has two basic interrogative pronouns in both singular and plural: [ke] µZKR¶��IRU�

human entities) and [ka] µZKDW¶� �IRU�QRQ-human entities). [ka] is the neutral form 

used to form interrogative sentences. [ke] is the direct/nominative form. The dative 

form and genitive form are made by attaching the postposition [ke] and [kΩr] 

respectively. Other cases are marked by postpositions following the genitive forms.  

3.2.6 Indefinite Pronouns 

There are two indefinite pronouns in Sadri: ke҂ µVRPHRQH�VRPHERG\¶� DQG� kono 

µVRPHWKLQJ¶��ke҂ is used for human entities and kono is used for non-human entities.  

3.3 Noun 
A noun is a member of a syntactic class that includes words which refer to people, 

places, things, ideas, or concepts. Nominals may act as any of the 

following: subjects of the verb, objects of the verb, indirect object of the verb, or 

object of a preposition (or postposition) (Givón, 1984). They have a specific 

distribution, and perform specific syntactic functions (Crystal, 1980).  

This section will discuss the types of nouns, inflections, and means used to express 

syntactic and semantic functions of noun phrases. 

3.3.1 Types of Nouns 

Abstract noun 

An abstract noun is a noun that denotes something viewed as a nonmaterial referent. 

It is a noun denoting a state or property that cannot be seen, touched, etc. (Crystal, 

1980).  

Sadri Gloss 

prem µORYH¶ 

NҦ҂sѢ µKDSSLQHVV¶ 
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bΩW֍ ҦD µSDLQ¶ 

NҦΩwas µKXQJHU¶ 

ΩdҊaG֍ Ѣ µIUHHGRP¶ 

These nouns in Sadri do not attach to plural marker, quantifiers and demonstratives. 

They however take case markers.  

Collective noun 

A collective noun is a noun that refers to a group of entities that may be considered 

either as individuals or as one larger entity (Crystal, 1980).  

Sadri Gloss 

pΩrѢwar µIDPLO\¶ 

bΩrW֍ Ωn-basΩn µXWHQVLOV¶ 

mΩwesѢ µFDWWOH¶ 

tѻҦeљUѢ-љRU҂ µDOO�DQLPDOV�LQ�D�IDUP�RU�D�FROOHFWLRQ¶ 

bΩѢҀҦkѢ µDVVHPEO\¶ 

pΩntѻѢW֍  µJURXS�RI�KHDGPHQ¶ 

A lot of common nouns of the same semantic fields are used together to form 

collective nouns similar to the example of tѻҦeљUѢ-љRU҂. These nouns take all noun 

markers such as number, case, demonstratives and definite-indefinite markers and 

quantifiers.   

Common noun 

It denotes the class of animate and inanimate entities. 

Sadri Gloss 

aG֍ mѢ µPDQ¶ 

b҂G֍ a µSODQW¶ 

m҂rљѢ µFKLFNHQ¶ 

љRU҂ µERYLQH�FDWWOH¶ 

basΩn µXWHQVLO¶ 

These nouns take all noun suffixes and markers. 
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Proper noun 

Nouns that refer to names of individuals both animate and inanimate, place or a set 

of things that are unique in a given context are proper nouns (Brown & Miller, 2013).  

Sadri Gloss 

sΩrh҂l µQDPH�RI�D�IHVWLYDO¶ 

k҂rdeљ µQDPH�RI�D�SODFH¶ 

mΩƾΩl µ7XHVGD\¶ 

somra µ1DPH�RI�D�PDQ¶ 

maљҦ µ1DPH�RI�D�PRQWK¶ 

These nouns do not allow plural markers and definite and indefinite function markers 

in their environment. Other markers, function words and morphemes such as case and 

demonstratives are allowed. 

Countable noun 

Nouns that denote both animate and inanimate individual entity that can be counted 

are called countable nouns (Brown & Miller, 2013).  

Sadri Gloss 

tѻa࠵ µFXSV�RI�WHD¶ 

bѢla҂W֍ Ѣ µWRPDWR¶ 

aG֍ mѢ µPDQ¶ 

љRU҂ µFRZ¶ 

Ҁeb҂l µWDEOH¶ 

These nouns allow the number, definite-indefinite, case, demonstrative function in 

their environment.  

Uncountable noun/mass noun 

Nouns of which any quantity is treated as undifferentiated unit rather than discrete 

elements are mass nouns or uncountable nouns. These nouns cannot be counted 

(Brown & Miller, 2013). 

Sadri Gloss 

tѻa࠵ µWHD¶ 

mas µPHDW¶ 
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G֍ Ҧ҂ka µZLQG¶ 

rΩ҂G֍  µVXQVKLQH¶ 

dҊΩƾΩl µIRUHVW¶ 

Some nouns such as tѻae µFXSV� RI� WHD¶� RU� µWHD¶� DUH� XVHG� LQ� ERWK� FRXQWDEOH� DQG�

uncountable forms. However, owing to the difference in their morphosyntactic and 

semantic behaviour it is best to consider them as different lexical items. 

Uncountable/mass nouns do not allow plural function in their environment.  

3.3.2 Means Used to Express the Syntactic and Semantic Functions of Noun 
Phrases 

In Sadri, postpositions, suffixes for case, and derivational processes such as gender 

and number express the syntactic and semantic functions. In unmarked case 

constructions, where definite inanimate objects do not distinguish themselves from 

subjects in terms of case-marking, the word order plays a syntactic role. Sadri 

masculine and feminine nouns are unmarked for number. Refer to 0 for more detail.   

The paradigms of ҟҦ}ѵa µER\¶�DQG�ҟҦ}ѵѢ µJLUO¶�JLYHQ�EHORZ�LOOXVWUDWH�WKH�UROH�RI�VXIIL[HV�

and postpositions to convey different cases: 

Masculine: ҟҦ}ѵa µER\¶ 

Cases  Noun Postposition 

Direct  ҟҦ}ѵa ĭ 

Oblique  ҟҦ}ѵa ke (accusative/dative) 

   se (locative/instrumental) 

   -Ωk/kΩr (Genitive) 

Vocative e: ҟҦ}ѵa re 

  

Feminine: ҟҦ}ѵѢ µJLUO¶ 

Cases  Noun Postposition 

Direct  ҟҦ}ѵѢ ĭ 

Oblique  ҟҦ}ѵѢ ke (accusative/dative) 

   se (locative/instrumental) 

   -Ωk/kΩr (Genitive) 

Vocative e:/Ωљe ҟҦ}ѵѢ љH 
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Table 3.6: Case suffixes 

The vocative morphemes [e:] and [Ωљe] precede the nouns and are exclusive 

distribution with [re] and [љH@. The vocative paradigm exists only for {+ human} 

nouns.   

From the above paradigms, it is clear that Sadri lacks bound case suffixes barring the 

Genitive case (-Ωk attaches to nominal in their concatenated plural form). Thus, nouns 

are inflected only for gender. Inflected nominals are followed by postpositions to 

indicate various relationships between the noun phrases and the verb phrases.  

3.3.2.1 Gender 

Sadri does not have grammatical gender. However, natural sex is recognized through 

gender/sex-specific words such as: D࠵R µPRWKHU¶��baba µIDWKHU¶��mΩ˾Ѣ࠵m µEDE\� JLUO¶��

babu µEDE\�ER\¶��kaѵa µPDOH�EXIIDOR¶��EҦΩ˾Ѣs µVKH-EXIIDOR¶��,Q� WKHVH�FDVHV, it can be 

said that Sadri marks sex/gender lexically.  

Common animate nouns show sex distinction rather than gender distinction. In the 

absence of pronominal gender and gender markings on the VPs, especially the noun-

verb agreement, Sadri can be considered as a rather genderless language. This can be 

seen as an influence of the Dravidian group of languages, such as Uraon and Pahadia.  

Some observations: 

1. Inanimate nouns are sex neutral. 

2. The default sex for common nouns is male. 

3. However, the default sex of common nouns is also governed by the more 

useful sex, e.g., љRU҂ µFRPPRQ�QRXQ�FRZ�FRZ��)�¶�YV�bΩѢl µR[¶�� 

4. There is a reluctance to form female forms of common nouns unless 

specificity is required.  

5. Where specificity is required, commonly unmarked irregular forms/sex-

specific words are more common. These irregular forms appear to be 

borrowings from other languages.  
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Though the gender of a large number of inanimate nouns can be predicted by their 

endings, there are no hard and fast rules for assigning the genders. The gender 

formation involves only suffixation. We can make some general observations as 

follows: 

1. The female noun for men of a profession or social group and/or their wives are 

formed by attaching -ΩѢn. In case of stems ending with vowels -a and -ܼ the vowel 

/Ω/ is elided.  

Male     Female 

pΩnяѢW֍   'priest'     pΩnяѢW֍ ΩѢn  'priestess/priest's wife' 

lohra  'blacksmith'     lohrΩѢn 'blacksmith-F/his wife' 

mΩnѢdҊΩr  'manager'     mΩnѢdҊΩrΩѢn  'manager-F/his wife' 

malѢ µJDUGHQHU¶     malѢn µJDUGHQHU-)�KLV�ZLIH¶ 

2. The corresponding female noun will end in -ܼ if a male non-human noun ends with 

a vowel:  

Male     Female  

k}Ҁъ  'dog'    k}ҀѢ  'bitch' 

bΩnG֍ ra  'monkey'    bΩnG֍ rѢ  'female monkey' 

3. The corresponding female noun will end in -ܼ in case of male attributive noun.  

Male     Female  

kΩnG֍ r҂  µboy who keeps crying'    kΩnG֍ rѢ 'girl who keeps crying' 

bΩnG֍ ra  'monkey'    bΩnG֍ rѢ  'female monkey' 

4. If the male noun is monosyllabic and ends with a consonant, the female noun is 

derived by attaching -nܼ.  

Male     Female  

ser  'lion'    ser-nѢ  'lioness' 

ǊҀҦ 'camel'    ǊҀҦ- nѢ  'female camel¶ 

sѢ࠵ъU� 'jackal'    sѢ࠵ъU-QѢ� 'female jackal' 
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3.3.2.2 Number 

Sadri has two numbers: singular and plural. Both singular and plural number are 

unmarked. Plural is indicated by the clitic =mΩn. This attaches to the last constituent 

of the noun phrase. 

Singular  Plural  

ҟҦΩ҂wъ 'kid' ҟҦΩ҂wъ=mΩn   'kid-PL' 

Ѣsk҂lѢ࠵a-ҟҦΩ҂wъ µNLG� that goes to 

VFKRRO¶ 

Ѣsk҂lѢ࠵a 

ҟҦΩ҂wъ=mΩn 

'kids that go to 

school' 

tѻ}ѵa tѻ}ѵѢ µER\�DQG�JLUO¶ tѻ}ѵa tѻ}ѵѢ=mΩn µER\V�DQG�JLUOV¶ 

љRҀHN�ҟҦΩ҂Zъ µ,1')-kid' љRҀHN�ҟҦΩ҂Zъ=mΩn 'INDF-kids' 

There is no number agreement with numerals. Nominals do not inflect for number in 

any morphosyntactic environment.    

The suffix =mΩn FDQ�DWWDFK�WR�QDPHV�RI�SHRSOH�WR�VLJQDO�WKH�PHDQLQJ�µDQG�WKH�OLNH¶�

or to indicate affiliated or connected people such as a group of friends or family. For 

example:  

son҂=mΩn µ6RQX¶V�IDPLO\�6RQX�DQG�KLV�IULHQGV¶ 

The plural suffix can be seen attached to adjectives which is actually a result of the 

redundancy of the noun due to the familiarity of the context. 

EҦΩk҂a tѻ}ѵa=mΩn µVWXSLG�ER\V¶ 

EҦΩk҂a=mΩn µVWXSLG oneV¶ 

3.3.2.3 Case 

Case is the system of marking dependent nouns for the type of relationship they bear 

to their heads (Blake, 2001). It expresses the semantic and syntactic function of NPs 

in a clause. In other words, case is the morphosyntactic categorization of noun phrases 

that is imposed by the structure within which the noun phrase occurs (Payne, 1997). 

The subject of the intransitive verb is treated the same as the subject of a transitive 

verb. It is thus a Nominative-Accusative case system (Dixon, 1994). The nominative, 

also called direct case is unmarked. Subjects in Sadri can be marked for various other 

cases. Refer to section 3.2.1 on non-nominative subjects for more on this topic.  
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In Sadri case-clitics/postpositions (further study required) express the syntactic and 

semantic functions of noun phrases. Case clitics are morphemes that have the 

syntactic characteristics of a word, but depends phonologically on another word or 

phrase. They are added to noun stems or nouns affixed for definiteness and number. 

For more on postpositions refer to section 3.5. 

Case clitics and postpositions do not bring morphophonemic changes in the stem of 

a noun. Followed by postpositions, they indicate various relationships between the 

noun phrases and the verb phrases. 

Following are the case forms and the respective markers: 

 Case Marker Type 

1. Nominative Ѱ -- 

2. Accusative ke postposition 

3. Dative ke postposition 

4. Genitive =Ωk/kΩr clitic/postposition 

5. Locative mͅ postposition 

6.  Ablative se postposition 

7. Instrumental se postposition 

Table 3.7: Case and morphological type of markers  

3.3.2.4 Definiteness and Specificity 

Numerals followed by classifiers -љR, and -ҀҦo mark indefiniteness and also signify 

generic entities. The classifiers -љR and -ҀҦo are used interchangeably.  

(1) ek- љR ҟҦ}ѵъ 

 one-CLF boy 

 'A boy/one boy' 

The classifier љRҀ-ek is used to refer to indefinite but specific entities which is not 

relevant.  

(2) љRҀ-ek ҟҦ}ѵъ 

 certain-one boy 

 'A certain boy' 
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The possessive pronouns, demonstratives and aggregatives which are derived from 

cardinal numerals are used to mark definiteness and specificity. Relative pronouns 

like [GҊH@ and its marked forms are used to indicate specificity.  

(3) u ҟҦ}ѵъ« 

 3SG boy 

 'That boy«' 

 

(4) G֍ ҂Ѣ࠵o ҟҦ}ѵъ« 

 both boy 

 'Both the boys«' 
 
(5) GҊH ҟҦ}ѵъ« 

 that boy 

 'That boy who«' 

3.3.2.5 Classifiers 

A classifier is a word or affix that accompanies nouns and can be considered to 

categorize a noun depending on the type of its referent. In Sadri, these classifiers 

accompany a noun and generally reflect some kind of conceptual classification of 

nouns in a grammatical context. Sadri has a small number of classifiers and they 

majorly show definiteness and specificity of a noun referent in an NP. The Sadri 

classifiers are given below: 

-љR Used to mark indefinite generic entity 

-ҀҦo Used to mark indefinite generic entity 

љRҀ- Used to mark specific entity (name not relevant) 

-dҊҦΩn Used for human indefinite generic entity  

Table 3.8: Classifiers and their function  

Following are some sentences to show the use of these classifiers: 

(6) ek-љR ҟҦ}ѵъ 

 one-CLF boy 

 'A boy/one boy (indefinite)' 
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(7) ek-ҀҦo ҟҦ}ѵъ 

 one-CLF boy 

 'A boy/one boy (indefinite)' 

 

(8) љRҀ-ek ҟҦ}ѵъ 

 certain-one boy 

 'A certain boy (specific)' 

-dҊҦΩn is a used to indicate the sematic class of [+human]. It also means that the 

entity is indefiniteness and generic. 

(9) tѻaѢr-dҊҦΩn  bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahΩӁ 

 four-people sit-PFV  COP.PRS.SG 

 µ<RX�VROG�WKH�ERRN¶ 

Further discussion can be found in the previous section on definiteness and 

specificity.  

3.3.3 Noun Substitutive 

There are some substitutives used in place of proper nouns in Sadri. These are used 

with vocatives; question words such as ka µZKDW¶��kΩhm µZKHUH¶��ZLWK�[ne] in question 

tags. [ne] is used as an interjection and is the assimilated form of the negative particle 

[nѢ] and the vocative [e]. The substitutive [na] is used for male, [ge] for female, [dҊѢ] 

as masculine unfamiliar, [bΩяa] as polite masculine unfamiliar and [bΩяѢ] as polite 

feminine unfamiliar. 

3.3.4 Noun Derivation 

Nouns may be derived from other nouns, adjectives and verbs. In this process certain 

Morphophonemic changes can take place. It should be noted that the derivational 

morphology is not very uniform and productive. Both roots and derivatives seem to 

be borrowed directly from the source languages.   

3.3.4.1 Nouns from Nouns 

It is common to see Persian and Sanskrit prefixes and suffixes and they are used with 

nouns of Persian and Sanskrit origin respectively. Derived nouns in use in Sadri are 

borrowed directly along with the main noun forms. Some of these borrowed nouns 

have undergone sound changes. Most remain unchanged.   
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The following common prefixes are used to form nouns from nouns: 

be- µZLWKRXW¶ ±this prefix is of Persian origin and is used with words of Persian origin.  

sΩrΩm µVKDPH¶ besΩrΩm µVKDPHOHVV¶ 

mΩW֍ lΩb µPHDQLQJ¶ bemΩW֍ lΩb µPHDQLQJOHVV¶ 

bΩG֍ - µEDG�ZLWKRXW¶�±this prefix is of Persian origin and is used with words of Persian 

origin.  

W֍ ΩmѢdҊ µPDQQHU¶ bΩG֍ W֍ ΩmѢdҊ µPDQHUOHVV¶ 

tѻΩlΩn µFRQGXFW¶ bΩG֍ tѻΩlΩn µFKDUDFWHUOHVV¶ 

nΩ- µQRW¶ ±this prefix is of Persian origin and is used with words of Persian origin.  

læk µLGHDO¶ nΩlæk µQRQ-LGHDO¶ 

Ωp- µZLWKRXW¶�±this prefix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of Sanskrit 

origin.  

man µUHVSHFW¶ Ωpman µGLVUHVSHFW¶ 

G֍ ҂r- µEDG¶�±this prefix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of Sanskrit origin.  

dΩsa µVWDWH¶ G֍ ҂rdΩsa µEDG-FRQGLWLRQ¶ 

k҂- µEDG¶�±this prefix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of Sanskrit origin.  

kΩrΩm µGHHG¶ k҂kΩrΩm µEDG-GHHG¶ 

Ωn- µEDG�QRW¶±this prefix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of Sanskrit 

origin. 

honѢ µIDWH¶ ΩnhonѢ µEDG-IDWH�GLVDVWHU¶ 

s҂- µJRRG¶±this prefix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of Sanskrit origin. 

kΩrΩm µGHHG¶ s҂kΩrΩm µJRRG-GHHG¶ 

The following suffixes are used to form nouns from nouns: 

-Ѣ µDJHQWLYH�SRVVHVVLYH¶� ± it expresses possession, agency pertaining to words 

borrowed from Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic sources. 

W֍el µRLO¶ W֍elѢ µRQH�ZKR�H[WUDFWV�

RLOV¶ 

-aha/-ahѢ µDWWULEXWLYH¶�± it expresses an attribute of a person. It attaches to abstract 

nouns. It creates pejorative nouns out of words of both Sanskrit and Persian origin.  
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dҊΩlΩn µMHDORXV\¶ dҊΩlΩnW֍ahѢ (F)  

dҊΩlΩnW֍aha (M) 

µMHDORXV�RQH¶ 

sundΩr µEHDXWLIXO¶ sundrahѢ µWKH�EHDXWLIXO�

RQH¶ 

-G֍ ar µRZQHU¶ ±this suffix is not productive and appears only with Persian/Urdu loan 

words. It produces common nouns.  

dҊΩmѢn µODQG¶ dҊΩmѢnG֍ ar µlandowner¶ 

G֍ okan µVKRS¶ G֍ okanG֍ ar µshop owner¶ 

-gΩr µGHDOLQJ� LQ¶� ±this suffix again is not very productive appears only with 

Persian/Urdu loan words. It produces common nouns. 

dҊaG֍ ҂ µPDJLF¶ dҊaG֍ ҂gΩr µPDJLFLDQ¶ 

-Ѣ µDWWULEXWLYH/ownership¶ ±this suffix creates abstract nouns out of common nouns 

derived using the processes mentioned earlier. 

dҊΩmѢnG֍ ar µODQGRZQHU¶ dҊΩmѢnG֍ arѢ µODQGRZQHUVKLS¶ 

dҊaG֍ ҂gΩr  µPDJLFLDQ¶ dҊaG֍ ҂gΩrѢ µmagicianship¶ 

-war/-Ѣja µDIILOLDWHG�WR�JLYHQ�WR¶�±the suffix -war is usually attached after place name 

with two syllables to signal affiliation; the suffix -Ѣja is attached to place names of 

more than two syllables. 

maW֍a µLQWR[LFDWLRQ¶ mΩW֍war µGUXQN�GUXQNDUG¶ 

aѵҦΩW֍  µZKROHVDOH�PDUNHW¶ aѵҦΩW֍ Ѣja µPDUNHWHHU¶ 

-Ѣ µGLPLQXWLYH/female¶�±this suffix creates common nouns invoking a diminutive 

sense of a bigger entity. The stem final vowel is dropped.  

tѻΩ˾҂k µPDUNHW�VTXDUH¶ tѻΩ˾҂kѢ µYHUDQGDK�EHG¶ 

t҂kra µSLHFH¶ t҂krѢ µUDJ¶ 

bѢlar  µFDW��0�¶ bѢlaѢ µFDW��)�¶ 

-aѢn µIHPDOH¶ ±this suffix is used to denote professions and expresses the meaning of 

either 'female professional' or 'wife of a professional'. 

lohra µLURQVPLWK¶ lohraѢn µironsmith (F) 

�LURQVPLWK¶V�ZLIH¶ 

яaktΩr µGRFWRU¶ яaktΩraѢn µdoctor (F)  
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�GRFWRU¶V�ZLIH¶ 

-ra/-era µSURIHVVLRQ¶�±this suffix is used to derive nouns denoting either relation or 

profession. 

smp µVQDNH¶ sΩ˾pera µVQDNH-FKDUPHU¶ 

loha µLURQ¶ lohra µLURQVPLWK¶ 

3.3.4.2 Nouns from Adjectives 

-i µstative¶ ±this is the most prominent suffix to derive abstract nouns from 

adjectives. This derivation is Persian in origin and works on adjectives of Persian 

origin. 

lΩmba µORQJ¶ lΩmbai µOHQJWK¶ 

NҦ҂s µKDSS\¶ NҦ҂si µKDSSLQHVV¶ 

-pΩn/-as µVWDWLYH¶�±this suffix is also used to derive abstract nouns from adjectives. It 

seems that this suffix is used when formation of abstract nouns using -i is blocked 

due to the derivate of the former already taking another meaning, which is usually 

that of a common noun. This derivation is Persian in origin and works on adjectives 

of Persian origin. 

NҦΩҀҀa µVRXU¶ NҦΩҀai µVRXULQJ�DJHQW¶ NҦΩҀҀapΩn/ 

NҦΩҀas 

µVRXUQHVV¶ 

mѢҀҦa µVZHHW¶ mѢҀҦai µVZHHWPHDWV¶ mѢҀҦapΩn/ 

mѢҀҦas 

µVZHHWQHVV¶ 

-W֍a µ-QHVV¶�±this suffix is of Sanskrit origin and is used with words of like origin.  

bѢses µVSHFLDO¶ bѢsesW֍a µVSHFLDOW\¶ 

љΩPEҦѢr µVHULRXV¶ љΩPEҦѢrW֍a µVHULRXVQHVV¶ 

The suffix -k҂(M) is used to form nouns from adjectives that signal endearment and 

used as proper nouns mostly.  

lal µELJ¶ lΩlk҂ µUHG�RQH¶ 

moҀ µIDW¶ moҀk҂ µIDW�RQH¶ 

3.3.4.3 Nouns from Verbs 

Suffixation is the most used device to derive nouns from verbs.  
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The most productive suffix which derives nouns from verbs is -ek 'INF'. It derives 

gerundive nouns from verb.  

dҊa µJR¶ dҊa-ek µJRLQJ¶ 

s҂W֍  µVOHHS¶ s҂W֍ -ek µVOHHSLQJ¶ 

b҂l µURDP¶ b҂l-ek µURDPing¶ 

The suffix -Ωn is used to form abstract nouns from verbs.  

mѢl µmeet¶ mѢlΩn µmeeting¶ 

tѻΩl µwalk¶ tѻΩlΩn µPDQQHU�WUDGLWLRQ¶ 

G֍ e µgive¶ G֍ en µgiving¶ 

The suffix -Ωn when attached to causative forms or inherent causative verbs gives rise 

to nouns describing an action or common nouns. The short vowel is transformed into 

long open vowel a.  

mѢla µFDXVH�WR�PHHW¶ mѢlan µWDOO\¶ 

tѻΩla µFDXVH�WR�ZDON¶ tѻΩlan µUHOHDVLQJ�UHFHLSW¶ 

G֍ ewa µFDXVH�WR�JLYH¶ G֍ an µJLIW¶ 

tѻΩѵҦa µFDXVH�WR�FOLPE¶ tѻΩѵҦan µFOLPELQJ�SDWK¶ 

The suffix -na is used to form nouns of instrumentality. It takes the form -nѢ to signal 

diminutiveness along with instrumentality. 

bel-ek µto UROO�EUHDG¶ belna µUROOLQJ�SLQ¶ 

tѻal-ek µto VLIW¶ tѻΩlnѢ µVHive¶ 

tѻѢl-ek µto SHHO¶ tѻѢlnѢ µSHHOHU¶ 

bΩѢҀҦ-ek µto VLW¶ bΩѢҀҦnѢ µPHHWLQJ¶ 

The suffix -Ѣ is a nominalizer and yields abstract nouns when attached to causative 

nouns used to signal procedural abstract noun. The same derived noun can also have 

an extended stative abstract meaning.  

tѻΩѵҦa µFDXVH�WR�climb¶ tѻΩѵҦaѢ µXSZDUG� LQFOLQH¶/ 

µSURFHVV�RI�FOLPELQJ¶ 

bΩna µmake¶ bΩnaѢ µmaking charge¶ / 

µSURFHVV�RI�PDNLQJ¶ 
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љҦera µJHW�VXUURXQGHG¶ љҦeraѢ µFLUFXPIHUHQFH¶���

µSURFHVV�RI�

VXUURXQGLQJ¶ 

dҊoѵa µJHW�DGGHG¶ dҊoѵaѢ µFRQVWUXFWLRQ¶���

µSURFHVV�RI�

FRQVWUXFWLQJ¶ 

The suffix -W֍ Ѣ is used to make nouns that mean outcome of an action. 

љҦ҂r µUHWXUQ¶ љҦ҂rW֍ Ѣ µchange in return¶ 

dҊΩl µburn¶ dҊΩlW֍ Ѣ µloss of material in 

making¶ 

pΩѵ µKDSSHQ�WR�OLH�

GRZQ¶ 

pΩѵW֍ Ѣ µVXVWHQDQFH�LQ�

EXVLQHVV¶ 

The suffix -a is a nominaliser used to form abstract nouns. To compare with the 

causative forms, refer to the examples above.  

љҦer µVXUURXQG¶ љҦera µFLUFOH¶ 

dҊoѵ µDGG¶ dҊoѵa µSDLU¶ 

NҦHO µSOD\¶ NҦHOa µJDPH�GUDPD¶ 

The suffix -wa forms abstract nouns from causatives. These abstract nouns signal a 

trait.  

bΩѵҦa µFDXVH�WR�JURZ¶ bΩѵҦawa µLQVWLJDWH�HQFRXUDJH¶ 

G֍ ѢNҦa µFDXVH�WR�VHH¶ G֍ ѢNҦawa µVKRZ�RII¶ 

The suffix -ԥk is used to signal the doer or place where the verb habitually takes place. 

lѢNҦ µZULWH¶ leNҦΩk µZULWHU¶ 

bæҀҦ µVLW¶ bæҀҦΩk µdrawing room¶ 

The suffix -Ωona LV�XVHG�WR�IRUP�QRXQV�PHDQLQJ�µPHDQV�WR�GR¶�� 
mΩѵa µput¶ mΩѵΩona µstand¶ 

NҦHOΩona µplay¶ NҦHOΩona µtoy¶ 

The suffix -u yields nouns from psych verbs that express patient or experiencer. 
kanG֍  µFU\¶ kanG֍ r҂ µFU\LQJ�RQH¶ 
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Zero morphemes and vowel alterations sometimes yield nouns from verbs.  

Zero morpheme    

mar µKLW¶ mar µEHDWLQJ¶ 

NҦΩrtѻa µVSHQG¶ NҦΩrtѻa µH[SHQGLWXUH¶ 

    

Vowel alteration    

tѻΩl µcome¶ tѻal µgait¶ 

mѢl µPHHW¶ mel µVLPLODULW\¶ 

m}ѵ µturn¶ moѵ µcorner/turn¶ 

    

3.3.5  Syntax of Derived Nouns and Non-derived Nouns 

There is no difference in the syntactic properties of nouns derived from verbs 

compared to non-derived nouns. Derived nouns are marked for number and case. 

They govern the shape of the modifier and verb agreement. They take all the 

arguments of the verb they are derived from.  

3.3.6 Noun Compounds  

Noun compounds are headed by a noun, which is the final member of the group. The 

first member may be a noun, an adjective, or a participle and may be declined for 

number and case. A postposition is attached to the final member of the compound. 

3.3.7 Noun-Noun Compounds 

3.3.7.1 Copulative Compounds  

Semantically-related nouns can form what is called copulative compounds or co-

compounds. Nouns do not behave as independent constituents, i.e., they do not bear 

markers separately for number. The postposition attaches to the second noun. The 

order of nouns is mostly fixed. The meaning is not very different from that of the 

constituent nouns. 

bap-maͅ µSDUHQWV¶ 

G֍ al-EҦDW֍  µIRRG¶ 

Sometimes copulative compounds project a sense of the whole or a superordinate 

class the individual nouns may belong to. They are then called superordinate 

compounds. 
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W֍el-panѢ µRLO-ZDWHU¶ µHVVHQWLDOV¶ 

љoѵ-hmW֍ Ҧ µOHJ-KDQG¶ µbody¶ 

3.3.7.2 Reduplicated Compounds  

Reduplicated compounds express exhaustive meaning. In Sadri the first noun is 

marked with the emphasis marker -e.   

љҦΩr-e љҦΩr µevery house¶ 

panѢ-e panѢ µwater (everywhere)¶ 

3.3.7.3 Partially Duplicated Compounds  

In these noun compounds, also known as an echo-compound, the second member is 

formed by changing the initial letter of the first member. The initial sound is 

changed into /҂/ in the echo noun and if followed by another vowel the following 

vowel is deleted. The compounds usually represent the meaning of µVR�RQ�DQG�VR�

IRUWK¶. 

kam-҂m µwork and so on¶ 

bѢha-҂ha µmarriage and so on¶ 

3.3.7.4 Modifier-noun Compounds  

In these compounds, the first noun member acts like a modifier or source and the 

second member acts as the main noun.  
tѻҦapa-saѵѢ µprinted-sari¶ 

G֍ al-W֍ Ѣ࠵Ωn µlentil-curry¶ 

3.4 Determiners 
A determiner is a word or affix that belongs to a class of noun modifiers that expresses 

the reference, including quantity, of a noun (Crystal, 1980). 

Sadri has the following types of determiners:  

3.4.1 Demonstratives  

These words are used to indicate the entities being referred to and to distinguish those 

entities from others. In Sadri the demonstratives are deictic in nature and refer to the 

proximity of the referent to the referrer. 
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3.4.1.1 Proximal Demonstratives 

The 3rd person proximal pronoun /i/ is the proximal demonstrative. It indicates that 

the thing referred to is close to the speaker. The plural is formed by affixing the plural 

marker =mΩn. 

3.4.1.2 Distal Demonstratives 

The 3rd person distal pronoun /u/ is the distal demonstrative. It indicates that the thing 

referred to is far from the speaker. The plural is formed by affixing the plural marker 

=mΩn. 

3.4.2 Quantifiers 

In Sadri the quantifiers are dependent on nouns that indicate the quantity of a noun in 

a vague manner. Some examples are:  

Determiner Gloss 

sΩ҂b µ$OO¶ 

W֍ ΩnѢ-mΩnѢ µ6RPH¶ 

kΩҀѢ-kun µOLWWOH¶ 

GҦHUH-mΩnѢ µ$�ORW�RI¶ 

3.4.2.1 Numerals   

A numeral is a word class designating numbers or related to specifying quantities and 

any other countable divisions. There are several types. 

3.4.2.2 Cardinals 

These are words denoting the number of things referred to. In other words, cardinal 

numbers are used in counting, showing how many objects are specified. 

There are two sub-groups: 

3.4.2.2.1 Simple Cardinals:  

7KHVH�DUH�LQGHSHQGHQW�QXPHUDOV��&DUGLQDO�QXPEHUV� IURP�µRQH¶�WR�µQLQH¶�DUH�LQ�WKLV�

category. 

Cardinal Numeral      Gloss  

ek      µRne¶  

G֍ ҂      µWwo¶  

W֍ in      µWhree¶  

tѻΩѢr      µIour¶  
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Various other cardinals too are independent and not derived. They are given below: 

Cardinal Numeral       Gloss 

saҀҦ       µsixty¶ 

sΩW֍ W֍ Ωr       µVeventy¶ 

ΩssѢ       µeighty¶ 

nΩbbe       µQinety¶ 

hΩҊar       µthousand¶ 

ODNҦ       µKundred-thousand¶ 

kΩroѵ       µ10 million¶ 

ΩrΩb       µ1 billion¶ 

3.4.2.2.2 Compound Cardinals:  

They are formed by adding or multiplying the simple cardinal numbers with various 

suffixes and prefixes for denominations of decade, hundred, thousand, etc.  

These are of three types: 

1. Additive compounds: These are formed by adding the simple numerals from 

one to nine to the decade suffix [±dah] which is expressed as /-rah/ in all 

environments except after high back round vowel where it is expressed as /-

dah/ and mid back vowel where it is expressed as /-lah/. The form for 11 is 

distinct. It is Ѣљa-rΩh. 

Other tens too take part to form respective compounds from tens + one till 

tens + eight.  

The numeral eighty-nine and ninety as an exception to the subtractive 

compounding are formed by additive process shown in the table below. 

All numerals after 100 are formed by this process.  

Cardinal Numeral      Gloss 

tѻΩ҂-G֍ Ωh      four + ten  �µIRXUWHHQ
 

so-lΩh      six + ten  �µVL[WHHQ¶ 

W֍e-rΩh      three + ten  �µWKLUWHHQ¶ 

ek- W֍ is      one + thirty  �µWKLUW\�RQH¶ 

nΩw-asi      nine + eighty  �µHLJKW\�QLQH¶ 

nѢna-nΩbbe      nine + ninety  �µQLQHW\�QLQH¶ 
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2. Subtractive compounds: Forms of ten+9 till 79 are formed by prefixing [ݜn-] 

to the next decade marker. 

Cardinal Numeral      Gloss  

҂n-nѢs      µnineteen¶  

҂n- W֍ is      µtwenty-nine¶  

҂n- hΩW֍ W֍ Ωr      µseventy-nine¶  

3. Multiplicative compounds: These compounds are formed by compounding 

simple cardinals with each other.  

The tens till 50 are formed by compounding the decade suffixes, such as, /G֍ Ω-

/, /bi-/, /W֍ i-/, /tѻal-/ and /pΩtѻa-/ with the tens suffix /-s/.   

Cardinal Numeral       Gloss 

W֍ i-s       three X ten  �µWKLUW\¶ 

pΩtѻa-s       five X ten  �µILIW\¶ 

3.4.2.3 Ordinals  

Ordinals with some exceptions are formed by suffixing [-wm] to numerals. The 

exceptions are given below:  

Ordinals       Gloss 

pΩhѢlъ       µfirst¶ 

G֍ osΩra       µVecond¶ 

W֍ Ѣsra       µthird¶ 

tѻΩ҂W֍ ҦD       µfourth¶ 

tѻҦΩҀҀҦa       µsixth¶ 

3.4.2.4 Fractionals 

Fractionals are forms such as the following: 

Fractionals       Gloss 

яeѵҦ       µRne and half¶ 

DGҦD       µhalf¶ 

sΩwa       µRne and a quarter¶ 

pΩ҂n       µWhree quarters¶ 

яҦaѢ       µWwo and half¶ 

saѵҦe       µKalf DGGHG�WR¶ 
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They are used with measure words as well as numerals. 

3.4.2.5 Restrictives   

In Sadri restrictives are formed by suffixing [-e] on the numerals and measure words.  

For example: 

Restrictives       Gloss 

G֍ ҂Ѣ-e       µRQO\�WZR¶ 

W֍ in-e       µRQO\�WKUHH¶ 

hΩdҊar-e       µRQO\�WKRXVDQG¶ 

3.4.2.6 Multiplicatives 

Multiplicatives are formed by suffixing [-љ҂na] to numerals. For example:  

Multiplicatives       Gloss 

G֍ ҂- љ҂QD       µWZR�WLPHV¶ 

W֍ Ѣn- љ҂QD       µWKUHH�WLPHV¶ 

hΩdҊar- љ҂QD       µWKRXVDQG�WLPHV¶ 

3.4.2.7 Aggregatives 

Aggregatives are formed by suffixing [-o] to the numerals. For example: 

Aggregatives       Gloss 

G֍ ҂Ѣ-࠵R       µERWK¶ 

W֍ Ѣn-o       µDOO�WKUHH¶ 

hΩdҊar-o       µWKRXDQGV¶ 

Aggregatives of measure words are formed mostly by reduplication with the insertion 

of the linker -e- between the reduplicated forms. The linker can be dropped. Numerals 

too take part in this process but it is optional. 

Aggregatives       Gloss 

hΩdҊar-hΩdҊar       µWKRXVDQGV¶ 

bor-e-bora       µVDFNV�IXOO�RI�VRPHWKLQJ¶ 

dΩram-e-dΩram       µGUXPV�IXOO�RI�VRPHWKLQJ 

3.5 Postpositions 
Postpositions establish the relationship between a nominal and other entities. This is 

based on the relationship of case as discussed in the previous segment. Postpositions 
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have a semantic function too. For instance, they signal relationships of benefaction, 

possession, manner, location, instrumentality, etc. 

Sadri nouns and pronouns are in their unchanged root form when followed by a 

postposition. The postpositions are not affixed; the genitive marker /-Ωk/ being an 

exception.   

The postpositions do not inflect and remain invariant.  

Sadri has a small number of simple postpositions and a larger set of complex 

postpositions. 

3.5.1 The Postposition [ke] 

The accusative and dative postposition /ke/ marks the indirect and direct objects.  

The postposition marks accusative case on direct objects when it is animate or definite 

inanimate entity. However, it is optional if the object is definite inanimate. 

(10) son҂   G֍ ipa  ke  hΩ˾ka-l-Ωk 

 Sonu  Deepa ACC call-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�FDOOHG�'HHSD
 

 

(11) W֍  k҂rsѢ  (ke)  VDSҦD kΩr-b-e   ࠵{

 2SG  chair (ACC) clean do-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�FOHDQ�WKH�FKDLU
 

 

(12) љRU҂=mΩn son҂  kΩr GҦDQ  (ke) NҦD-e  љH-l-ῼ  

 cow-PL Sonu GEN paddy ACC eat-LNK go-PST-3SG 

 
7KH�FRZV�DWH�6RQX¶V�SDGG\¶� 

The accusative postposition does not occur when the accusative case is unmarked, 

i.e., when the DO is indefinite inanimate 

(13) W֍  kѢW֍ab  betѻ-l-e  ࠵{

 2SG book (ACC) sell-PST-2SG 

 µ<RX�VROG�ERRNV¶ 
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However, if the postposition occurs in the same syntactic environment in a 

transitive/causative sentence, it signals definiteness of the DO. Thus, in case of 

inanimate nouns, ke acts as a definitizer. 

(14) W֍  kѢW֍ab  ke betѻ-l-e  ࠵{

 2SG book  ACC sell-PST-2SG 

 µ<RX�VROG�WKH�ERRN¶ 

The postposition marks the dative case on the indirect object of a transitive verb.  

(15) m}࠵   ram  ke  tѻѢҀҀҦѢ lѢNҦ-ΩW֍   h} 

 1SG  Ram DAT letter (ACC) write-IPFV PRS.ISG 

 µ,�DP�ZULWLQJ�D�OHWWHU�WR�5DP¶  

 

The postposition /ke/ marks the dative case in case of conjunct verbs falling in the 

category of psyche predicates (abstract noun + verb). These verbs are also referred to 

as stative-inchoative verbs.  

(16) son҂ ke pѢ࠵as laљ-l-ΩN 

 girl DAT thirst feel-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX felt thirsty' 

However, the postposition does not mark the dative case when the indirect object 

belongs to a complex intransitive verb.  

(17) son҂ kΩr kes sodҊҦ  ho-Ѣ  dҊa-Ѣ 

 Sonu GEN hair(DAT) straight be-LNK go-FUT-3SG 

 µ6RQX¶V KDLU�ZLOO�JHW�VWUDLJKW¶ 

The postposition ke also marks the completion of an action in the construction verb-

LNK + ke. In this situation it functions as a coverb.   

(18) son҂ NҦD-e ke dҊa he 

 Sonu eat-LNK DAT.CVB go PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX has gone after eating' 

Due to the influence of standard Hindi, there is a tendency to use ke with time 

adverbials among young speakers. However, such constructions are seen as impure 

constructions. In case of name of days, ke is used to denote specificity.  
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(19) son҂ sΩnѢtѻΩr ke awѢ 

 Sonu Saturday DAT come-FUT-3SG 

 µ6RQX will come on Saturday' 

  

3.5.2 The Postposition [se] 

In Sadri the postposition /se/ can have multiple semantic functions. It is used to mark 

Instrumental case. It indicates that the noun is the instrument by which the subject 

accomplishes an action. In other cases, the postposition has an ablative function 

where it is used to mark removal / movement away from something, specifications, 

price, or measurement, etc.   

Ablative 

The postposition has ablative function when it indicates mutual association, starting 

point in movement and comparison, duration, etc. 

Association   

(20) son҂ mΩѢ˾࠵a se dҊҦΩљrΩ-W֍  he 

 Sonu girl child ABL fight-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�ILJKWLQJ�ZLWK�WKH�JLUO
  

Movement 

(21) m}࠵  sѢmяeљD se љRPOD dҊa- W֍   h} 

 1SG Simdega ABL Gumla go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�JRLQJ�WR�*XPOD�IURP�6LPGHJD¶ 

Starting point in comparison 

(22) aљH sal se bΩѵҦѢ࠵a SҦΩsѢl ho-Ѣ he 

 former year ABL good crop be-LNK PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�FURS�LV�EHWWHU�WKDQ�ODVW�\HDU¶V¶  

Duration 

(23) GҦDQ  tѻΩѢr  dѢn se UDNҦ-Ωl  ahe 

 paddy four day ABL put-PFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�SDGG\�KDV�EHHQ�O\LQJ�IRU�IRXU�GD\V¶ 

 

Instrumental 

The postposition has instrumental function in cases where it indicated causality, 

instrumentation, agency, etc. 
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Causality 

(24) panѢ nѢ pΩѵ-ek se SҦΩsѢl s҂-Ѣ-NҦ љH-l-ΩN 

 water/rain NEG be put-INF INS crop dry<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 µ'XH�WR�QRW�UDLQLQJ�ZDWHULQJ��WKH�FURSV�GULHG�XS¶ 

Instrumentation 

(25) son҂ ҀDƾѢ  se kaҀҦѢ  SҦDU-l-Ωk  

 Sonu axe INS firewood tear-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�FXW�ILUHZRRG�ZLWK�DQ�D[H
 

Agency 

(26) son҂ panѢ  se EҦѢndҊ љH-l-Ωk  

 Sonu water INS wet go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�JRW�ZHW�ZLWK�ZDWHU¶ 

3.5.3 The Postposition [mӁ] 

The postposition mͅ is used to denote location, duration, price, difference etc. Some 

examples: 

Location 

(27) W֍ ΩmrΩs Ҁeb҂l mͅ rakҦ-Ωl ahe 

 guava table LOC put-PFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JXDYD�LV�NHSW�RQ�WKH�WDEOH¶ 

 

(28) W֍ ΩmrΩs dҊҦola  mͅ rakҦ-Ωl ahe 

 guava bag LOC put-PFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JXDYD�LV�NHSW�LQVLGH�WKH�EDJ¶ 

As seen from the examples above, Sadri does not exclusively mark the spatial position 

of the object of the postposition in the location until it is needed to be specified. In 

that case complex postpositions with the genitive within AdvP is used. This has been 

discussed in the previous section.   

Duration / point in time  

(29) gaѵѢ d҂  JҦΩnҀa mͅ  a-l-Ωk 

 vehicle two hour  LOC come-PST-ISG.PFV 

 µ7KH�YHKLFOH�FDPH�LQ�WZR�KRXUV¶ 
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Price 

(30) W֍ ΩmrΩs tѻҦΩo r҂pѢ࠵a  mͅ kѢn-l-} 

 guava six rupee(s) LOC buy-PST-1SG 

 µ,�ERXJKW�WKH�JXDYD�IRU�VL[�UXSHHV¶ 

Belonging 

(31) u mΩn mͅ son҂ rehe 

 3SG PL LOC Sonu PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�ZDV�DPRQJ�WKHP¶ 

Difference 

(32) u mΩn mͅ son҂ bes rehe 

 3SG PL LOC Sonu better PST.3SG 

 µ$PRQJ�WKHP�6RQX�ZDV�EHWWHU¶ 

Manner 

(33) u mΩn hѢ˾࠵m bΩ˾h҂˾W֍   moskѢl  mͅ a-e rΩh-ῼ 

 3SG PL here very difficulty LOC come-LNK PST.3PL 

 µ7KH\�KDG�FRPH�KHUH�LQ�ZLWK�JUHDW�GLIILFXOW\¶ 
 

3.5.4 The Postposition [kԥr] 

The postposition /kΩr/, the genitive postposition, is used to denote the relationship 

between a noun and pronoun with other nouns and pronouns. It is used to express the 

semantic functions of possession, relationship, belonging, purpose, trait, worth, etc. 

It functions mostly as an adnominal postposition. Some examples: 

Possession  

(34) son҂ kΩr l҂љa 

 Sonu GEN apparel 

 µ6RQX¶V�FORWKH�V�¶ 

Relationship 

(35) son҂ kΩr D࠵R 

 Sonu GEN mother 

 µ6RQX¶V�PRWKHU¶ 
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Belonging, source and origin 

(36) bΩsW֍ Ѣ  kΩr eG֍ mѢ 

 Village GEN man 

 µ0\�YLOODJH¶V�PDQ¶ 

Subject of an action 

(37) son҂ kΩr љ}ѢҀ˾Ҧ 

 Sonu GEN talk/idea 

 µ6RQX¶V�LGHD¶ 

Object of an activity 

(38) son҂ u kΩr ѢdҊΩW֍  kΩr-l-Ωk 

 Sonu 3SG GEN respect do-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�VKRZHG�UHVSHFW�WR�KLP�KHU¶ 

Worth 

(39) tѻaѢr  r҂pѢ࠵a kΩr W֍ ΩmrΩs 

 four rupees GEN guava 

 µ*XDYD�ZRUWK�IRXU�UXSHHV¶ 

The postposition kΩr takes part in compound adverbial conjunctions and pseudo-

nouns. 

(40) W֍ ΩmrΩs [AdvP [PP Ҁeb҂l kΩr] ҂pre] rakҦ-Ωl ahe 

 guava table GEN above put-PFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JXDYD�LV�NHSW�DERYH�WKH�WDEOH¶ 

 

(41) [NP [PP u kΩr] љ}ѢҀ˾ҦѢ࠵a-ek] se moke bes laљ-l-ΩN 

 3SG GEN talk-INF INS 1SF.DAT good Feel-PST-1SG 

 µ'XH�WR�KHU�WDONLQJ��ZLWK�PH���,�IHOW�JRRG¶ 

The form /-Ωk/ is used to mark the same relationship and attaches to nouns which are 

in their concatenated form or not in their root form. kΩr is not bound by this rule and 

can occur as an alternate form in place of /-Ωk/.  

(42) tѻΩ҂wa=mΩn  kΩr pΩGҦDѢ 
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 Child-PL GEN education 

 µ&KLOGUHQ¶V�HGXFDWLRQ¶ 

 

(43) tѻΩ҂wa=mΩn-Ωk pΩGҦDѢ 

 Child-PL-GEN education 

 µ&KLOGUHQ¶V�HGXFDWLRQ¶ 

3.5.5 The Postposition [le] 

Purpose is expressed by the infinitive verb followed by the postposition /le/. 

(44) son҂ sΩbdҊѢ kѢn-ek le bΩdҊar љH-l-Ωk  

 Sonu vegetables buy-INF for market go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�WR�EX\�YHJHWDEOHV�V�¶ 

3.5.6 Compound Postpositions 

Compound postpositions are formed by combining mostly the postposition [kΩr] with 

other words. Unless needed for emphasis, the postposition [kΩr] is dropped. The 

postposition [se] takes part too but the number is very limited. 

The following table lists down these compound postpositions and their gloss: 

Postposition Gloss 

kΩr le/leљѢQ for/purpose 

kΩr sΩƾH comitative 

kΩr rup in form of/essive 

kΩr se from/due to 

kΩr aљH in front of 

kΩU�EҦѢW֍ re inside 

kΩr patѻҦe behind/afterwards 

kΩr ҂pre above 

kΩr pase near 

kΩr pΩhѢle before 

kΩr tѻҦΩlW֍e due to 

kΩr l ˾k suitable 

kΩr saW֍ ҦH together 

kΩr samne in front 

kΩr hѢ˾࠵m LQ�VRPHRQH¶V�DGGUHVV 
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kΩr bΩҀe towards 

kΩr G֍ Ωne movement towards  

kΩr ҀҦѢn near 

kΩr dҊΩѢsΩn like 

kΩr dҊeљҦD in place of 

mͅ se out of/among/partitive 

Table 3.9: Compound postpositions   

3.6 Adjectives 
Traditionally, adjectives are known as words that act as modifiers of noun or noun 

phrase. Semantically, those words that change/add to the meaning or information 

given by a noun, noun phrase or its referent are called adjectives. However, this is a 

very loose definition and does not keep out words of various other categories, most 

importantly determiners. In Sadri, almost all pronouns can act as traditional 

adjectives.  

$FFRUGLQJ�WR�+DVSHOPDWK��³DGMHFWLYHV�DUH�VRPHWLPHV�OLNH�IXQFWLRQ�ZRUGV�LQ�WKDW�WKH\�

form a rather small, closed class. For instance, Tamil (South India) and Hausa 

�QRUWKHUQ�1LJHULD��KDYH�RQO\�D�GR]HQ�DGMHFWLYHV��>«@�0DQ\�ODQJXDJHV�DSSHDU�WR�ODFN�

adjectives entirely, expressing all such properties and concepts by words that look 

like verbs or OLNH�QRXQV´ (Haspelmath, 2001).    

In Sadri, unlike Hindi, adjectives are not inflected for gender and number. For 

example: 

bΩѵ tѻҦ}ѵa/ tѻҦ}ѵѢ µELJ�ER\�JLUO¶ 

pѢ࠵Ωr љaѵѢ µ\HOORZ�YHKLFOH¶ 

s҂nG֍ Ωr tѻҦ}ѵa/ tѻҦ}ѵѢ µEHDXWLIXO�ER\�JLUO¶ 

sodҊҦ љΩ˾tѻ µVWUDLJKW�WUHH¶� 

3.6.1 Types of Adjectives 

Morphologically, adjectives are primarily of two types:  

Simple adjectives  

These adjectives exist in their root lexical form 

pѢ࠵Ωr µ\HOORZ¶ 
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sodҊҦ µVWUDLJKW¶ 

s҂nG֍ Ωr µEHDXWLIXO¶ 

 

Derived adjectives  

These adjectives are derived from other parts of speech. For more see 3.6.4 

 

Noun hos µFRQVFLRXVQHVV¶ Æ behos µXQFRQVFLRXV¶ 

Adverb nΩdҊdѢk µQHDU¶ Æ nΩdҊdѢkѢ µFORVH¶ 

Verb (participle) kaҀ µWR�FXW¶ Æ kaҀΩl µFXW�FKRSSHG¶ 

Agentive 

participle 

postpositions upre µ�6*�',6¶ Æ upre-ola µRQH� RQ�

WRS�RQH�DERYH¶ 

Noun bΩsW֍ Ѣ µYLOODJH¶ Æ bΩsW֍ Ѣ-ola µRQH� IURP�

�P\��YLOODJH¶ 

Verb kaҀ-ek µFXW-,1)¶ Æ kaҀ-ek-ola µWKH�RQH�XVHG�

WR�FXW¶ 

Adverb kaѢl µWRPRUURZ¶ Æ kaѢl-ola µRQH� IURP�

WRPRUURZ¶ 

 

Table 3.10: Derivation of adjectives   

3.6.2 Degree of Adjectives 

Adjectives in Sadri participate in periphrastic comparative and superlative 

constructions. 

Superlative and comparative degrees of qualities are denoted with the help of the 

postposition [se] attached to the noun or pronoun with which the comparison is made. 

The comparative construction is of the following form:  

Compared entity + standard of comparison + se + adj + copula 

(45) mor GҦDQ  u-kΩr  GҦDQ  se bes ahe 

 ISG.POSS paddy 3SG-GEN paddy ABL good PRS.3SG 

 µ0\�SDGG\�LV�EHWWHU�WKDQ�KLV�SDGG\¶ 

Superlative involves comparison with all. It has the following form:  

Compared entity + sԥE�µDOO¶���VH���DGM���copula 
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(46) mor GҦDQ  sΩb se bes ahe 

 ISG.POSS paddy all ABL good PRS.3SG 

 µ0\�SDGG\�LV�WKH�EHVW¶ 

3.6.3 Classes of Adjectives 

Adjectives can be grouped into several sub-classes on the basis of their syntactic 

properties, internal composition, and semantics.  

Attributive and Predicative 

Based on the occurrence of adjectives in specific syntactic positions, i.e., whether it 

can precede a noun, or function as a complement to a linking verb, or occur in both 

positions, adjectives can be categorized as attributive or predicative.  

Attributive adjectives in Sadri precede the noun as pre-modifiers. For example: 

bΩѵ tѻҦ}ѵa/ tѻҦ}ѵѢ µELJ�ER\�JLUO¶ 

pѢ࠵Ωr љaѵѢ µ\HOORZ�YHKLFOH¶ 

s҂nG֍ Ωr tѻҦ}ѵa/ tѻҦ}ѵѢ µEHDXWLIXO�ER\�JLUO¶ 

sodҊҦ љΩ˾tѻ µVWUDLJKW�WUHH¶� 

Those that can function only as complements of a linking verb are called predicative, 

or post-modifiers.  For example: 

(47) GҦDQ  bes ahe 

 paddy good PRS.3SG 

 µ7KLV�SDGG\�LV�JRRG¶ 

Based on internal composition, adjectives can be classified as basic, derived and 
complex adjectives: 
Simple and derived adjectives have been discussed earlier as morphological types. 

Complex adjectives are the ones that have preceding sub-modifiers such as m҂r҂kҦ 

µYHU\¶��W֍ ΩnѢ µVPDOO¶��kΩtѢ µOLWWOH¶��HWF. For example: 

m҂r҂kҦ s҂nG֍ Ωr tѻҦ}ѵѢ µYHU\�EHDXWLIXO�JLUO¶ 

W֍ ΩnѢ bΩѵ kaљΩtѻ µD�OLWWOH�VL]HG�SDSHU¶� 

kΩtѢ k҂n tѻa҂r µD�OLWWOH�ULFH¶ 

Pronominal Adjectives  
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Adjectives are also derived from the proximate, distal, relative, correlative and 

interrogative pronouns. They are given below: 

 Type  Quantity  

Proximal ΩѢsΩn µOLNH�WKLV¶ eW֍na µWKLV�PXFK¶ 

Distal wΩѢsΩn µOLNH�WKDW¶ oW֍na µWKDW�PXFK¶ 

Relative dҊΩѢsΩn µRI�WKH�W\SH�RI¶ dҊeW֍na µDV�PXFK�DV¶ 

Interrogative kΩѢsΩn µRI�ZKDW�W\SH¶ keW֍na µKRZ�PXFK¶ 

Table 3.11: Pronominal adjectives   

Almost all pronouns can function as adjectives. The demonstrative points out at 

persons and objects. For example: 

i tѻҦ}ѵѢ µWKLV�JLUO¶ 

u љRU҂ µWKDW�FRZ¶ 

Possessive pronouns are used to specify and to show relationship. For example: 

҂kΩr tѻҦ}ѵѢ µKLV�KHU�GDXJKWHU¶ 

mor љRU҂ µP\�FRZ¶� 

Relative and Indefinite pronouns also function as adjectives. For example: 

dҊe tѻҦ}ѵѢ µWKH�JLUO�ZKR¶ 

kono kѢW֍ab µsome book¶ 

3.6.4 Derivation of Adjectives 

Sadri has a relatively smaller number of basic adjectives as compared to Hindi and 

Urdu. Derived adjectives are often direct loans and Sadri has a tendency to not 

productively use the derivational pathway. Various syntactic and pragmatic structures 

are used to express meanings otherwise fulfilled by derived adjectives. Genitive 

postposition kΩr and ola constructions are used mostly for this purpose.  

3.6.4.1 Adjectives from Nouns 

Majority of derived adjectives fall under this category.  

The adjectivization is mostly suffixal. Various derived adjectives of Persian origin 

are used but they are direct loans, i.e., the affixation shown in these words are not 

productive at all. Following are some examples:  
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ѢdҊΩW֍  µKRQRXU¶ beѢdҊΩW֍  µZLWKRXW�UHVSHFW¶ 

sal µ\HDU¶ salana µ\HDUO\¶ 

G֍ os µEODPH¶ nѢrG֍ os µEODPHOHVV¶ 

mol µYDOXH¶ anmol µSULFHOHVV¶ 

nam µQDPH¶ baG֍ nam µLQIDPRXV¶ 

dΩr µIHDU¶ nѢdΩr µIHDUOHVV¶ 

dҊΩhΩr µSRLVRQ¶ dҊΩhrѢla µSRLVRQRXV¶ 

The suffix -a is used to derive adjectives that signal relation or possession.  

mΩѢl µGLUW¶ mΩѢla µGLUW\¶ 

dҊ҂ҀҦ µOLH¶ dҊ҂ҀҀҦa µOLDU¶ 

The suffix -war/-Ѣja µDIILOLDWHG�WR�JLYHQ�WR¶: the suffix -war is usually attached after 

place name with two syllables to signal affiliation. To specify female gender -warѢn/-

jarѢn is attached. The suffix -Ѣja is attached to place names of more than two syllables. 

To specify female gender -nѢ is attached. These derivatives are primarily adjectives 

but the human noun they qualify can be redundant. However, other non-human nouns 

cannot.   

kesa µ.HVD¶ keswar µIURP�.HVD¶ 

lohΩrdΩљa µ/RKDUGDJD¶ lohΩrdΩљѢ࠵a µIURP�/RKDUGDJD¶ 

kesa µ.HVD¶ keswarѢn µIURP�.HVD��)�¶ 

lohΩrdΩљa µ/RKDUGDJD¶ lohΩrdΩљnѢ µIURP�/RKDUGDJD��)�¶ 

The suffix -Ѣja is used to derive other adjectives that signal relationship or affiliation.  

Ѣsk҂l µschool¶ Ѣsk҂lѢ࠵a µbelonging to school¶ 

sΩsW֍a µcheap¶ sΩsW֍ ΩhѢ࠵a µof shoddy kind¶ 

The suffix -in also signals relationship.  

nѢmΩk µsalt¶ nΩmkin µsalty¶ 

sΩ҂NҦ µtaste¶ sΩ҂NҦin µtasteful/stylish¶ 

Adjectives derived using the suffix -Ѣ KDYH�D�PHDQLQJ�RI�µSHUWDLQLQJ�WR�VRPHWKLQJ¶�� 

bΩrsaW֍  µrain¶ bΩrsaW֍ Ѣ µrainy¶ 

pΩhaѵ µhill¶ pΩhaѵѢ µKLOO\¶ 
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GҦΩn µwealth¶ GҦΩnѢ µZHDOWK\¶ 

ΩƾUHGҊ µ(QJOLVKPDQ¶ ΩƾUHGҊѢ µ(QJOLVK¶ 

The suffix -Ѣk DOVR�GHULYHV�DGMHFWLYHV�PHDQLQJ�µSHUWDLQLQJ�WR¶�� 

mas µPRQWK¶ masѢk µPRQWKO\¶ 

bΩrΩs µ\HDU¶ barsѢk µ\HDUO\¶ 

sΩmadҊ µVRFLHW\¶ sΩmadҊѢk µVRFLDO¶ 

The suffix -ahѢ(F/N)/-aha(M) signals attributive relationship. 

ek r҂pѢ࠵a µone rupee¶ ek r҂pѢ࠵ahѢ µone rupee value¶ 

dҊΩlΩn µjealousy¶ dҊΩlΩntaha µjealous¶ 

The suffix -ka (M)/-kѢ (F) is used to make adjectives which express agency or 

experiencer. They are used as nouns when the qualified noun is rendered redundant. 

The male form is the default one. 

bΩѵ µbig¶ bΩѵka µbig one/big boy¶ 

tѻҦoҀ µsmall¶ tѻҦoҀka µsmall one/small 

boy¶ 

bΩѵ µELJ¶ bΩѵkѢ µELJ�JLUO¶ 

tѻҦoҀ µVPDOO¶ tѻҦoҀkѢ µVPDOO�JLUO¶ 

 

The suffix -u expresses agency or experiencer.  

bΩdҊar µmarket¶ bΩdҊar҂ µfrom market¶ 

The participial marker -Ωl/-al attaches to abstract nouns of experience to yield 

adjectives that express experiencer.  

EҦ҂NҦ µKXQJHU¶ EҦ҂NҦΩl µKXQJU\¶ 

tѻoҀ µKXUW¶ tѻoҀъl µKXUW¶ 

The postposition ola when attached to nouns gives rise to complex attributive 

adjectives. However, the main noun is mostly redundant. Hence these adjectives can 

be used as nouns independently. ola is productive with grammatical categories other 

than nouns such as adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, verbs. It is a very productive device 

for forming agentive, experiencer, and instrumental nouns from nouns. In sentence 
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(48) the noun derived through this process is used as an adjective while in sentence 

(49) it is used as a noun. In sentence (50) the noun is derived from the infinitive form 

of the verb.  

(48) i G֍ ҂GҦ ola яektѻѢ heke 

 3SG milk owner wok PRS.3SG 

 µThis is a wok for milk¶ 

 

(49) G֍ ҂GҦ ola aѢdҊ  nѢ  a-l-Ωk 

 milk owner today NEG come.PST.3SG 

 µThe milk-man did not come today¶ 

 

(50) i dѢsa-ek ola leG֍ ra heke 

 3SG lay-INF owner thick cloth PRS.3SG 

 µThis is a thick cloth for laying¶ 

3.6.4.2 Adjectives from Verbs 

Participialisation 

The perfective participle can function as adjectives. In Sadri the participle does not 

inflect for number and gender.  

s҂W֍  µVOHHS¶ s҂W֍ Ωl µVOHHSLQJ¶ 

mѢl µPL[¶ mѢlΩl µPL[HG¶ 

In case the verb is causative, the -Ωl suffix is realized as -al. 

G֍ ewa µcause to give¶ G֍ ewal µgiven (by somebody 

asked to give)¶ 

mѢla µFDXVH�WR�PL[¶ mѢlal µPL[HG��E\�VRPHRQH�¶ 

3.7 Verb 
A verb comprises of a verb stem and the inflections. The morpheme that contains the 

lexical information of the verb is the stem. Sadri verbs inflect for person, number, 

tense, aspect and mood.  

Verb stems generally do not appear without inflections. Verbs in the direct imperative 

form appear to be bare verb stems. However, this is debatable. See discussion on 

imperative mood. 
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This section discusses the types of verbs found in Sadri. First, a discussion on the two 

classes of verb stem will take place and the following subsections will outline the 

morphemes affixed to the verb stem. Sadri verbs do not have prefixes. It must be 

noted that not all morphemes are available simultaneously. 

3.7.1 Semantic Categories of Verbs 

Various semantic categories of Sadri verbs can be understood through the following 

distinctions: 

3.7.1.1 Stative vs Inchoative vs Dynamic/Active 

Verbs that take dative subjects and most intransitive verbs fall in the category of 

stative or inchoative. Transitive verbs are mostly active. However, intransitive verbs 

indicating motion are stative in nature. The table shows the different stative, 

inchoative and active forms derived from the same stem.  

Stative Inchoative Active 

pΩkΩl µWR�EH�ULSH¶ pΩk-ek µWR�EHFRPH�ULSH¶ pΩkъ-ek µWR�ULSHQ¶ 

pΩW֍ ъ�KR-ek µWR�NQRZ¶  pΩW֍ ъ�NΩU-ek 'to find' 

The active/dynamic conjunct verbs are turned into stative verbs or psyche predicates, 

and inchoative verbs by substituting the vector verbs ho-ek µWR�EH¶��DQG�ъZ-ek µWR�

FRPH¶�LQ�SODFH�RI�kΩr-ek µWR�GR¶�UHVSHFWLYHO\�(Ahmad, 2015). 

3.7.1.2 Volitional vs Non-volitional 

Verbs can be seen as volitional and non-volitional. Verbs can be inherently volitional 

and are derived too. Causativisation transforms non-volitional verbs into volitional 

(Ahmad, 2015).  

Non-Volitional  Volitional 

hΩG֍ s-ek µWR�JHW�QHUYRXV¶ hΩG֍ sъ-ek [1st FDXVDO@�µWR�PDNH�VRPHERG\�QHUYRXV¶ 

3.7.1.3 Affective vs Effective 

Verbs fall into two categories depending on their description of the state of the 

subject. Verbs are affective if they describe the physical or psychological state of the 

subject and effective if they describe the action done by the subject. Affective verbs 

comprise of a subcategory of reflexive verbs which denote self-action. All inherent 

effective verbs are transitive. 
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To derive affective verbs, the morpheme [-a] is suffixed to the inherent effective 

verbs. The [-a] marker should not be confused with the homophonous first causal 

marker, which in a completely opposite manner, upon affixation, increases the 

valence of the verb (Ahmad, 2015). 

The effective verb WҧΩљ-ek µWR�FKHDW¶�FDQ�EH�WXUQHG�LQWR�DIIHFWLYH�YHUE�E\�VXIIL[LQJ [-

a]. WҧΩљ-a-ek µWR�JHW�FKHDWHG¶�LV�DIIHFWLYH� 

The derived affectives are unaccusative in nature i.e., the subject of these verbs are 

actually their objects. Such verbs are also called inherently passive verbs (Carnie, 

2012).  

3.7.2 Verb-stem Classes 

The basic form of a verb is called the verb stem. This can be inflected for aspect, 

tense, mood, person, number and honorificity. There are two classes of verb stems: 

transitive and intransitive. Transitive verbs take more than one argument, while the 

intransitive verbs take only one argument.  

3.7.2.1 Transitive Stems 

These verbs take more than one argument. Verbs mostly denoting actions and 

processes fall under this category. In Sadri, the subject is not mandatorily marked.  

The direct object is marked only if it is an animate or definite inanimate entity. 

Some examples of Sadri transitive stems are given below: 

Stem Gloss 

hera µlose¶ 

dѢsa µOD\�RXW¶ 

NҦRO µRSHQ¶ 

lѢNҦ µZULWH¶ 

Some examples are given below: 
(51) son҂ tѻҦΩҀ-ke dѢsa-l-Ωk 

 Sonu.NOM grass mesh-ACC lay out-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�laid the grass mesh ' 
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(52) son҂ tѻҦΩ҂wa-ke hera-l-Ωk 

 Sonu.NOM child-ACC lose-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�lost the child' 

 

3.7.2.2 Intransitive Stems 

The class of stems which are intransitive includes verbs with a single argument. They 

do not take a direct role. This argument functions as its grammatical subject. The 

subject is in direct case. 

Some examples of Sadri intransitive stems are given below: 

Stem Gloss 

beѵa µJHW�lost¶ 

љҦ҂sΩk µcrawl¶ 

љѢU µIDOO¶ 

s҂W֍  µVOHHS¶ 
 

(53) son҂ beѵa-l-Ωk 

 Sonu get lost-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�got lost' 

 

(54) tѻҦΩ҂wa љҦ҂sΩk-el 

 Child crawl-PRS.1SG 

 µThe child crawls' 

 

3.7.2.3 Di-transitive Stems 

Verbs like: G֍ H� µgive¶�� EҦHGҊ µsend¶ take three arguments with the subject in the 

unmarked nominative case, direct object in accusative and the indirect object in dative 

case. 

(55) son҂ mΩѢ࠵m-ke tѻъ҂r G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 Sonu.NOM girl child-DAT rice.ACC give-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX gave rice to the girl child' 
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(56) son҂ mΩѢ࠵m-ke tѻъ҂r EҦHGҊ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu.NOM girl child-DAT rice.ACC send-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�sent rice to the girl child' 

3.7.3 Types of verbs 

Sadri verbs can be divided into two types, based on their morpho-semantic 

complexity: Auxiliary verbs and Main verbs.  

3.7.3.1 Auxiliaries 
While a main verb provides meaning or semantic content about the effect/action 

expressed, the auxiliaries provide only grammatical information or are used as 

vehicles of grammatical expression (Payne, 1997). 

3.7.3.1.1 The Verb ho-HN�µWR�EH¶ 

The forms of the verb ho µEH¶�IXQFWLRQ�DV�DX[LOLDULHV�LQ�WKH�SUHVHQW�WHQVH�IRUP��,W�LV�D�

helping verb that occurs with the main verb in present tense constructions. All other 

forms of the verb are linking verbs in nature and have been discussed later on in a 

separate section. The forms of the auxiliary are portmanteaus of number, person and 

present tense.  

Person Singular Plural 

1st h} hѢ 

2nd (intimate) hѢs hъ 

2nd (polite) ha hъ 

3rd (intimate) he hῼ 

3rd (polite) hῼ hῼ 

Table 3.12: Forms of the auxiliary [ho]   

The following sentences show the various forms of the present tense auxiliary in 

use. 

(57) m}࠵ tѻъ҂r kѢn h} 

 1SG rice buy PRS.1SG 

 µI have bought rice'  
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(58) hΩme-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn hѢ 

 1PL rice buy PRS.1PL 

 µWe have bought rice'  

 

(59) W֍  tѻъ҂r kѢn hѢs ࠵{

 2SG rice buy PRS.2SG 

 µYou have bought rice'  

 

(60) W֍ohre-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn ha 

 2PL rice buy PRS.2PL 

 µYou (PL) have bought rice'  

 

(61) rΩ҂re tѻъ҂r kѢn ha 

 2SG.POL rice buy PRS.1SG  

 µYou (POL) have bought rice'  

 

(62) rΩ҂re-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn ha 

 2SG.POL-PL rice buy PRS.1PL 

 µYou (POL.PL) have bought rice'  

 

(63) son҂ tѻъ҂r kѢn he 

 Sonu rice buy PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX has bought rice'  

 

(64) son҂-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn hῼ 

 Sonu-PL rice buy PRS.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others have bought rice'  

 

(65) Ωpne tѻъ҂r kѢn hῼ 

 3SG.POL rice buy PRS.3PL 

 µHe (POL) bought rice'  
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(66) Ωpne-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn hῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL rice buy PRS.3PL 

 µHe (POL) and others have bought rice'  

 

3.7.3.1.2 The Verb rԥh-HN�µWR�VWD\¶ 

The various forms of the verb rΩh-ek µWR�VWD\¶�have grammaticalized as auxiliaries. 

They are used as past tense auxiliaries in the default form. They are tense marked for 

future when used as future tense auxiliaries. The future tense forms are used to 

indicate the presumptive. This seems to be a borrowing from Bhojpuri where forms 

of the verb rΩh are seen to work as the past tense copula (Shukla, 1981). It is described 

as a feature of Bihari and eastern Hindi dialects (Mesthrie, 2004).    

The following table lists down the past and future tense forms of the auxiliary 

respectively. 

Person Affirmative 

 Singular Plural 

1st roh} rѢhѢ 

2nd (intimate) rΩhѢs rΩhъ 

2nd (polite) rΩhъ rΩhъ 

3rd (intimate) rehe rΩhῼ 

3rd (polite) rΩhῼ rΩhῼ 

Table 3.13: Past tense forms of the auxiliary [rΩh]   

The following sentences show the various forms of the past tense auxiliary in use. 

(67) m}࠵ tѻъ҂r kѢn roh} 

 1SG rice buy PST.1SG 

 µI had bought rice'  

 

(68) hΩme-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rѢhѢ 

 1PL rice buy PST.1PL 

 µWe had bought rice'  
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(69) W֍  tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhѢs ࠵{

 2SG rice buy PST.2SG 

 µYou had bought rice'  

 

(70) W֍ohre-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩha 

 2PL rice buy PST.2PL 

 µYou (PL) had bought rice'  

 

(71) rΩ҂re tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩha 

 2SG.POL rice buy PST.2SG  

 µYou (POL) had bought rice'  

 

(72) rΩ҂re-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhъ 

 2SG.POL-PL rice buy PST.2PL 

 µYou (POL) and others had bought rice'  

 

(73) son҂ tѻъ҂r kѢn rehe 

 Sonu rice buy PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX had bought rice'  

 

(74) son҂-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhῼ 

 Sonu-PL rice buy PST.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others had bought rice'  

 

(75) Ωpne tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhῼ 

 3SG.POL rice buy PST.3PL 

 µHe had bought rice'  

 

(76) Ωpne-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL rice buy PST.3PL 

 µHe (POL) and others had bought rice'  
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Person Affirmative 

 Singular Plural 

1st rΩhm҂ rΩhΩb 

2nd (intimate) rΩhbe rΩhbъ 

2nd (polite) rΩhba rΩhbъ 

3rd (intimate) rΩhѢ rΩhbῼ 

3rd (polite) rΩhbῼ rΩhbῼ 

Table 3.14: Future tense forms of the auxiliary [rΩh]  

The following sentences show the various forms of the future tense auxiliary in use. 

(77) m}࠵ tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhm҂ 

 1SG rice buy FUT.1SG 

 µI will have bought rice'  

 

(78) hΩme-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhΩb 

 1PL rice buy FUT.1PL 

 µWe will have bought rice'  

 

(79) W֍  tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbe ࠵{

 2SG rice buy FUT.2SG 

 µYou will have bought rice'  

 

(80) W֍ohre-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbъ 

 2PL rice buy FUT.2PL 

 µYou (PL) will have bought rice'  

 

(81) rΩ҂re tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhΩb 

 2SG.POL rice buy FUT.2SG  

 µYou (POL) will have bought rice'  

 

(82) rΩ҂re-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbъ 

 2SG.POL-PL rice buy FUT.2PL 

 µYou (POL) and others will have bought rice'  
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(83) son҂ tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhѢ 

 Sonu rice buy FUT.3SG 

 µ6RQX will have bought rice'  

 

(84) son҂-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbῼ 

 Sonu-PL rice buy FUT.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others will have bought rice'  

 

(85) Ωpne tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbῼ 

 3SG.POL rice buy FUT.3PL 

 µHe will have bought rice'  

 

(86) Ωpne-mΩn tѻъ҂r kѢn rΩhbῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL rice buy FUT.3PL 

 µThey (POL) and others will have bought rice'  

3.7.3.2 Main Verbs 

Main verbs can be divided further on the basis of the number of arguments they take, 

and their syntactic function. Broadly, the types of main verb are the copula, 

intransitive verbs, and transitive verbs. The process of causativisation has been 

discussed separately in terms of the effect it has on the valency of the verb involved.  

3.7.3.2.1 Copula 

A copula or a linking verb is any morpheme (affix, particle, or verb) that joins, or 

couples, two nominal elements in a predicate nominal construction. It marks the 

clause as a predicate nominal and often carries the tense/aspect and other information 

necessary for predications in the language (Payne, 1997).  

By this definition, there are three such roots in Sadri. Forms of the verb ho µEH¶�DQG�

rΩh µVWD\¶ are used to link a subject with the complement. The verb ho has 

grammaticalized to express present tense exclusively while the latter is 

grammaticalized to express past tense in the default form. The rΩh verb expresses 

future tense only when marked for it. See section 3.7.4.3 for future tense markers. 
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The forms of lΩљ µVHHP�IHHO¶ verb are used only in negative present tense. These forms 

have been discussed in detail in the subsequent sections. 

3.7.3.2.1.1 The Verb ho-HN�µWR�EH¶ 

The ho verb carries the grammatical information of tense, aspect, person and number. 

The prefixing of the ah lends an aspectual sense of perfectness while the hek form 

expresses the perfective aspect. These two different forms express location/existence 

and attribution/identity respectively. 

The table given below respectively show the forms of the copula in the perfective 

aspect in the affirmative sense. 

Person Affirmative 

 Singular Plural 

1st hek} hekѢ 

2nd (intimate) hekѢs hekъ 

2nd (polite) heka hekъ 

3rd (intimate) heke hekῼ 

3rd (polite) hekῼ hekῼ 

Table 3.15: Forms of the hek-V in perfective aspect 

The following sentences show the various forms of the hek-V copula in use. 

(87) m}࠵ m҂NҦѢ࠵a hek} 

 1SG headman PRS.1SG 

 µI have been the headman'  

 

(88) hΩme-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar hekѢ 

 1PL clever PRS.1PL 

 µWe have been clever/alert'  

 

(89) W֍  a hekѢs࠵m҂NҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG headman PRS.2SG 

 µYou have been the headman'  
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(90) W֍ohre-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar hekъ 

 2PL clever PRS.2PL 

 µYou (PL) have been FOHYHU�DOHUW¶  

 

(91) rΩ҂re m҂NҦѢ࠵a hekъ 

 2SG.POL headman PRS.2SG  

 µYou (POL) have been the headman'  

 

(92) rΩ҂re-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar hekъ 

 2SG.POL-PL clever PRS.2PL 

 µYou (POL) have been clever/alert'  

 

(93) son҂ m҂NҦѢ࠵a heke 

 Sonu headman PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX has been WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(94) son҂-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar hekῼ 

 Sonu-PL clever PRS.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others have been clever/alert'  

 

(95) Ωpne m҂NҦѢ࠵a hekῼ 

 3SG.POL headman PRS.3PL 

 µHe has been WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(96) Ωpne-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar hekῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL clever PRS.3PL 

 µThey (POL) have been clever/alert'  

The table given below respectively show the forms of the copula in the perfect aspect 

in the affirmative sense. 

Person Affirmative 

 Singular Plural 

1st ъK} ъKѢ 
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2nd (intimate) ъKѢV ъKъ 

2nd (polite) ъKa ъKъ 

3rd (intimate) ъKH ъKῼ 

3rd (polite) ъKῼ ъKῼ 

Table 3.16: Forms of the ah-V in perfect aspect  

The following sentences show the various forms of the ah-V copula in use. 

(97) m}࠵ m҂NҦѢ࠵a ъK} 

 1SG headman PRS.1SG 

 µI am the headman'  

 

(98) hΩme-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar ъKѢ 

 1PL clever PRS.1PL 

 µWe are clever/alert'  

 

(99) W֍  a ъKѢV࠵m҂NҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG headman PRS.2SG 

 µYou are the headman'  

 

(100) W֍ohre-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar ahъ 

 2PL clever PRS.2PL 

 µYou (PL) are FOHYHU�DOHUW¶  

 

(101) rΩ҂re m҂NҦѢ࠵a ahъ 

 2SG.POL headman PRS.2SG  

 µYou (POL) are the headman'  

 

(102) rΩ҂re-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar ahъ 

 2SG.POL-PL clever PRS.2PL 

 µYou are clever/alert'  

 

(103) son҂ m҂NҦѢ࠵a heke 

 Sonu headman PRS.3SG 
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 µSonu is WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(104) son҂-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar ъKῼ 

 Sonu-PL clever PRS.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others are clever/alert'  

 

(105) Ωpne m҂NҦѢ࠵a ъKῼ 

 3SG.POL headman PRS.3PL 

 µHe is WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(106) Ωpne-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar ъKῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL clever PRS.3PL 

 µThey (POL) are clever/alert'  

 It must be noted that the forms expressing the negative in the perfective and perfect 

aspect vary. The negative form is derived by prefixing na- to the verb lΩљ µVHHP�IHHO¶��

The verb lΩљ when used as a lexical verb takes the usual [nѢ] as the negation marker 

(see section 4.6.3). The negative forms for perfective and perfect aspect are given 

below in the tables below. 

Person Negative 

 Singular Plural 

1st nъOъљ} nъOъљѢ 

2nd (intimate) nъOъљѢV nъOъљъ 

2nd (polite) nъOъљa nъOъљъ 

3rd (intimate) nъOъљH nъOъљῼ 

3rd (polite) nъOъљῼ nъOъљῼ 

Table 3.17: Negative forms of the copula in perfective aspect   

Person Negative 

 Singular Plural 

1st nΩNҦ} nΩNҦѢ 

2nd (intimate) nΩNҦѢs nΩNҦъ 

2nd (polite) nΩNҦa nΩNҦъ 
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3rd (intimate) nΩNҦH nΩNҦῼ 

3rd (polite) nΩNҦῼ nΩNҦῼ 

Table 3.18: Negative forms of the copula in perfect aspect   

Another way to describe the difference between the two forms is expressed through 

describing their telicity. Form of hek-V are telic and ah-V are atelic. That being said, 

these two forms, both in the affirmative and negative are seen to be used 

interchangeably in the younger generation. A tendency of deeming constructions with 

the improper form ungrammatical is higher in older speakers.  

3.7.3.2.1.2 The Verb rιh-HN�µWR�VWD\¶ 

The various forms of rΩh µVWD\¶� DUH� XVHG� DV� D� linking verb in simple predicative 

sentences. In other constructions it is used as an auxiliary. The forms of rΩh in future 

tense signal the relationship of presumption. The past tense form signals attribution 

or past identity.  

For forms of rΩh see section 3.7.3.1.2 

The following sentences show the various forms of the past tense copula in use. 

(107) m}࠵ m҂NҦѢ࠵a roh} 

 1SG headman PST.1SG 

 µI was the headman'  

 

(108) hΩme-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rѢhѢ 

 1PL clever PST.1PL 

 µWe were clever/alert'  

 

(109) W֍  a rΩhѢs࠵m҂NҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG headman PST.2SG 

 µYou were the headman'  

 

(110) W֍ohre-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩha 

 2PL clever PST.2PL 

 µYou (PL) were clever/alert¶  
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(111) rΩ҂re m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩha 

 2SG.POL headman PST.2SG  

 µYou (POL) were the headman'  

 

(112) rΩ҂re-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhъ 

 2SG.POL-PL clever PST.2PL 

 µYou (POL) were clever/alert'  

 

(113) son҂ m҂NҦѢ࠵a rehe 

 Sonu headman PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX ZDV�WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(114) son҂-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhῼ 

 Sonu-PL clever PST.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others were clever/alert'  

 

(115) Ωpne m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩhῼ 

 3SG.POL headman PST.3PL 

 µHe ZDV�WKH�KHDGPDQ¶  

 

(116) Ωpne-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL clever PST.3PL 

 µThey (POL) were clever/alert'  

The following sentences show the various forms of the future tense copula in use. 

(117) m}࠵ m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩhm҂ 

 1SG headman FUT.1SG 

 µI will be the headman'  

 

(118) hΩme-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhΩb 

 1PL clever FUT.1PL 

 µWe will EH�FOHYHU�DOHUW¶  
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(119) W֍  a rΩhbe࠵m҂NҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG headman FUT.2SG 

 µYou will be the headman¶  

 

(120) W֍ohre-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhbъ 

 2PL clever FUT.2PL 

 µYou (PL) will be clever/alert'  

 

(121) rΩ҂re m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩhΩb 

 2SG.POL headman FUT.2SG  

 µYou (POL) will headman have bought rice'  

 

(122) rΩ҂re-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhbъ 

 2SG.POL-PL clever FUT.2PL 

 µYou (POL) and others will EH�FOHYHU�DOHUW¶  

 

(123) son҂ m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩhѢ 

 Sonu headman FUT.3SG 

 µ6RQX will be the headman'  

 

(124) son҂-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhbῼ 

 Sonu-PL clever FUT.3PL 

 µ6RQX and others will be clever/alert'  

 

(125) Ωpne m҂NҦѢ࠵a rΩhbῼ 

 3SG.POL headman FUT.3PL 

 µHe will be the headman'  

 

(126) Ωpne-mΩn h}sѢ࠵ar rΩhbῼ 

 3SG.POL-PL clever FUT.3PL 

 µHe (POL) and others will EH�FOHYHU�DOHUW¶  

The constructions of negative sentences using rΩh verb are formed by the usual 

sentential negation method. See section 4.5.3.1.  
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3.7.3.3 Intransitive Verbs 

Discussed in the section on verb stem classes. See 0 

3.7.3.4 Transitive Verbs 

Discussed in the section on verb stem classes. See 3.7.2.1  

3.7.3.5 Di-transitive Verbs 

Discussed in the section on verb stem classes. See 0 

3.7.3.6 Causatives 

Languages use causativisation as an operation to increase the number of essential 

arguments of the predicator. It is also called increasing the valency of the verb 

whereby upon causativisation the derivative needs one more argument. (Payne, 1997)  

In Sadri it is normally the causer which is the new argument and that becomes the 

new subject. The causee which is the argument that actually does the action in a 

causativised sentence remains the same in both derived and the underlying sentences. 

It indicates that a subject either causes someone or something else to do or be 

something or causes a change in state of a non-volitional event.  

Sadri verbs have two causal forms. Generally, but not across the board, 1st causative 

is formed by suffixing [-a] and the second causative is formed by suffixing [-wa]. 

The two causal forms of the verb lѢNҦ µZULWH¶�LV�JLYHQ�EHORZ�DV�H[DPSOH� 

Verbs Causative 1 Causative 2 

lѢNҦ lѢNҦ-a  lѢNҦ-wa 

µZULWH¶ µFDXVH�;�WR�ZULWH¶ µFDXVH ;�WR�FDXVH�=�WR�ZULWH¶ 

    

Following sentences show causativisation at work:  

(127) m}࠵ tѻѢҀҦѢ lѢNҦ-l-} 

 1SG letter write-PST-1SG 

 µI ZURWH�D�OHWWHU¶  

 

(128) son҂ m}r-se tѻѢҀҦѢ lѢNҦ-a-l-Ωk 

 Sonu 1SG-INST letter write-CAUS 1-PST-3SG 

 µSonu PDGH�PH�ZULWH�D�OHWWHU¶  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Valency_(linguistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volition_(linguistics)
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(129) sѢW֍a son҂-ke m}r-se tѻѢҀҦѢ lѢNҦ-a-l-Ωk 

 Sita Sonu-ACC 1SG-DAT letter write-CAUS 1-PST-3SG 

 µ6LWD�PDGH�6RQX�PDNH�PH�ZULWH�D�OHWWHU¶  

Sadri affective and effective verbs react differently to the process of causativisation.  

Intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs take part in this process and it is fairly 

productive process. Intransitive verbs first undergo transitivisation  

 

Both affective transitive and intransitive verbs have both causal forms. Inherent 

effective verbs that are transitive and di-transitive have only the second causal form. 

 

Ahmad (2015) notes down some morphophonemic alternations triggered by the 

causative affixation. 

x Verb stems which have long vowels in the roots are shortened upon 

causativisation. For example: sѢNҦ-ek 'to learn' becomes sѢNҦ-a-ek [1st causal] 

and sѢNҦ-wa-ek [2nd causal]. 

x Verb roots ending with long front vowels have their vowels shortened and are 

suffixed with -࠵D instead of -a. For example: pѢ-ek 'to drink' becomes pѢ࠵a-ek 

[1st causal], sѢ-ek 'to sew' becomes sѢ࠵a-ek [1st causal], etc.  

x In verb roots with open vowel, upon causativisation the front open vowel 

changes to front close vowel. E.g., la-ek 
WR�EULQJ¶�EHFRPHV�lѢ࠵ъ-ek [1st causal] 

upon causativisation.  

3.7.3.7 Complex Verbs 

Based on their internal complexity and the nature of the parts of the whole verb, Sadri 

verbs can be classified into compound and conjunct verbs. In addition to the simple, 

Verbs (Affective) Causative 1 Causative 2 

lѢNҦ µZULWH¶ lѢNҦ-ъ µFDXVH� ;� WR�

ZULWH¶ 

lѢNҦ-wъ µFDXVH� ;� WR� FDXVH� =� WR�

ZULWH¶ 

Verbs (Effective)     

яѢsa µOD\¶   яѢsa-wъ µFDXVH X to cause Z to 

OD\¶ 
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one-word verbs discussed so far, there are verbs which are morphologically complex 

in structure. These verbs are made of more than one word.   

3.7.3.7.1 Conjunct Verbs 

Conjunct verbs or light verbs are formed by combining a nominal entity, such as a 

noun or an adjective and a verb. Only abstract nouns take part in the conjunct verb 

constructions.  

The verbs taking part in this process are called verbalizers or light verbs. These light 

verbs are limited in number in Sadri. The most common verbs found in conjunct verb 

construction are, mѢl 'find/get', kΩr 'do', lΩљ 'feel', ъ 'come', ho 'be', and G֍ e 'give'. There 

is no such limitation on the nominals. Some semantic factors and morphosyntactic 

factors appear to govern the occurrence of particular verbalisers with particular 

nominals, but it is not predictable and requires further study.   

All Nominal + Verb sequences cannot be considered as conjunct verbs. According to 

Mohanan, 1994, apart from analysing the semantic bleaching of the verb, the valency 

of the verb is key in understanding the difference between a N+V conjunct verb and 

an argument+verb sequence. In a non-complex verb sequence, the theta roles and 

structural case are assigned to arguments. When this is met, structurally, the N+V 

sequence is not a conjunct verb sequence. However, recent research (Das, 2018) has 

further exemplified the case relations in conjunct verb and answers the complexity 

presented by some conjunct verb through the analysis of thematic roles assigned by 

the complex predicate. Das argues that the difference in case marking assigned by the 

conjunct verb compared to the case assigned by the light verb if it acted as a lexical 

verb can be answered by considering the conjunct verb as one unit that assigns its 

own thematic roles which are different from those typically assigned by the light verb. 

(Das, 2018) The case markers on the arguments of the conjunct verb are a result of 

the thematic roles assigned by the complex predicate. However, he goes further to say 

that the structural case of the light verb still needs to be satisfied. In case it does not 

coincide with any of the case markings licensed by the complex predicate, the 

structural case is assigned to the nominal in the N+V complex. This, in Hindi, can be 

seen when the verb agrees with the gender of the nominal of the conjunct complex. 

The nouns and adjectives occur in their root form. The verb bears grammatical 

function markers such as tense, person, number, and honorificity, i.e., the lexical verb 
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takes all the markings of a finite verb. Following are some examples of conjunct 

verbs: 

(130) mor tѻa҂r NҦDUDE ho-l-ek 

 1SG.POSS rice spoilt be-PST-3SG 

 'My rice has got spoilt' 

 

(131) dҊa-ek bera dҊҦΩҀ kΩr-b-e 

 go-INF during haste do-FUT-2SG 

 
0DNH�KDVWH�ZKHQ�JRLQJ¶ 

Verbs like lΩљ 'feel', ho-ek 'to be', a-ek 'to come', etc. are used to form psyche 

predicates which require subjects in dative case.  

(132) son҂ ke pѢ࠵as lΩљ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu DAT thirst feel-PST-3SG 

 'Sonu felt thirsty' 

Note that the use of the verb kΩr µGR¶�DIIHFWV�WKH�WUDQVLWLYLW\�RI�WKH�YHUE�FRPSOH[��,W�

gives rise to periphrastic causative verbs as discussed in the previous section. 

Compare the following sentences: 

(133) dҊama љҦΩr sΩSҦD ho-l-Ωk 

 all house clean be-PST-3SG 

 µThe whole house is clean¶ 

 

(134) W֍  dҊama љҦΩr sΩSҦD kΩr-b-e ࠵{

 2SG all house clean do-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�FOHDQ�WKH�ZKROH�KRXVH¶ 

Sentence 50 with the verb in conjunct construction is causativised and hence needs 

one more argument as compared to 51 with auxiliary.  

3.7.3.7.2 Compound Verbs 

Compound verbs are a combination of two lexical verbs. The first verb, i.e., V1, is the 

main verb which is sometimes also called the polar verb. The second verb, i.e., V2, is 

referred to by various terms such as explicator, operator, vector verb or the light verb. 
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In modern linguistics, the term light verb is used more often which will be used in 

this study too.  

The V2 takes all markers of grammatical function such as aspect, tense, mood, number 

and person distinction in the constructions where the compound verb is used as a 

finite verb.  

In the compound, the light verb loses its semantic features. It thus loses any ability to 

add to or modify the meaning of the polar verb. (Nash & Samvelian , 2016) The V2 

only lends aspectual meanings to the main verb.  

The main verb in Sadri is affixed with the stem linker [-e] that is realized in the 

following forms:  

x In verb stems ending with a close and close-mid back vowel, the linker is a 

suffix /-Ѣ/.  

x In stems ending with vowels, other than the ones mentioned in the previous 

clause, the linker is suffixed as /-e/.  

x Stems ending in a consonant have the linker infixed as /-Ѣ-/ preceding the final 

consonant.  

Ahmad (2015) argues that it is the erstwhile conjunctive participle marker which now 

functions as a linker in complex verbs.  

Sentences below exemplify the compound verbs and the alternations of the linker: 

(135) Ҝъmъ NҦΩlѢhan VDSҦD ho-Ѣ dҊa--Ѣ 

 All barn clean be-LNK go-FUT-3SG 

 'Whole barn will be cleaned up' 

 

(136) dҊa-ek pъҟҦH nѢnG֍ a-e le-b-e 

 go-INF after sleep<LNK> take-FUT-2SG 

 'Sleep after reaching' 

 

(137) basaΩn mΩ<Ѣ>ndҊ G֍ e-b-e 

 utensils wash<LNK> give-FUT-2SG 

 µ:DVK�WKH�utensils' 
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In the data set collected, Sadri was found to have a very small number of light verbs. 

They are: a µFRPH¶� dҊa µJR¶� le µWDNH¶� and G֍ e µJLYH¶.  

Not all light verbs occur with all main verbs. Below is a discussion on the main verbs 

these light verbs occur with, and the semantic import of the compound thus created.  

a µFRPH¶��WKLV�OLJKW�YHUE�VLJQDOV�WKH�DVSHFWXDO�PHDQLQJ�RI�PRWLRQ�RULHQWHG�WRZDUGV�

the speaker which is completed. It occurs with intransitive verbs indicating motion. 

(138) son҂ NҦHW֍  se tѻΩ<Ѣ>l a-l-Ωk 

 sonu field ABL move<LNK> come-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�FDPH�IURP�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

dҊa µJR¶��WKLV�OLJKW�YHUE�VLJQDOV�WKH�DVSHFWXDO�PHDQLQJ�RI�PRWLRQ�RULHQWHG�DZD\�IURP�

the speaker and a completed or certain action. It occurs with intransitive verbs 

indicating motion away from the focal point. With transitive verbs it signals a 

complete but abrupt or hurried action. 

(139) son҂ NҦHW֍  bΩt tѻΩ<Ѣ>l ge-l-Ωk 

 sonu field towards move<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�ZHQW�WRZDUGV�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

 

(140) son҂ bҦaW֍  NҦD-e dҊa-Ѱ-Ѣ 

 sonu food eat<LNK> go-FUT-3SG 

 µ6RQX will eat the food¶ (abrupt) 

le µWDNH¶��WKLV�OLJKW�YHUE�VXJJHVWV�D�FRPSOHWLYH�EXW�D�KDELWXDO�DVSHFWXDO�PHDQLQJ�ZKLFK�

can signal uncertainty. With intransitive verbs it also has a self-benefactive sense.  

(141) son҂ EҦDW֍  pΩka-e le-l-Ωk 

 sonu food cook<LNK> take-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�cooked WKH�IRRG¶ (completive and self-benefactive) 

 

(142) son҂=mΩn EҦDW֍  NҦD-e le-en 

 Sonu and his people food eat<LNK> take-PRS.PL 

 µ6RQX and his group (friends/family) eat IRRG¶��habitual and uncertain) 
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(143) son҂ s҂<Ѣ>W֍  le-l-Ωk 

 sonu eat<LNK> take-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�VOHSW¶��FRPSOHWLYH�DQG�VHOI�EHQHIDFWLYH� 

G֍ e µJLYH¶��WKLV�OLJKW�YHUE�PD\�VLJQDO�D�completive change in state and sudden action. 

With transitive verbs the action can also be directed towards the benefactory other 

than the subject. :LWK�LQWUDQVLWLYH�YHUEV�LW�FDQ�H[SUHVV�DQ�DFWLRQ�IRU�RWKHU¶V�EHQHILW�� 

(144) son҂ EҦDW֍  pΩka-e de-l-Ωk 

 sonu food cook<LNK> give-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�FRRNHG�WKH�IRRG¶��FRPSOHWLYH�IRU�RWKHU¶V�EHQHILW� 

  

(145) son҂ s҂<Ѣ>W֍  de-l-Ωk 

 sonu sleep<LNK> give-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�VOHSW¶��VXGGHQ�DFWLRQ� 
 

3.7.3.8 Other Complex Verb Forms 
In Sadri there can be a series of three verbal elements forming a complex verb form. 

One way to do it is with the use of an auxiliary in addition to V1 and V2. Similar to 

two-verb compounds, the V1 is the main verb and the V2 is the light verb that imparts 

aspectual meaning to the compound verb. The auxiliary bears the tense, agreement 

markers. This construction is usually seen with the past tense auxiliary which in this 

situation signals perfect aspect additionally to the one signalled by the V2. For 

example, in the sentence below, the V2 signals completive sense and the auxiliary 

signals perfect aspect.  

(146) m}࠵ tѻa҂r NҦD-e le-e  roh} 

 1SG rice eat-LNK take-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 µI had eaten the rice (completed self-benefactive action�¶   

 

Contrast sentence (146) with (147) and (148).   

(147) m}࠵ tѻa҂r NҦD-e le-l-} 

 1SG rice eat-LNK take-PST-1SG 

 'I ate the rice (perfective + self-benefactive)'   
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(148) m}࠵ tѻa҂r NҦD-e roh} 

 1SG rice eat-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 'I had eaten the rice (perfect)'   

 

Sentence (147) is in perfective aspect while (148) Is in perfect aspect. Both these 

senses are shown in the V1+V2+Aux construction which shows an action that is 

complete and in favour of the doer.  

The following sentences show the same construction with an intransitive verb. 

 

(149) m}࠵ s҂<Ѣ>W֍  dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG sleep<LNK> go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 µI had IDOOHQ�DVOHHS¶   

 

(150) m}࠵ s҂<Ѣ>W֍  roh} 

 1SG sleep<LNK> stay.PST.1SG 

 µI had IDOOHQ�DVOHHS¶   

  

3.7.4 Tense  

Tense encodes the information about the time an event took place with respect to the 

time when it is communicated. In this regard, tense can be seen as a deictic category 

(Lyons, 1968). Givon argues that tense is "the systematic coding of the relation 

between two points along an ordered linear dimension of time" (Givon, 2001). On the 

other hand, Comrie defines it as "the grammaticalised location in time" (Comrie, 

1985). It is clear from the discussion that tense is concerned only with the encoding 

of the relationship between the time of occurrence and utterance and not the manner 

in which the action was done or a state was achieved.  

Sadri has a past vs non-past tense system. The time of occurrence is treated as the 

point of departure for any description of an event. The tenses having a marking 

through a morpheme are the simple present, simple past and simple future.  These 

markings are carried either by the main verb, light verb, the auxiliary or the copula.  
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3.7.4.1 Present Tense 

The present tense in Sadri is used to signal an ongoing action in real time, a repeated 

or characteristic action, or a habitual action. It is also used when expressing a fact.  

The present tense in Sadri is unmarked.  

(151) m}࠵ bΩdҊъr dҊъ-on 

 1SG market go-PRS.1SG 

 µ,�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

The following table shows the present tense portmanteau in the given grammatical 

scenarios: 

Person Singular Plural 
1st  -on  -Ѣl  
2nd (intimate) -Ѣs -wΩl 
2nd (polite) -Ѣl  -wΩl  
3rd (intimate) -el -en 

3rd (polite) -en -en 

Table 3.19: Forms of the present tense portmanteau 

Present tense is also marked by the auxiliary [h}] and the inflected copular forms of 

hek-V and ah-V.  

(152) m}࠵ bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  h} 

 1SG market talk-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(153) m}࠵ bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ъK} 

 1SG sit-PFV PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�VLWWLQJ¶ 

 

(154) mor sΩѢkѢl bΩdҊar mͅ heke 

 1SG.POSS  bicycle market LOC PRS.3SG 

 'My bicycle is in the market' 
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3.7.4.2 Past Tense  

The past tense expresses an ongoing action in the past or an action accomplished in 

the past. 

Past tense is marked by the morpheme [-l-] and the auxiliary rΩh µWR�VWD\¶�DQG� LWV�

inflected forms periphrastically. The morpheme [-l-] marks the tense on main verbs 

and the light verbs. Elsewhere the verb rΩh marks past tense only when overt tense 

marking is not present. However, it must be noted that the past tense marker is 

optional when using the verb rΩh. 

The following sentence is an example of a sentence in simple past. 

 

 

 

The forms of simple past are given below:  

Person Singular Plural 

1st  V-l-} V-l-Ѣ 

2nd (intimate) V-l-e V-l-ъ 

2nd (polite) V-l-Ѣ V-l-ъ 

3rd (intimate) V-l-Ωk V-l-ῼ 

3rd (polite) V-l-ῼ V-l-ῼ 

Table 3.20: Forms of simple past 

3.7.4.3 Future Tense 

7KH�IXWXUH�WHQVH�H[SUHVVHV�DQ�DFWLRQ�WKDW�KDVQ¶W�occurred yet or a state that has not yet 

been attained. 

In Sadri, future tense is marked by the morpheme [-b-]. 

The forms of verbs in the simple future forms are given below: 

Person Singular Plural 

1st  V-m-҂ V-b- 

2nd (intimate) V-b-e V-b-ъ 

2nd (polite) V-b-ъ V-b-ъ 

(155) u=mΩn bΩdҊar љH-l-ῼ 

 3-PL market talk-PST-3PL 

 'They went to the market' 
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3rd (intimate) V--Ѣ V-b-ῼ 

3rd (polite) V-b-ῼ V-b-ῼ 

Table 3.21: Forms of simple future 

(156) m}࠵ bΩdҊar dҊa -m-҂ 

 1SG market go-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

In construction involving a participle, the past tense morpheme attaches with the 

auxiliary rΩh µVWD\¶.  

(157) u=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍    rΩh-b-ῼ 

 3-PL market go-IPFV FUT-3PL 

 'They are going to the market' 

3.7.5 Aspect 

The term 'aspect' shows the perspective taken on the internal temporal organisation 

of the situation such as manner or status of the completion. It thus shows the 

difference with which one can describe the internal temporal constituency of a 

situation. 

+ROW�GHVFULEHV�DVSHFW�DV�³GLIIHUHQW�ZD\V�RI�FRQFHLYLQJ�WKH�IORZ�RI�WKH�SURFHVV�LWVHOI´�

(Holt, 1943)�� &RPULH� GHILQHV� DVSHFW� DV� ³GLIIHUHQW� ZD\V� RI� YLHZLQJ� WKH� LQWHUQDO�

WHPSRUDO�FRQVWLWXHQF\�RI�D�VLWXDWLRQ´ (Comrie, 1976). 

In Sadri the only grammatically marked aspects are imperfective and perfective. 

Other aspects are marked periphrastically. 

3.7.5.1 Imperfective Aspect 

Imperfective aspect is a grammatical aspect that expresses an event or state, with 

respect to its internal structure, instead of expressing it as a simple whole. (Comrie, 

1976a) It is used in to describe iterative, progressive/ongoing, habitual action, etc. 

These events could occur in the past, present, or future. 

Actions and states, in Sadri, are expressed in the imperfective aspect by an 

imperfective participle formed by suffixing the aspectual marker [-W֍ ] to the main verb. 

Verb stems ending with a vowel are suffixes with /-W֍ / and stems ending with a 

consonant is suffixed with /-ΩW֍ /. 
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The imperfective participle is followed by an auxiliary which marks person, and 

number in finite clauses. 

(158) u=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍    hῼ 

 3-PL market go-IPFV PRS.3PL 

 'They are going to the market' 
 

(159) u=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍    rΩhῼ 

 3-PL market go-IPFV PST.3PL 

 'They were going to the market' 

 

(160) u=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍    rΩh-b-ῼ 

 3-PL market go-IPFV FUT-3PL 

 'They would be going to the market' 
 

3.7.5.2 Perfective Aspect 

According to Comrie (1976)��³WKH�SHUIHFWLYH�GHQRWHV�D�VLWXDWLRQ�YLHZHG�LQ�HQWLUHW\�DV�

an unanalysable whole without any consideration of its internal temporal structure. In 

the perfective, we describe a situation as taking place within a single undivided 

moment without considering its internal temporal structure. Such an event has a well-

defined end point, i.e., LW�KDV�D�WHPSRUDO�ERXQGDU\�DQG�LV�ORFDWHG�LQ�WKH�SDVW´�  

Perfectivity in Sadri is marked by the [-l-] morpheme which also marks past tense.  

There are two forms: 

Simple Perfective: 

(161) u=mΩn bΩdҊar љH-l-ῼ  

 3-PL market go-PST.PFV-3PL 

 'They went to the market' 

Presumptive Perfective: 

(162) u=mΩn bΩdҊar љH-l  ho-b-ῼ 

 3-PL market go-PFV stay-FUT-3PL 

 'They would be gone to the market'  
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The suffix -Ωl or -l is used to form perfective participles. However, unlike the 

imperfective, the perfective aspect does not use the participle except for adjectival 

function. 

(163) pΩk-Ωl amba bes rehe 

 ripe-PFV mango good PST.3SG 

 'The ripe mango was good' 

 

3.7.5.3 Other Aspects 

Aspects such as, Indefinite aspect, Habitual aspect, Progressive aspect, and Perfect 

aspect are not marked discretely.  

3.7.5.3.1 Indefinite Aspect 

The indefinite aspect or simple aspect does not express information about the 

completion of an action or about the action being a habitual. It is used to denote 

factuality. Simple predicative sentences are indicative. An example is given below:  

(164) NҦHW֍   tѻakΩr heke 

 field wide 3SG.PRS 

 µThe field is wide¶ 

3.7.5.3.2 Habitual Aspect 

This aspect denotes actions which occur habitually where the action is performed by 

the subject as a usually or customarily (Dahl, 1985).  

Present habitual sense can be derived from sentences in simple present. 

(165) m}࠵ bΩdҊъr dҊъ-on   

 1SG market go-IPFV 

 'I go to the market' 

Past imperfect as exemplified by sentence (166) shows past habitual aspect. 

(166) m}࠵ bΩdҊъr dҊъ-W֍    roh} 

 1SG market go-IPFV PST.1SG 

 'I used to go to the market' 
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(167) m}࠵ aљe sal bΩdҊъr dҊъ-W֍    roh} 

 1SG last year market go-IPFV PST.1SG 

 'I used to go to the market last year' 

 

(168) m}࠵ kaѢl bΩdҊъr dҊъ-W֍    roh} 

 1SG yesterday market go-IPFV PST.1SG 

 'I was going to the market yesterday' 

This structure can show progressive aspect too. The context in (167) makes it clearer. 

Presumptive habitual is shown using FUT tense in the auxiliary. 

(169) m}࠵ bΩdҊъr dҊъ-W֍    rΩh-m-҂ 

 1SG market go-IPFV stay-FUT-1SG 

 'I would be going to the market' 

3.7.5.3.3 Progressive Aspect 

The progressive aspect is indicated by the following form:  

Imperfect participle + auxiliary 

For example: 

(170) u bΩdҊъr dҊъ-W֍   he 

 3SG market talk-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 'She/he is going to the market' 

The progressive aspect is signalled only when the imperfect participle is given a time 

reference by the tense markers. (See counterfactual aspect).  

3.7.5.3.4 Perfect Aspect 

Both perfective and the perfect denote the completion of an action. However, 

according to Comrie (1976), they are different. Although, in Indo-Aryan linguistics 

there is a tendency to conflate the two aspects, Comrie is of the opinion that 

³SHUIHFWLYH�� GLIIHUHQWO\� IURP� SHUIHFW�� GHQRWHV� D� VLWXDWLRQ� YLHZHG� LQ� HQWLUHW\� DV� DQ�

unanalysable whole wiWKRXW�DQ\�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ�RI�LWV�LQWHUQDO�WHPSRUDO�VWUXFWXUH´�� 

The perfect aspect is used to indicate a situation or action that has occurred prior to 

the time under consideration. It often shows the resulting state rather than the 

action/occurrence itself. The perfect aspect is concerned with the relationship 
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between the action or state being described and another time reference, i.e., the time 

of consideration. Mostly, perfect denotes a lingering relevance while perfective 

GRHVQ¶W. In a way perfect aspect invokes the past to describe a present situation. 

The difference between perfect and perfective will be clear from the sentence below 

which is in perfective aspect. Note that the sentence above indicates a lingering 

relevance of the action: 

(171) u kѢW֍ab pΩѵҦ-l-Ωk 

 2SG book read-PST;PFV-2SG 

 
+H�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

The perfect aspect is expressed by the following form: 

Stem+linker + auxiliary/light verb 

 For example:  

(172) u kѢW֍ab pΩ<Ѣ>ѵҦ he 

 2SG book read <LNK> PRS.2SG 

 'He has read the book¶ 

 

(173) u kѢW֍ab pΩ<Ѣ>ѵҦ rΩhѢ 

 2SG book read <LNK> stay.FUT.2SG 

 'He will have read the book¶ 

Inceptive aspect is marked by the light verb (V2) lΩљ 'begin' and completive aspect is 

signalled by the light verbs and le 'take'. 

3.7.6 Mood 

Modality is the linguistic mechanism that is concerned with the encoding of 

information regarding the status of the proposition described by the event (Palmer, 

2001). Mood describes the speaker's attitude toward a situation, including the 

speaker's belief in its reality, or likelihood. It sometimes describes the speaker's 

estimation of the relevance of the situation to him/herself (Payne, 1997). 
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Sadri expresses five moods: Indicative, Imperative, Subjunctive, Counterfactual and 

Presumptive. Out of these, only imperative and subjunctive are marked on the verb. 

Others are marked/marked periphrastically.  

3.7.6.1 Imperative 

The imperative mood is used to ask an action to be done as a command or a request. 

It can also convey a warning and a prohibition too. The imperative sense is restricted 

to the future tense. It cannot refer to actions in the present or past tenses. Additionally, 

as it denotes a warning, command, request, etc., it is mostly used with the second 

person. Since the subject thus is clear due to the grammatical environment, the subject 

can be easily dropped.  

Imperative mood is marked by the morpheme [-o]. It is overtly marked when the 

subject is 2nd person familiar. The imperative marking undergoes a phonological 

change due to the person and number/honorific marker. 

(174) W֍  bΩdҊar dҊa-o ࠵{

 2SG market go-IMP.2SG 

 'You, go to the market!' 

 

(175) W֍ohre=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-wъ 

 2PL market go-IMP.2PL 

 'You all go to the market!' 

Periphrastically, imperative mood is expressed by a simple third person future 

sentence. The negation, however, distinguishes the difference between the indicative 

sense and imperative sense. For example, sentence (176) can be used both in the 

imperative and indicative mood. However, the negation of the imperative takes a 

different morpheme [-na] instead of the regular [-nѢ]. 

(176) W֍  bΩdҊar dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 2SG market eat-FUT-1SG 

 'You will go to the market' 

 

(177) W֍  bΩdҊar nѢ dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 2SG market NEG eat-FUT-1SG 
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<RX�ZLOO�QRW�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(178) W֍  bΩdҊar na dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 2SG market NEG.IMP eat-FUT-1SG 

 'You shall not go to the market!' 

3.7.6.2 Subjunctive 

Subjunctive denotes a mood of verbs expressing what is imagined or wished or seen 

as a possible event.  

Subjunctive mood is a status of non-assertion of the proposition described by the 

event (Palmer, 2001). $FFRUGLQJ� WR�/XQQ���������³D�SURSRVLWLRQ� LV�ZRUWK\�RI�QRQ-

assertion when: (1) the speaker doubts its veracity, (2) it is unrealised or (3) it is 

presupposed. As opposed to it, a verb in indicative mood is the one which was 

DVVHUWHG´� 

The suffixes that mark the subjunctive mood on the verb are given in the table below: 

Person Singular Plural 

1st -} -Ѣ 

2nd (intimate) -Ѣs -wъ 

2nd (polite) -Ѣ -wъ 

3rd (intimate) -e -ͅ 

3rd (polite) -ͅ -ͅ 

Table 3.22: Forms of the subjunctive marker 

(179) mor ѢҟҦъ heke kѢ m}࠵ bΩdҊar dҊa-} 

 1SG.POSS wish PRS.3SG COMP 1SG market go-SBJV;1SG 

 'I wish that I could go to the market'   

Sentence (179) exemplifies subjunctive mood in a sentence. 

3.7.6.3 Other Moods 

Indicative, counterfactual and presumptive moods are expressed periphrastically. 

3.7.6.3.1 Indicative 

In Sadri, indicative mood is signalled by the verb in root form followed by the tense 

aspect, and agreement markers.  
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(180) son҂ bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  he 

 Sonu market go-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX LV�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶  

The indicative can occur with verbs in habitual aspect, imperfective 

aspect/progressive aspect, and perfective aspect. 

3.7.6.3.2 Counterfactual 

Counterfactual aspect is described as the aspect that tells that the validity of one event 

is based on another event. It indicates a hypothetical state of affairs that depends on 

a different event or set of circumstances that could have taken place earlier to the time 

of utterance. 

The counterfactual form is as follows: 

Imperfective participle + person and number.  

Counterfactuals have no tense marking. In the presence of the imperfective, it 

automatically gives the sense of hindsight. 

(181) son҂ bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍ -Ωk 

 Sonu market go-IPFV-2SG 

 µ6RQX FRXOG�EH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶  

3.7.6.3.3 Presumptive Mood 

Presumptive is a grammatical epistemic mood. It denotes the speaker's attitude or 

judgement about a claim or proposition that µit might be expected to happen or have 

happened¶. Other similar ideas such as, concern, indifference, or curiosity can also be 

expressed.  

The presumptive mood has the following form:  

verb stem + aspect/ linker + ho-FUT-Agreement. 

The presence of imperfect and perfective aspect marker signals the presumption of an 

ongoing action and a state of concluded event that is yet not complete. 

(182) u bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  ho--Ѣ 

 3SG.DST market eat-IPFV be-FUT-3SG 

 'He would be going to the market' 
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(183) u bΩdҊar ge-l ho--Ѣ 

 3SG.DST market eat-PFV be-FUT-3SG 

 'He would be in the market' 

On the other hand, the use of the stem linker in place of the aspect markers signals a 

completed/concluded action.  

(184) u bΩdҊar dҊa(-e) ho--Ѣ 

 3SG.DST market eat-IPFV be-FUT-3SG 

 'He would have gone to the market' 

3.7.7 Infinitive 

The infinitive marker in Sadri is [-ek]. It attaches to the verb stem.  

Infinitives can be used as nouns. However, they have the properties of an abstract 

noun both semantically and morphologically as they do not take the plural suffix.  

(185) bΩdҊar dҊъ-ek ahe 

 market go-INF PRS.3SG 

 'I have to go to the market' 

They are also used as adjectives. 

(186) s҂W֍ -ek l҂љa mΩѵa-l heke 

 sleep-INF garment keep-PFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�VOHHSLQJ�VXLW�KDV�EHHQ�NHSW¶ 

Adjective can be derived too from infinitives by attaching the agentive participle or 

the adjectiviser [ola] 

For example: 

s҂W֍ -ek ola l҂љa µFORWK�HV��WR�VOHHS¶ 

betѻek ola l҂љa µFORWK�HV��WR�VHOO¶ 

яҦmp-ek ola l҂љa µFORWK�HV��WR�FRYHU¶ 

3.7.8 Non-Finite Forms 

3.7.8.1.1 Imperfective Participle 

The imperfective participle is of the form:  
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verb stem+ [-W֍ ] 

They are used as adverbs of manner and duration. 

(187) u tѻΩl-ΩW֍  - tѻΩl-ΩW֍  bΩdҊar pΩh҂˾<Ѣ>tѻ љH-l-ΩN 

 1SG walk-IPFV-walk-

IPFV~DUR 

market reach<LNK> go-PST-2SG 

 
+H�UHDFKHG�WKH�PDUNHW�E\�ZDONLQJ�FRQWLQXRXVO\¶� 

3.7.8.1.2 Perfective Participle 

The perfective participle is of the form: 

verb stem+ [-l] 

When the verb stem ends with a consonant, the vowel /Ω/ is inserted to maintain the 

syllable structure that does not allow a CC cluster at the word end. 

Perfective participles have both adverbial and adjectival use. 

mΩѵa-l l҂љa µNHSW�FORWK¶ 

kaҀ-Ωl amba µFXW�PDQJR¶ 

They function as the adjectival complements of the copula. 

(188) amba kaҀ-Ωl ъKH 

 mango(s) cut-PFV PRS.3SG 

 
0DQJRHV�KDYH�EHHQ�FXW¶ 

3.7.8.1.3 Conditional Participle 

Conditional participle is of the following form in Sadri: 

verb stem+ [-le] 

(189) W֍ ֍љH-le u-kΩr baG ࠵{  u a-l-Ωk 

 2SG go-COND 3SG-GEN after 3SG come-PST-3SG 

 'She/he came only after you went' 

3.7.8.1.4 Conjunctive Participle 

Conjunctive participle is of the following form in Sadri: 

verb stem ±linker + [-ke] 

Conjunctive participles are used to conjoin two different events/actions performed by 

the same subject. The verb that is marked with the participle occurs before the other 
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temporally. The verb marked with the non-finite form does not take any TAM 

marking, which is then borne by the verb of the second clause. 

For example: 

(190) u љҦΩU poh}<Ѣ>tѻ ke EҦDW֍   NҦD-l-Ωk 

 3SG market reach-LNK CVB food each-PST-3SG 

 
+H�UHDFKHG�KRPH�DQG�DWH�IRRG¶ 

Conjunctive participle constructions have multiple functions. They are used to form 

manner, temporal, causal, antithetical and concessive adverbials.  

As manner adverbials, sentences with conjunctive participles can be used to signal 

manners of action. Note that sentences (191), (192) at the same time has a temporal 

or sequential meaning. The manner adverbial function is more pronounced in 

sentence (193). This means that in conjunctive participle constructions, the action that 

happened first must be described first.  

(191) u bΩ<Ѣ>ҀҦ ke EҦDW֍  NҦD-l-Ωk 

 3SG sit-LNK CVB food each-PST-3SG 

 
+H�DWH�IRRG�VLWWLQJ¶ 

 

(192) son҂ bΩdҊar dҊa-e ke W֍el kѢn-l-Ωk 

 3SG market go-LNK CVB oil buy-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX went to the market and bought oil¶ 
 

(193) son҂ bΩG֍ Ω<Ѣ>k ke NҦHW֍  ge-l-Ωk 

 3SG hurry-LNK CVB field go-PST-3SG 

 
+H�DWH�IRRG�VLWWLQJ¶ 

When the main clause is negated then the construction with conjunctive participle 

attains a concessive meaning. 

(194) u љoW֍ Ѣ࠵a ho-Ѣ ke bѢha mͅ nѢ љe-l-Ωk 

 3SG relative be<LNK> CVB marriage LOC NEG go-PST-3SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�RQO\�DIWHU�HDWLQJ¶ 
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When the main verb has a verb that describes change of state, the participial 

construction can attain a causal meaning.  

(195) son҂ basѢ W֍ Ѣ࠵Ωn NҦD-e ke bѢmar pΩѵ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu stale curry eat-LNK CVB sick lie-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX fell ill after eating stale curry¶ 

Constructions with conjunctive participles can attain antithetical meaning if the 

subordinate clause is negated.  

(196) son҂ bΩdҊar nѢ dҊa -e ke NҦHW֍  љe -l-Ωk 

 Sonu market NEG go-LNK CVB field go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX went to the field instead of going to the market¶ 

3.7.9 Voice 

3.7.9.1 Passive 

In Sadri, passive constructions are made in two ways. First and the most common 

method of passive construction has two steps: 

1. The subject of the active sentence is followed either by the instrumental 

postposition se.  

2. (a). For past tense: the perfective participle of the main verb is used with the 

light verb dҊa µJR¶��7KH� OLJKW�YHUE�EHDUV� WKH� WHQVH� DQG�QXPEHU�DQG�SHUVRQ�

agreement.  

(b). For present progressive tense: the perfective participle of the main verb is 

followed by the imperfective participle of the light verb and the present tense 

auxiliary ho µEH¶�ZKLFK�WDNHV�WKH�DJUHHPHQW�PDUNHUV� 

(c). For past progressive sense: the perfective participle of the main verb is 

followed by the imperfective participle of the light verb and the past tense 

auxiliary rΩh µVWD\¶�ZKLFK�WDNHV�WKH�DJUHHPHQW�PDUNHUV�� 

Examples to show the above rules at work respectively are given below: 

(197) mor-se l҂љъ G֍ ҦR-l љH-l-ΩN 

 1SG.POSS-INS cloth  wash-PFV go-PST-3SG 

 µ&ORWK�ZDV�ZDVKHG�E\�PH¶ 
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(198) mor-se l҂љъ G֍ ҦR-l dҊъ-W֍  he 

 1SG.POSS-INS cloth  wash-PFV go-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ&ORWK�LV�EHLQJ�ZDVKHG�E\�PH¶ 

 

(199) mor-se l҂љъ G֍ ҦR-l dҊъ-W֍  rehe 

 1SG.POSS-INS cloth  wash-PFV go-IPFV stay.PST.3SG 

 µ&ORWK�ZDV�EHLQJ�ZDVKHG�E\�PH¶ 

It is important to note that since only the object is not case marked in the transitive 

construction, it is the only capable argument to trigger agreement. Thus, the light verb 

bears the 3SG mark. On the other hand, in the intransitive construction the default 

3SG is visible.   

Note that passive sentences in Sadri bear a connotation of capability.  

Both transitive verbs and intransitive verbs can be passivized in Sadri. The examples 

above show the passive construction with transitive verb G֍ ҦR�µZDVK¶��7KH�VHQWHQFH�

below shows passive construction with an intransitive verb pΩѵҧ µVWXG\¶� 

(200) ҂-kΩr se pΩѵҧ-Ωl dҊъ-el 

 2SG-POSS INS study-PFV go-PRS.3SG 

 /LW��µ5HDGLQJ�happens by him' 

The agents in transitive passive are dropped generally to give a passive reading rather 

than denoting capability. The intransitive passive denotes capability only. Compare 

sentence (200) with (201).  

 (201) l҂љъ G֍ ҦR-l љH-l-ΩN 

 cloth  wash-PFV go-PST-3SG 

 µ&ORWK�ZDV�ZDVKHG�E\�PH¶ 

For the second method see 0. Section 3.6.10 shows the process in brief.  

3.7.10 Means of Decreasing the Valency of a Verb 

Transitive verbs in Sadri can be turned into intransitive verbs by attaching the suffix 

-ъ to them. Only inherent effective verbs take part in this process. 

Transitive Verbs  Intransitive Verb  

WҧΩљ-ek µWR�FKHDW¶ WҧΩљ-ъ-ek µWR�JHW�FKHDWHG¶ 
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kъW-ek µWR�FXW¶ kΩt-ъ-ek µWR�JHW�FXW¶ 

kѢn-ek µWR�EX\¶ kѢn-ъ-ek µWR�JHW�ERXJKW¶ 

lѢNҦ-ek µWR�ZULWH¶ lѢNҦ-ъ-ek µWR�JHW�ZULWWHQ¶ 

3.7.11 Derivation of Verbs 

3.7.11.1 Verbs from Nouns 

Forming conjunct verbs and verbalization of NPs through light verbs is one of the 

most productive methods of forming verbs. See section 3.7.3.7.1. 

An example NP verbalization is given below:  

(202) dҊΩne-W֍ Ωne kΩr g}ѢҀҦ kΩr-ek 

 nowhere  GEN talk do-INF 

 µWR�EODEEHU�WR�JRVVLS¶ 

Adding the -a/-ja suffix to abstract nouns yields verbs. These then take part in 

compound verb constructions.  

Nouns  Verb  

pΩsΩѢnG֍  µOLNLQJ¶ pΩsΩѢnG֍ a µWR�OLNH¶ 

nѢnG֍  µVOHHS¶ nѢnG֍ a µWR�VOHHS¶ 

ladҊ  µVK\QHVV¶ lΩdҊa µWR�IHHO�VK\¶ 

askΩW֍  µOD]LQHVV¶ askΩW֍a µWR�JHW�OD]\¶ 

3.7.11.2 Verbs from Verbs 

Causativisation using the suffix -a is the most productive process of forming verbs 

from other verbs. See 3.7.3.6 

Forming complex verbs by verb serializing is another productive way of in Sadri. 

See 3.7.3.7.2 

In addition, intransitive verbs are formed from transitive verbs. See 3.7.3.4 

3.7.11.3 Verbs from Other Categories 

Same as using nouns, Conjunct verbs can be formed using adjectives. See 3.7.3.7.1 

Suffixing -a to adjectives yields verbs. The adjectives ending with the open vowel 

GRQ¶W�XQGHUJR�DQ\�FKDQJH��7KHVH�YHUEV�WKXV�IRUPHG�WDNH�SDUW�LQ�FRPSRXQG�YHUE�

constructions after being marked by the stem linker -e/-Ѣ.  
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Adjectives  Verbs  

gΩrm µOLNLQJ¶ gΩrma µWR�OLNH¶ 

nΩrm µVOHHS¶ nΩrma µWR�VOHHS¶ 

tѻѢkΩn µsmoothness¶ tѻѢkna µWR�smoothen¶ 

EҦΩk҂a µstupid¶ EҦΩk҂a µWR�lose mind¶ 

3.8 Adverbs 
Words that function as a modifier or a classifier to an adjective, a verb and sometimes 

another adverb are called adverbs.  

Adverbs in Sadri can be classified on the basis of their internal composition into basic 

adverbs, derived adverbs, phrasal adverbs, and reduplicated adverbs. 

3.8.1 Basic Adverbs 

These adverbs function as modifiers of a verb syntactically and are morphologically 

invariable. Some examples are: 

Adverbs of location, such as hѢjm µKHUH¶��h҂wm µWKHUH¶�� 

Adverbs of direction, such as hѢne µWKLV�VLGH¶��h҂ne µWKDW�VLGH¶�� 

Temporal adverbs, such as eNҦΩn µQRZ¶��dҊHNҦΩn µZKHQFH¶� W֍ ΩNҦΩn µWKHQ¶��aѢdҊ µWRGD\¶�� 

Adverbs of degree, such as m҂r҂NҦ µPDQ\�PXFK¶� 

Adverbs of manner, such as asW֍e µVORZO\¶�� dҊҦΩҀ µTXLFNO\¶�� W֍ Ωle µDIWHUZDUGV�WKHQ¶��

patѻҦe µODWHU¶� etc.  

These adverbs are pure underived words that do not have root forms from other word 

classes.  

3.8.2 Derived Adverbs 

Most adverbs in Sadri are derived from other word classes such as noun, pronoun, 

adjective, or verb.  

3.8.2.1 Adverbs Derived from Nouns and Pronouns 

Some nouns are used with quantifiers as adverbs. 

(203) m}࠵ i kѢW֍ab tѻaѢr dѢn pΩ<Ѣ>ѵҦ h}  

 1SG this book four day(s) study<LNK> PRS.1SG 

 
,�UHDG�WKLV�ERRN�IRU�IRXU�GD\V¶ 
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Postpositional phrase 

Most adverbs derived from nouns are of the following form:  

Noun + postposition 

e.g., bѢhan ke µLQ�WKH�HYHQLQJ¶��EҦѢW֍ Ωr mͅ µLQVLGH¶��dҊΩt le µTXLFNO\¶��ҀmƾѢ se µZLWK�DQ�

D[H¶ 

Postposition incorporation 

Temporal adverbs formed by this process have a more assimilated form where the 

consonant of postposition is elided. E.g., bѢhane µLQ� WKH� HYHQLQJ¶�� EҦѢW֍ re µLQVLGH¶��

However, it must be noted that this form has an element of emphasis. In situations 

where the emphasis must not be present consciously, the non-assimilated form is 

used.  

Adverbs or adverbials are derived from the demonstrative, interrogative and relative 

pronouns. They are given in the table below: 

 Time Place Manner Direction 

Proximal HNҦΩn hѢ࠵m L�OHNҦΩn hѢne 

Distal W֍ ΩNҦΩn h҂wm u OHNҦΩn h҂ne  

Interrogative kΩNҦΩn kΩhm ND�OHNҦΩn kΩne 

Relative dҊΩNҦΩn dҊΩhm dҊH�OHNҦΩn dҊΩne 

Table 3.23: Adverbs derived from pronouns 

There exists a corresponding directional form W֍ Ωne. However, this form does occur 

independently and is part of fixed compound adverb dҊΩne- W֍ Ωne µLQ�DOO�GLUHFWLRQ¶�� 

Other adverbs derived from pronouns are emphatic relative adverbial, kΩhѢ࠵a 

µZKHQ�HYHU�¶��dҊΩhѢ࠵a µWKHQ�FRQGLWLRQ�¶��W֍ ΩhѢ࠵a µWKHQ (conditiRQ�IXOILOOHG�¶� 

3.8.2.2 Adverbs from Adjectives 

Like nouns, quantitative adjectives function as adverbs in postpositional phrases with 

the locative postposition mӁ.  

e.g., eW֍na mͅ µWKLV�PXFK¶��oW֍na mͅ µWKDW�PXFK¶� 

Some adjectives of quality are used adverbially without any overt derivation: 
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(204) u kΩr betѢ m҂r҂NҦ  s҂nG֍ Ωr  EҦDW֍   pΩka-el 

 3SG GEN daughter very beautiful food cook-3SG 

 
+LV�KHU�GDXJKWHU�FRRNV�YHU\�ZHOO¶ 

3.8.2.3 Adverbs from Verbs 

Adverbs are formed from verbs mostly through participialisation. Both present and 

past participles function as adverbs. Their formation has already been discussed in 

the previous sections. These adverbs are mainly used to express of manner, 

continuity, sequence, and causality. It must, however, be noted that the participles are 

mainly used in their reduplicated forms V-W֍ -V-W֍ . 

Here are some examples of the participial forms used as adverbs. 

(205) u kΩr betѢ hΩ˾s-W֍ -hΩ˾s-W֍  kΩh-l-Ωk  

 3SG GEN daughter laugh-IPFV-laugh-IPFV~manner say-PST-3SG 

 µ+HU�KLV�GDXJKWHU�VDLG�ODXJKLQJ¶ 

 

(206) u bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl-bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl  ΩskΩW֍a-e љe-l-Ωk 

 3SG sit-PFV-sit-PFV~durative get lazy<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 
+H�VKH�JRW�ERUHG�VLWWLQJ¶ 

3.8.3 Reduplicated Adverbs 

Adverbs, in Sadri exist in reduplicated form. This process is quite productive with the 

participle forms which are discussed earlier. Such adverbs show intensity and 

distribution. In addition, reduplication shows increased degree or emphasis too. For 

example: 

asW֍e-asW֍e µVORZO\¶ 

bѢhane- bѢhane µLQ�ODWH�HYHQLQJ¶ 

bѢhane- bѢhan µLQ�WKH�HYHQLQJ�LWVHOI¶ 

3.8.4 Phrasal Adverbs 

Phrasal adverbs are formed by adding a simple or a noun modified with an adjective 

attached to a basic adverb. For example: 

ek љҦΩnҀa patѻҦe µRQH�KRXU�ODWHU¶ 

3.8.5 Categorisation by Function 

Adverbs can be grouped into the following subclasses: 
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Adverbs of time/duration:  

NDѢO µWRPRUURZ¶��EѢKDQH µLQ�WKH�HYHQLQJ¶ raW֍ Ѣ�EHUD µDW�QLJKW¶ 

Adverbs of place or direction:  

EҦѢW֍ re µLQVLGH¶��bahre µRXWVLGH¶��҂SUH µRQ�WRS¶� 

Adverbs of instrument:  

ҀmƾѢ�VH µZLWK�DQ�D[H¶��O҂љa se µZLWK�FORWK¶ 

Adverbs of manner:  

asW֍e-asW֍e µVORZO\¶��҂SUH-҂SUH µVXSHUILFLDOO\¶ 

Adverbs of purpose:  

GҊDU-NΩU�OHљѢQ µIRU�IHYHU¶ 

Comitative:  

VRQ҂�NΩU�VΩƾ µDORQJZLWK�6RQX¶ 

Adverbs of degree/intensity:  

P҂U҂NҦ µPXFK�PDQ\¶��lera µLQ�DEXQGDQFH¶�  

Adverbs of reason:  

NDҀ-ek le µIRU�XVH�LQ�FXWWLQJ¶��VΩUѢ࠵a-ek le µWR�DUUDQJH¶ 

3.8.6 Expressions of Time 

3.8.6.1 General Time Expressions 

In Sadri, general expression of time is made using nouns indicating time followed by 

the dative postposition [ke]. However, in most cases, but not mandatorily, the 

postposition is merged with the noun. Other nouns such as kaѢl µWRPRUURZ�\HVWHUGD\¶��

and derived adverbs of the form [Quantifier + Noun] discussed earlier are used 

without the postposition. Here the suffix [-e] seen sometimes is the emphasis marker. 

See 3.9.1 The difference is seen clearly in the example (210). 

(207) W֍  bѢhan-e a-b-e ࠵{

 2SG evening-adverbialiser come-FUT-2SG 

 
<RX�FRPH�LQ�WKH�HYHQLQJ¶ 

 

(208) W֍ ֍G ࠵{ ҂srѢ-bela a-b-e 

 2SG second part of day (afternoon) come-FUT-2SG 
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<RX�FRPH�LQ�WKH�DIWHUQRRQ¶ 

 

(209) W֍ ֍G ࠵{ ҂srѢ-bela he a-b-e 

 2SG second part of day (afternoon) EMP come-FUT-2SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�LQ�WKH�DIWHUQRRQ�RQO\¶ 

 

(210) W֍  kaѢl-e a-b-e ࠵{

 2SG tomorrow-EMP come-FUT-2SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�WRPRUURZ�RQO\¶ 

3.8.6.2 Exact Time and Period of Time 

Adverbs expressing time period or exact time taken in the action is either conveyed 

using the loaned Hindi subjunctive form of the verb bΩdҊ µEH�WLPH¶�RU�WKH�IROORZLQJ�

form: [Noun+mͅ]. The noun can be further modified with quantifiers. The verb bΩdҊe 

can be further modified with quantifiers. Some examples of the aforementioned 

processes are: 

tѻΩo bΩdҊe µVL[�R¶FORFN¶ 

d҂Ѣ љҦΩnҀa mͅ µLQ�WZR�KRXUV¶ 

3.8.6.3 Manner in Time 

The manner in which an action is done with respect to time is expressed by adverbials 

mostly involving abstract nouns and the ablative postposition [se] in the following 

form: [Noun + se]. For example: 

G֍ erѢ se µZLWK�ODWHQHVV¶ 

dҊҦΩҀ se µZLWK�KDVWH¶ 

3.8.6.4 Days of the Week  

The Sadri days of the week are: 

Sadri days of the week Gloss 

eW֍war µ6XQGD\¶ 

sommar µ0RQGD\¶ 

mΩƾΩl µ7XHVGD\¶ 

EXGҦ µ:HGQHVGD\¶ 

bѢSҦH µ7KXUVGD\¶ 
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VXNҦ µ)ULGD\¶ 

sΩnѢtѻΩr µ6DWXUGD\¶ 

Table 3.24: Days of the week  

3.8.6.5 Months of the Year 

In Sadri, the influence of languages from Bihar such as Maithili and Bhojpuri can be 

seen clearly in the name of the months. This according to some convergence studies 

have been argued to have come into Sadri due to the adoption of Aryan astrology. 

Month names in Sadri as in all other major surrounding languages non-tribal 

languages are increasingly adopting the English month names due to the uses and 

prevalence of the Gregorian calendar for all official and formal purposes.  The Sadri 

months are given below: 

Sadri Gloss (Hindi & English) 

bΩѢVDNҦ љΩrmѢ µVXPPHU¶ 

(April-July) dҊeҀҦ 

ΩsaѵҦ 

saon bΩUNҦD µUDLQ\�VHDVRQ¶ 

(July-September) EҦDG֍ o 

asѢn sΩrΩW֍  µaXWXPQ¶ 

(September-November) kaW֍ Ѣk 

ΩљҦΩn dҊaѵa µZLQWHU¶ 

December-February pus 

maљҦ 

SҦaљ҂a bΩsΩnW֍  µVSULQJ¶ 

(March-April) tѻΩѢW֍  

Table 3.25: Month of a year  

The Sadri new year is called sΩrh҂l, which is celebrated on the third day of the waxing 

moon in tݕԥܼWࡧ  month. The name sΩrh҂l OLWHUDOO\�PHDQV�µWKH�ZRUVKLS�RI�the VDO�WUHH¶��

The sΩNҦ҂a µVDO¶��6KRUHD�UREXVWD�� LV�D�WUHH�PRVW�FRPPRQO\�IRXQG�LQ� WKH�GHFLGXRXV�

forest of the Chotanagpur plateau. It is considered very important in the tribal culture. 

It is a source of timber and its leaves are used to make plates, bowls and cups to make 

offerings to deities and also to feed guests on occasions.  
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The anglicized names of months are the same as in Hindi. 

3.9 Particles  

3.9.1 The Particle [h}], [he], [ଏo] and [ଏe] 

The particle [h}] is used to mark emphasis with different types of nouns. It 

immediately follows a noun and precedes the postposition. The noun is in the root 

form. When the noun stem has a stop in the final position the /h/ sound is assimilated 

as aspiration on the stop. In all other environments, there is a tendency to drop the /h/ 

sound and assimilate the particle as a suffix among the newer generation of speakers. 

(211) son҂ (h)} kaѢl (h)e a-l-Ωk 

 2SG EMP tomorrow EMP come-PST-2SG 

 
6RQX�WRR�KDV�FRPH�\HVWHUGD\�LWVHOI¶ 

(212) u son҂ h} ke hΩ˾ka-l-Ωk 

 3SG 2SG EMP ACC come-PST-2SG 

 
+H�FDOOHG�6RQX�WRR¶ 

The particle [h}] also expresses limitations and can be seen as the Sadri equivalent 

RI�WKH�(QJOLVK�DGYHUE�µHYHQ¶��,W�DOZD\V�RFFXUV�ZLWK�WKH�QHJDWLYH�SDUWLFOH��� 

(213) u EҦDW֍  h} nѢ NҦD�-l-Ωk 

 3SG rice/food EMP NEG eat-PST-2SG 

 
+H�VKH�GLGQ¶W�HYHQ�KDYH�ULFH�IRRG¶ 

The particle [he] is used to put emphasis on adverbs and pronouns. The assimilation 

rules discussed above for the particle [h}] works for [he] too.  

(214) W֍  kaѢl he a-b-e ࠵{

 2SG tomorrow EMP come-FUT-2SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�WRPRUURZ�RQO\¶ 

When used with pronouns they follow the postposition. 

(215) W֍o-ke he a-w-ek ho--Ѣ 
 2SG-DAT EMP come-IMP-INF be-FUT-3SG 

 
<RX�ZLOO�KDYH�WR�FRPH¶ 
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The particle [࠵o] is used to put emphasis on the concessive action in concessive 

constructions and the conditional action in conditional clauses. It also makes the 

FRQFHVVLYH� HIIHFW�PRUH�SURQRXQFHG� DQG� FDQ�EH� WUDQVODWHG� DV� µWKRXJK¶�� ,Q� DOO� RWKHU�

cases the other verbal emphasis marker [࠵e] is found.  

(216) u goW֍ Ѣja ho-Ѣ ࠵o ke bѢha mͅ nѢ ge-l-Ωk 
 3SG relative be<LNK> although CONJ marriage LOC NEG go-PST-3SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�RQO\�DIWHU�HDWLQJ¶ 

The particle [࠵e] is used to emphasise on the verbs. The assimilation rule discussed 

above for other particles, however, do not apply in this case. The verb must be marked 

with the stem linker [Ѣ] in all case. The rules concerning the stem linker applies here 

too. It can bH�WUDQVODWHG�DV�µWKDW�LV�ZK\¶� 

(217) W֍  e ke a-b-e࠵ NҦD-Ѣ ࠵{

 2SG eat<LNK> EMP CONJ come-FUT-2SG 

 
<RX�PXVW�FRPH�RQO\�DIWHU�HDWLQJ¶ 

It must be noted that the emphasis only takes place followed by the conjunctive 

particle [ke]. 

3.9.2 The Particle [be] 
The particle used for emphasis in negative clauses is [be]. It does not assimilate with 

the verb stem in any case. The two examples (218) and (219) will clarify the 

difference that negation brings.   

(218) m}࠵ nѢ NҦD-m-҂ 

 1SG NEG eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�QRW�HDW¶ 

 

(219) m}࠵ NҦD be nѢ kΩr-m-҂ 

 1SG eat EMP NEG do-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�FHUWDLQO\�QRW�HDW¶ 

3.9.3 The Particle [Wࡧo] 

The particle [W֍o] is used to mark contrast and emphasis when an alternative is inherent 

in the context. 
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(220) u NҦD-e W֍o rehe 

 3SG eat<LNK> CONT PST.3SG 

 µ/HW�PH�HDW¶ 

 

(221) moke NҦD-ek W֍o G֍ e 

 1SG.DAT eat-INF CONT give.IMP 

 µ/HW�PH�HDW¶ 

3.9.4 The Particle [dݜݤn] 

[dҊ҂n] is a contrastive particle. However, it cannot conjoin two sentences. It gives an 

adversative sense. It is used interchangeably often with W֍o.  

(222) m}࠵ dҊ҂n NҦD-e roh} 

 1SG CONT eat-LNK PST.1SG 

 µ%XW�,�KDG�HDWHQ¶  

   

3.9.5 The Particle [dݤԥܼsԥn] 

The particle dҊΩѢsΩn is used as equative particle. It functions like a postposition. 

(223) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a son҂ dҊΩѢsΩn W֍edҊ heke 

 study-INF LOC Sita Sonu like sharp BE 

 µ6LWD�LV�JRRG�LQ�VWXGLHV�OLNH�6RQX¶ 

3.10 Connectives 
Sadri has at least eight connectives or conjunctions. They are given below with the 

respective English glosses. 

Sadri Gloss 

ar µDQG¶ 

kѢ µRU¶ 

se le µWKDW�LV�ZK\¶ 

ka le µEHFDXVH¶ 

hole µWKHQ¶ 

nѢ hole  µRWKHUZLVH¶ 

W֍ Ωb-he µRQO\�WKHQ¶ 

W֍ Ωle µWKHQ¶ 
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Table 3.26: List of connectives/conjunctions  

The morpheme [W֍ Ωb] is a Hindi loan. No evidence was found of its use elsewhere.  

The sentences below show their use: 

[ar] is used for simple conjunction. It is also used in constituent conjunction apart 

from clausal conjunction. 

(224) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} ar son҂ NҦHW G֍ Ωne љe-l-Ωk 
 1SG market go-PST-1SG CONJ Sonu field towards go-PST-3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�DQG�6RQX�ZHQW�WRZDUGV�WKH�ILHOG�V�¶ 

 

[kѢ] is used for contrastive conjunction. It is also used in constituent conjunction apart 

from clausal conjunction. 

(225) m}࠵ h҂ne a-on kѢ W֍  hѢne a-b-e  ࠵{

 1SG there come-PRS.1SG CONJ 2SG here come-FUT-2SG 

 µ,�FRPH�WKHUH�RU�\RX�ZLOO�FRPH�KHUH"¶ 

[se le] is used when the second clause describes result of the first.  

(226) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} se le son҂ NҦHW G֍ Ωne љe-l-Ωk 
 1SG market go-PST-1SG CONJ Sonu field towards go-PST-3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�WKDW�LV�ZK\�6RQX ZHQW�WRZDUGV�WKH�ILHOG�V�¶ 

[ka le] is used for a similar function and can be used interchangeably with [se le] by 

the older generation of speakers. 

(227) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} ka le son҂ NҦHW G֍ Ωne љe-l-Ωk 
 1SG market go-PST-1SG CONJ Sonu field towards go-PST-3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�EHFDXVH�6RQX�ZHQW�WRZDUGV�WKH�ILHOG�V�¶ 

[ho le] is used to show that the event in clause 2 occurs subsequent to and as a result 

of the action in clause 1.  

(228) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} ho le moke son҂ EҦͅҀa-l-Ωk 

 1SG market go-PST-

1SG 

CONJ 1SG.DAT Sonu meet-PST-

3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�WKHQ��DV�D�UHVXOW��,�PHW�6RQX¶ 
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[nѢ hole] is used to conjoin sentences that warn of opposite outcomes. 

(229) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} nѢ ho le tѻa҂r  ke an-W֍ -Ωk 
 1SG market go-PST-1SG NEG CONJ rice who bring-IPFV-3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�RWKHUZLVH�ZKR�ZRXOG�EULQJ�WKH�ULFH"¶ 

[W֍ Ωb-he] is used to emphasise on the importance of the action in clause 1 for the 

occurrence described in clause 2. 

(230) m}࠵ bΩdҊar љe-l-} W֍ Ωb-he tѻa҂r  kѢna-l-Ωk 

 1SG market go-PST-1SG CONJ rice be bought-PST-3SG 

 µ,�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�RQO\�WKHQ�ULFH�ZDV�ERXJKW¶ 

[W֍ Ωle] is used to form conditional clauses. It is also used as a connective. It is made 

by combining the particle [W֍o] and conditional marker [-le].  

(231) u NҦD--Ѣ W֍ Ωle m}࠵ NҦD-m- ҂ 

 3SG eat-FUT-3SG CONJ 1SG eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ+H�ZLOO�HDW��WKHQ�,�ZLOO¶ 
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4 SYNTAX 
4.1 Introduction 
The present chapter for the most part attempts to describe the syntactic strategies in 

Sadri. The discussion will begin with a description of different kinds of phrases and 

their structure and variance. After discussing the agreement pattern in sentences and 

the structure of different clause types, the structure of simple sentences will be 

described. This section also presents a discussion in various grammatical relations 

that have a bearing on the argument structure sanctioned by predicators. This is 

followed by a syntactic and morphological discussion on the structures and 

morphemes employed to convey negation, questions, commands, requests, and so on. 

This is followed by a discussion on more complex sentences and strategies used to 

express anaphora, reflexivity, reciprocity, comparison, and coordination.  

4.2 Structure of Phrases 
3KUDVH�DV�D�WHUP�XVHG�³WR�UHIHU�WR�D�VLQJOH�HOHPHQW�RI�VWUXFWXUH�W\SLFDOO\�FRQWDLQLQJ�

PRUH�WKDQ�RQH�ZRUG´�WKDW�GRHV�QRW�VKRZ�D�³VXEMHFW-SUHGLFDWH�VWUXFWXUH´��7KH�DEVHQFH�

of this structure distinguishes it from a clause.  In the hierarchy of syntactic structures, 

LW� IDOOV� ³EHWZHHQ� FODXVH� DQG� ZRUG´ (Crystal, 1980). It is abbreviated as P and is 

denoted in combinations such as NP, AdjP, VP, PP, etc. for noun phrase, adjective 

phrase, verb phrase and postpositional/prepositional phrase respectively. The types 

of phrases are not limited to this list.      

4.2.1 The Noun Phrase 

A noun phrase consists of a nominal as the head which is preceded or followed but 

not necessarily by one or more than one modifier. The nominal in Sadri is modified 

by a variety of modifiers such as adjectives, quantifiers, numerals, emphatic markers, 

etc. A noun or a pronoun can be the only constituent of a noun phrase.  

The correlational feature with regards to nominal head in a noun phrase that is 

consistent with the verb-final languages is true for Sadri as determiners and adjectives 

precede the noun they modify. In some modern theories of grammar, noun phrases 

with determiners are seen as having the determiner as the head of the phrase. 

(Lehmann, 1973) 
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The noun phrase also forms the nucleus of a postpositional phrase. In other words, 

they serve as the complements of postpositional phrase. Noun phrases also function 

as the complements that satisfy the argument structure of a predicator in a verb phrase. 

In Sadri, the NP may function as a subject or object (indirect or direct) complement 

of the predicate or as a direct object of a postposition. Depending upon the complexity 

of the NP they can be categorized as simple, complex, and compound NPs: 

(1) siW֍a EҦъ-Ѣ-љ љH-l-ΩN 

 Sita go away<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 µ6LWD
V�UDQ�DZD\
 

 

(2) siW֍a kΩr k҂k҂r dҊe kΩrѢja rehe EҦъ-Ѣ-љ љH-l-ΩN 
 Sita GEN dog

  

COMP black PST.3SG go 

away<LNK> 

go-PST-

3SG 

 µ6LWD
V�GRJ�WKDW�ZDV�EODFN�UDQ�DZD\
 

 

(3) k҂k҂r ar bΩѢl EҦъ-Ѣ-љ љH-l-ΩN 

 dog  and ox go away<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 µ7KH�GRJ�DQG�R[�UDQ�DZD\
 

 

In (1) the complement NP of the verb is a simple NP as it consists only of a noun. A 

single noun or a noun preceded by a determiner, quantifier and other adjectives form 

a Simple NP. In (2) the NP in bold has a complex internal structure. In (3) the subject 

NP consists of two nouns joined by a conjunction hence it is a compound NP.   

Sadri uses determiners to mark indefiniteness. Indefinite pronouns such as kono 

µVRPH¶, the indefinite determiner љoҀek, cardinals followed by classifiers such as љo, 

ҀҦo, and dҊҦΩn, and approximates are used to mark indefiniteness. A noun 

accompanied by the clitic =hΩr, demonstratives, ordinals, and aggregatives is 

definite. A bare noun too is definite. See section 0 

The modifiers in an NP in Sadri precede the nominal in the following scheme. The 

following scheme is, however, tentative and requires support of deeper research.  

[Demonstrative ± Approximate ± Ordinal ± Cardinal ± Aggregative ± Collective ±Multiplicative ± 
Fractional ± Measure ±Adverbial ± Adjective ± Nominal] NP   
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An NP with a string of all categories given above is not possible. This means that not 

all categories in the above scheme co-occur. 

Due to semantic restrictions of definiteness, there are various combinations that are 

not possible.  For example: This analysis is not complete and further research is 

required with a larger corpus of data to study these interactions. Some possible co-

occurrence scenarios are given below: 

(4) i G֍ osΩr G֍ ҂ pΩѢla sΩ҂b le bΩѵҦѢ࠵a tѻa҂r 

 3SG.PROX second two measuring bowl  all ABL good rice 

 µ7KLV�RWKHU�WZR�ERZOV�IXOO�RI�WKH�EHVW�ULFH¶� 

 

(5) G֍ ҂Ѣ࠵o bora sΩ҂b le bΩѵҦѢ࠵a tѻa҂r 

 two sac all ABL good rice 

 µ%RWK�VDFNV�RI�WKH�EHVW�ULFH¶� 

 

(6) G֍ ҂Ѣ࠵o яeѵҦ bora tѻa҂r 

 two one and half sack rice 

 µ%RWK�RQH�DQG�KDOI�VDFNV�RI�ULFH¶� 

 

(7) lΩљEҦΩљ G֍ ҂ pΩѢla sΩ҂b le bΩѵҦѢ࠵a tѻa҂r 

 approximately two measuring bowl  all ABL good rice 

 µ$SSUR[LPDWHO\�WZR�ERZOV�IXOO�RI�WKH�EHVW�ULFH¶� 

7KH�HPSKDVLV�PDUNHUV�GRQ¶W�SUHFHGH�WKH�QRXQ�KHDG 

(8) tѻҦ}ѵѢ he =hΩr Ѣsk҂l a-l-Ωk 

 girl EMP DEF school come-PST-3SG 

 µ2QO\�WKH�JLUO�FDPH�WR�VFKRRO¶� 

The definite maker =hΩr follows the nominal head.  

(9) tѻҦ}ѵѢ =hΩr Ѣsk҂l a-l-Ωk 

 girl DEF school come-PST-3SG 

 µ7KH�JLUO�FDPH�WR�VFKRRO¶� 

7KH�UHODWLYH�FODXVHV�DQG�FRPSOHPHQW�FODXVHV�GRQ¶W�SUHFHGH�WKH�QRXQ�KHDG�LQ�6DGUL�DV�

in some OV languages. 
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An example of a relative clause (modifier) following the noun head is given below:  

(10) k҂k҂r dҊe kΩrѢ࠵a rehe 

 dog  COMP black PST.3SG 

 µ6LWD
V�GRJ�WKDW�ZDV�EODFN
 

The relative clause modifying the noun head shown in bold follows the phrase head 

k҂k҂r. The example below shows the complement clause in bold modifying the 

phrase head љ}ѢҀҦ follows it.   

(11) ҂ kΩr g}ѢҀҦ kѢ m}࠵ h҂wa roh} SҦDOW֍ ҂ heke 

 3SG GEN talk COMP 1SG DST PST.1SG useless PRS.3SG 

 µHis saying that I was there is useless¶� 

 

Participle modifiers of nominal heads in an NP in Sadri precede the noun. Only 

perfective participle takes part in such constructions: 

(12) UDNҦ-Ωl W֍ Ѣ࠵Ωn bΩsa-W֍  rehe 

 put-PFV curry stink-IPFV PST.3SG 

 µ7KH�VWRUHG�FXUU\�ZDV�VWLQNLQJ¶� 

Noun Clause 

Infinitive noun clause act as NPs in Sadri. Examples are given below: 

(13) ҂ kΩr h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-ek bes QHNҦH 

 3SG GEN DST sit-INF good PRS.3SG.NEG 

 µ,W�LV�QRW�JRRG�that he sits there¶� 

4.2.2 Postposition Phrase (PP) 

A postposition phrase is a postposition as the head and an NP as its complement. 

Unlike Hindi, and discussed in the previous chapter, NPs do not take an oblique form 

to attach to postpositions. They remain in their root form in both direct case and 

oblique cases.  

The complement NP precedes the postposition. 

(14) mor ҂pΩr bΩҀe kΩr NҦHW֍  se«  

 1SG up side GEN field ABL 

 µ«IURP�P\�ILHOG�RQ�WKH�XSSHU�VLGH¶� 
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4.2.3 Adjectival Phrases (AdjP) 

A phrase that has an adjective as the head of a phrase is called an Adjective phrase. 

The dependents of an adjective in Sadri are typically AdvPs and PPs. Example of an 

AdvP and a PP acting as complement in AdjP is given below.  

(15) m҂r҂NҦ kΩrѢ࠵a k҂k҂r 

 very black dog 

 µYHU\�EODFN�GRJ¶� 

 

(16) mor dҊa-ek se љҦDҀD ho-l-Ωk 

 1SG.POSS go-INF INST loss be-PST-3SG 

 µ'XH�WR�P\�JRLQJ�DZD\��ORVV�ZDV�LQFXUUHG¶� 

Illustrated by the examples above, adjectives usually precede the nouns they modify. 

AdjP is of two types: simple and complex. Simple adjective phrases comprise of a 

simple or derived adjective.  

(17) kΩrѢ࠵a k҂k҂r 

 black dog 

 µEODFN�GRJ¶� 

Complex adjectives are finite relative clauses and nonfinite participles used as 

adjectives. 

AdjP can act attributively and predicatively. In Sadri, AdjP can be taken as 

complements to copulas. 

(16) tѻ}ѵъ-hΩr  m҂r҂NҦ bΩrѢ࠵ъU heke 

 boy-SG;DEF much stubborn PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�ER\�LV�YHU\�VWXEERUQ¶ 

4.2.4 Adverb Phrase (AdvP) 

An adverb phrase consists of an adverb as the head of the phrase. The modifiers 

precede the head adverb. An adverb can only be modified by another adverb. 

(17) m҂r҂NҦ asW֍e 

 very slowly 

 very slowly 
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Sadri has very limited basic and morphologically derived adverbs. Phrasal adverbs 

are however a very productive class. All simple and complex postpositions barring 

the accusative /ke/are used to create adverbials.  

(18) ҀDƾѢ se 

 axe INST 

 with an axe 

 

(19) W֍ in mas kΩr patѻҦe 

 three months GEN back 

 µWKUHH�PRQWKV�DJR¶ 

AdvP is of two types: modifier AdvP and predicative AdvP. Modifier AdvP are 

adjuncts and optional for grammaticality. On the other hand, AdvPs can function as 

complements of a copula and are not optional.  Sentence (20) shows the example of 

a modifier AdvP and sentence (21) shows the example of a predicative AdvP in bold.  

(20) m}࠵ ek љҦΩQҀD mͅ s҂W֍ -ek dҊa-m-҂ 

 1SG  one hour LOC sleep-INF go-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�JR�WR�VOHHS�LQ�DQ�KRXU¶ 

 

(21) W֍or tѻҦeљUѢ Ҁmѵ bΩҀe heke 

 2SG.POSS  goat highland towards PRS.3SG 

 µ<RXU�JRDW�LV�WRZDUGV�WKH�KLJKODQG¶ 

 

Sadri is a verb final language that overtly expresses gender, number, case, tense, 

aspect and mood distinctions. Other grammatical functions come into effect 

periphrastically.   

This section will discuss the word order restrictions, agreement rules and complement 

structure and clauses in Sadri. 

4.3 Word Order   
The possible systematic arrangement of words in clauses is called the word order. 

The discussion in this chapter will focus on the constituent order of a clause, namely 
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the relative order of subject, object, and verb. The order of modifiers and 

complements in phrases has been discussed in the previous section.   

According to (Dryer M. , 2007) ³RQH�RI�WKH�SULPDU\�ZD\V�LQ�ZKLFK�ODQJXDJHV�GLIIHU�

from one another is in the order of constituents, or, as it is most commonly termed, 

their word order. When people refer to the word order of a language, they often are 

referring specifically to the order of subject, object, and verb with respect to each 

other, but word order refers more generally to the order of any set of elements, either 

at the clause level or within phrases, such as the order of elements within a noun 

SKUDVH´� 

Some languages rely on the syntactic order of constituents to convey semantic and 

grammatical information. To this effect these languages can be said to use a relatively 

fixed word order. On the other-hand some languages can have varying degrees of 

flexibility in word order. These languages often convey grammatical information 

through inflection. Variations or flexibility of word order is used typically to express 

pragmatic information, such as focus, emphasis and topicalisation. Even languages 

that have a flexible word order have a neutral or basic word order. To this effect, 

IOH[LELOLW\� FDQ� EH� VHHQ� DV� ³PDUNLQJ´� VRPH� VHPDQWLF�SUDJPDWLF� IXQFWLRQ (Jeanette, 

2015).  

Languages that have a fixed order are called configurational languages and the ones 

with a relatively free order are called non-configurational languages.  

Constituent word order is defined in terms of the order of a transitive finite verb (V) 

with respect to the two arguments, namely the subject (S), and the object (O) (Dryer 

M., 2013). A simple sentence with a transitive verb in Sadri shows the subject-object-

verb (SOV) order: 

(22) tѻҦ}ѵѢ-hΩr EҦъW֍  NҦъ-W֍  he 

 (S) (O) (V) 

 girl-SG;DEF food/rice eat-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JLUO�LV�HDWLQJ�IRRG�ULFH¶ 

Sadri is mostly a head-final (Subject-Object-Verb) language, with relatively free 

word order. This order can be arranged to express different pragmatic information as 
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is the case of most non-configurational languages as discussed above. There may be 

stylistic reasons to shuffle the order too.  

Since postpositions mark the relationship of the NP with other constituents explicitly, 

an NP can be moved around without much difficulty. The postpositions also fairly 

clearly ascribe the thematic/semantic roles and grammatical roles to the NP in Sadri, 

which makes it easy to move the NP to be moved around in a clause. Where the 

grammatical roles are not clearly marked, as in Sadri, the DO is not followed by the 

accusative postposition /ke/ if the DO is inanimate, the NPs can still be moved around 

due to this knowledge.  

However, NPs cannot move out of the immediate clause boundary. In other words, 

an NP belonging to a subordinate clause cannot move out of the clause boundary of 

the subordinate clause and be positioned in the boundary of the matrix clause. To 

illustrate the discussion above, sentence (23) can have 14 other variants that are 

shown below: 

(23) lΩW֍a son҂ ke tѻa҂r de-l-Ωk 

 (S) (IO) (DO) (P) 

 Lata Sonu DAT rice give-PST.3SG 

 µ/DWD�JDYH�ULFH�WR�6RQX¶ 

 

1. lΩW֍a tѻa҂r son҂ ke de-l-Ωk 

2. lΩW֍a de-l-Ωk son҂ ke tѻa҂r 

3. lΩW֍a de-l-Ωk tѻa҂r son҂ ke  

4. son҂ ke lΩW֍a tѻa҂r de-l-Ωk 

5. son҂ ke tѻa҂r lΩW֍a de-l-Ωk 

6. son҂ ke de-l-Ωk lΩW֍a tѻa҂r  

7. son҂ ke de-l-Ωk tѻa҂r lΩW֍a  

8. tѻa҂r lΩW֍a son҂ ke de-l-Ωk 

9. tѻa҂r son҂ ke lΩW֍a de-l-Ωk 

10. tѻa҂r de-l-Ωk lΩW֍a son҂ ke  

11. tѻa҂r de-l-Ωk son҂ ke lΩW֍a  
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12. de-l-Ωk lΩW֍a tѻa҂r son҂ ke  

13. de-l-Ωk tѻa҂r lΩW֍a son҂ ke  

14. de-l-Ωk tѻa҂r son҂ ke lΩW֍a 

The words in bold show the focus in the sentence. 

The examples above also show the alterations in the position of Direct Object (DO) 

and Indirect Object (IO) with respect to the Subject (S) and the Predicator (P).  

The examples above show the freedom in movement of the arguments in the clause. 

The restrictions in the word order within syntactic phrases has been discussed in the 

earlier segment.  

4.4 Agreement 
There is no modifier-head agreement in Sadri. Sadri shows only noun-verb 

agreement. Finite verbs agree with some noun in the sentence in number and person. 

Sadri has honorific pronouns. They trigger plural agreement on the verb. 

The broad agreement rules are given below: 

1. The finite verb agrees with the NP in the direct case. If the subject NP is case 

marked, the verb agrees with other NP that is not case marked. The extension 

of this rule that holds true is that the verb does not agree with a case-marked 

noun. 

2. If the verb does not agree with a NP, it occurs in default agreement form, 

which is the 3SG form.  

3. Sadri has honorific pronouns. They trigger plural agreement on the verb in 

spite of the number marking on the pronoun the verb agrees with. 

The application of the principles detailed above are given below: 

(24) lΩW֍a moke tѻa҂r de-l-Ωk 

 Lata 1SG.DAT rice give-PST.3SG 

 µ/DWD�JDYH�ULFH�WR�PH¶ 

 

(25) lΩW֍a  ke m}࠵ tѻa҂r de-l-} 

 Lata DAT 1SG rice give-PST.1SG 
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 µ,�JDYH�ULFH�WR�/DWD¶ 

The finite verb de µJLYH¶�LV�PDUNHG��6*�LQ��4 and 1SG in 25 as it agrees with the 

unmarked NP. This satisfies rule 1. 

(26) moke W֍oke bola-ek ъKH 

 1SG.DAT 2.SG.ACC call-INF PRS.3SG 

 'I have to call you' 

 

(27) moke W֍  bola-ek ъKѢV ࠵{

 1SG.DAT 2SG call-INF PRS.2SG 

 
<RX�KDYH�FRPH�WR�FDOO�PH¶ 

In (26) nor 1SG neither 2SG NP could trigger the agreement on the copula. Thus, 

according to rule 2, the verb occurs in the default agreement form of 3SG. However, 

the rule does not apply on (27) as the 2SG pronoun is not case marked and 

successfully triggers agreement on the verb.  

(28) rΩ҂re tѢ࠵Ωn le-Ѣ le-wa 

 2SG.HON curry take-LNK take-SUBJ.2PL 

 µ<RX��+21��WDNH�WKH�FXUU\¶ 

The singular honorific pronoun triggers plural agreement in (28).  

4.5 Structure of Clauses  
This section will briefly discuss the structure of subordinate clauses, main clauses, 

adverbial clauses and relative clauses in Sadri.  

4.5.1 Subordinate Clauses 

Subordinate clauses involve finite infinite and non-finite forms of the verbs. These 

have been discussed separately in the sections below: 

4.5.1.1 Finite Subordinate Clauses 

Sadri finite subordinate clauses have the same structure as a main clause and are used 

mostly as complement clauses. The subordinate marker or complementiser comes 

before the subordinate clause. 
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(29) m}࠵ dҊan-W֍ -e ah} kѢ ҂ a-w-Ѣ 

 1SG know-IPFV-EMP be-PRS.1SG COMP 3SG come-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�KDYH�EHHQ�NQRZLQJ�WKDW�KH�VKH�ZLOO�FRPH¶ 

 

When the subordinate clause is moved to the front of the sentence for focus, the 

complementiser /kѢ/ is dropped and the proximal 3SG pronoun is used before the main 

clause.   

(30) ҂ a-w-Ѣ i m}࠵ dҊan-W֍ -e ah} 
 3SG come-FUT-1SG 3SG.PROX 1SG know-IPFV-EMP be-PRS.1SG 

 µ+H�VKH�ZLOO�FRPH��WKDW�,�KDYH�EHHQ�NQRZLQJ¶ 

4.5.1.2 Non-finite and Infinitive Subordinate Clauses 

These clauses are different from the main clause. They can be identified by: 

1. the modification in the verb form,  

2. lack of agreement markers on the verb form and 

3. difference in the word order.  

The verb in these subordinate clause undergoes participialisation or infinitivisation 

and does not agree with any NP in number and person. It does not show tense 

PDUNLQJ��7KH�ZRUG�RUGHU�LQ�WHUPV�RI�WKH�FODXVH¶V�SRVLWLRQ�LQ�WKH�PDWUL[�FODXVH�DQG�

also its internal word order is strict due to the absence of various agreement features.  

Infinitive subordinate 

(31) i ke ledҊ-ek muskѢl lag-Ѣ 

 3SG.PROX DAT transport-INFV difficult feel-FUT.3SG 

 µ,W�ZLOO�EH�GLIILFXOW�WR�WUDQVSRUW�WKLV¶ 

Participle subordinate 

(32) u hѢ˾ҀҦ-ΩW֍  tѻΩ҂wa  ke hΩ˾ka-l-Ωk 

 3SG.DIST walk-IPFV boy (child) ACC call-PST-3SG 

 µ+H�FDOOHG�WKH�ER\�ZKR�ZDV�ZDONLQJ¶ 

/LWHUDO��µ+H�FDOOHG�WKH�ZDONLQJ�ER\¶� 
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Since the participle functions as a modifier of the NP, its order cannot be disturbed. 

In addition, the whole participle-NP complex cannot be moved freely to yield 

grammatical sentences.   

4.5.2 Adjective Clauses 

Adjective clauses or relative clauses can be both finite and non-finite. The structure 

of finite relative clauses is similar to a main clause. These are the most common forms 

of adjective clauses. Participial relative clauses contain the non-finite forms of the 

subordinate verb.  

4.5.2.1 Marking the Finite/Sentential Relative Clause 

Finite relative clauses are formed through the following process: 

1. the relative marker dҊe µZKLFK�ZKR¶� SUHFHGHV� WKH� HOHPHQW�FODXVH� WKDW� LV�

relativized,  

2. the 3SG.DIST pronoun u is placed before the head noun as the correlative 

marker, 

3. the second identical and coreferential NP can be deleted optionally. 

The form of the relative marker for both singular and plural, and feminine and 

masculine is the same.  

(33) dҊe tѻΩ҂wa 

=mΩn 

h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-

Ωl 

ahῼ u mor tѻΩ҂wa 

=mΩn 

hekῼ 

 REL children there sitting be.3PL COR my children be.3PL 

 µChildren who are sitting there, those are my children¶ 

The sentence above can have the following forms. The symbol ø indicates the 

presumed site of relativized and head NP prior to deletion. 

(34) dҊe ø =mΩn h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahῼ u mor tѻΩ҂wa 

=mΩn 

hekῼ 

 REL NP PL there sitting be.3PL COR my  children be.3PL 

 µWho are sitting there, those DUH�P\�FKLOGUHQ¶ 

 

(35) dҊe tѻΩ҂wa=mΩn h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahῼ u= mΩn mor ø hekῼ 

 REL children there sitting be.PL they my NP be.PL 

 µChildren who are sitting there, those DUH�PLQH¶ 
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Notice that if the head NP or the head NP of the relativized clause is deleted under 

process 3 in 45, the plural clitic =mΩn is attached to the correlative marker or the 

relative marker respectively.   

There is some mobility of constituents due to the freedom in word order. There are 

two other possible word orders for relative clauses:  

The rule 3 can apply on the changed order too. 

(i) the relative clause may follow the head noun phrase.  

(36) u tѻΩ҂wa 

=mΩn 

[dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahῼ] u mor tѻΩ҂wa 

=mΩn 

hekῼ 

 COR children REL there sitting be.PL they my children be.PL 

 µ7KRVH�FKLOGUHQ�ZKR�DUH�VLWWLQJ�WKHUH��WKH\�DUH�Py children¶ 

(ii) the relative clause may follow the correlative clause. 

(37) u tѻΩ҂wa=mΩn mor hekῼ [dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahῼ] 

 COR children my be.PL REL there sitting be.PL 

 µ7KRVH�FKLOGUHQ�DUH�Pine, ZKR�DUH�VLWWLQJ�WKHUH¶ 

The participial relative clauses are formed by the following process: 

The relativized noun phrase is deleted, and the verb is changed into a participial form 

by adding the perfective participle suffix -Ωl or the INF marker followed by agentive 

particle ola. 

For examples, refer to the section on non-finite noun clauses (Error! Reference 

source not found.).  

4.5.2.2 Headless Relative Clause 

Headless relative clauses do not have an antecedent. The relative clause can be 

headless as supported by the following examples. In the examples given below, the 

referent of the relative marker dҊe has no antecedent.  

(38) [u dҊe GHNҦ-l-Ωk] m}j GHNҦ-l-} 

 3SG REL see-PST-3SG 1SG see-PST-1SG 

 µ:KDW�KH�VDZ��,�VDZ¶ 
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(39) m}j GHNҦ-l-} [u dҊe GHNҦ-l-Ωk] 

 1SG see-PST-1SG 3SG REL see-PST-3SG 

 µ,�VDZ�ZKDW�KH�VDZ¶ 

It is not possible to place the headless relative clause right after the head NP. 

However, it can be placed after the main clause as in (39).  

4.5.2.3 Restrictive and Non-restrictive Clause 

Finite relative clauses have a restrictive function when they occur without proper 

noun as heads. They modify the meaning of the head noun in a way that it is essential 

for the meaning of the sentence. On the other hand, non-restrictive relative clauses 

have the function of an apposition as they give extra information about the head noun.  

Sentence (40) has a restrictive clause that modifies the head noun tѻΩ҂wa. (41) and 

(42) are the same sentence with different word orders.   

(40) u tѻΩ҂wa [dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe] mor EҦDѢ heke 

 3SG child REL there sitting be.3SG my brother be.3SG 

 µ7KH�ER\�ZKR�LV�VLWWLQJ�WKHUH�LV�P\�EURWKHU¶ 

 

(41) dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe u tѻΩ҂wa mor EҦDѢ heke 

 REL there sitting be.3SG 3SG child my brother be.3SG 

 :KR�LV�VLWWLQJ�WKHUH��WKDW�FKLOG�LV�P\�EURWKHU¶ 

 

(42) u tѻΩ҂wa mor EҦDѢ heke dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe 

 3SG child my brother be.3SG REL there sitting be.3.SG 

 That child is my brother who is sitting there. 

Sentence (43) has a relative clause that modifies the head noun son҂. Sentence (44) 

and (45) are the same sentence with different word orders.  

(43) son҂ dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-el mor EҦDѢ heke 

 3SG REL there sit-PRS.3SG 1SG.POSS brother be.3SG 

 µ6RQX��ZKR�VLWV�WKHUH��LV�P\�EURWKHU¶ 

 

(44) son҂ mor EҦDѢ heke dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-el 
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 Sonu my brother be.3SG REL there sit-PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�P\�EURWKHU��ZKR�VLWV�WKHUH�¶ 

 

(45)* dҊe h҂wa bΩѢҀҦ-el son҂ mor EҦDѢ heke 

 REL there sit-PRS.3SG Sonu my brother be.3SG 

 µ:KR�VLWV�WKHUH��6RQX�LV�P\�EURWKHU¶ 

)URP�WKH�VHQWHQFHV�DERYH�LW�LV�FOHDU�WKDW�ZKLOH�WKH�UHVWULFWLYH�FODXVH¶V�ZRUG�RUGHU�LV�

IOH[LEOH�� WKH� DSSRVLWLYH� FODXVH¶V� ZRUG� RUGHU� LV� IL[HG�� 7KH� QRQ-restrictive relative 

clause cannot follow or precede the matrix clause; they always follow the head noun. 

As is clear from the ungrammaticality of (45), when modifying a proper noun, the 

relative clause must follow the head. When not thus ungrammatical, the clause gets a 

non-restrictive reading as in (44).  

4.5.3 Adverbial Clauses 

In Sadri, the adverbial clauses are marked either by the finite verb or non-finite verb 

forms. These clauses are of various types depending on their semantic function.  

4.5.3.1 Adverbial Clause of Time 

There are three types of constructions used to express the temporal information about 

the verb of a subordinate clause and the action expressed by the main clause:  

Finite Clauses  

Sadri uses dҊΩNҦΩn ¶ZKHQ¶�DQG�LWV�GHULYDWLYHV�dҊΩNҦΩn se µVLQFH¶�DQG�dҊΩNҦΩn le µXQWLO¶�

as time markers. It is followed by the correlative marker W֍ ΩNҦΩn which then takes the 

corresponding particle. One of them can be dropped but not both at the same time. 

However, when the adverbial is positioned after the main clause, W֍ ΩNҦΩn is 

compulsorily dropped while dҊΩNҦΩn FDQ¶W be dropped.  

(46) dҊΩNҦΩn u a-e rehe W֍ ΩNҦΩn mor  EҦDѢ hѢ࠵m rehe 

 when 3SG come-

LNK 

PST.3SG then 1SG.POSS brother here PST.3SG 

 µ:KHQ�KH�KDG�FRPH��P\�EURWKHU�ZDV�KHUH¶ 

The subordinate time clause can also follow the main clause. 

(47) mor EҦDѢ hѢ࠵m rehe dҊΩNҦΩn u a-e rehe 
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 1SG.POSS brother here PST.3SG when 3SG come-LNK PST.3SG 

 µ0\�EURWKHU�ZDV�KHUH��ZKHQ�KH�KDG�FRPH¶ 

 

Participial (non-finite) Adverbial Constructions 

The participial constructions with the conjunctive and the as soon as participle also 
act as time adverbials. 

(48) son҂ љKҦΩU pΩh҂<Ѣ>tѻ ke EҦDW֍  NҦD-l- Ωk  

 Sonu home reach<LNK> CVB food eat-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�DWH�IRRG�DIWHU�UHDFKLQJ�KRPH¶ 

 

(49) son҂ a-W֍ -e EҦDW֍  NҦD-l- Ωk  

 Sonu come-IPFV-EMP food eat-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX DWH�IRRG�DV�VRRQ�DV�KH�FDPH¶ 

 

Infinitival Adverbial Constructions 

Time adverbials can also be formed by using a verb marked by the infinitive marker 

±ek followed by the postposition kΩr or se; and pΩhѢle µEHIRUH¶��RU�baG֍  µDIWHU¶� 

(50) son҂ kΩr dҊa-ek se pΩhѢle W֍  dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 Sonu GEN go-INF from before  2SG go-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�JR�EHIRUH�6RQX¶  

 

(51) son҂ kΩr dҊa-ek kΩr baG֍  W֍  dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 Sonu GEN go-INF GEN after  2SG go-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�JR�DIWHU�6RQX¶  

 

(52) son҂ kΩr dҊa-ek se bes  ho-l-Ωk 

 Sonu GEN go-INF INST after  2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�JR�DIWHU�6RQX¶  

 

(53)* son҂ kΩr dҊa-ek kΩr bes  ho-l-Ωk 

 Sonu GEN go-INF GEN after  2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�JR�DIWHU�6RQX¶  
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The before/after information can be dropped if it is not relevant or required. However, 

in that case the instrumental postposition se is mandatory.  

4.5.3.2 Manner Clauses 

Manner clauses have relative-like, participial and conjunctive constructions. The 

relative clause-like manner markers dҊΩѢsΩn µDV¶��DQG� WKH�FRUUHODWLYH�PDUNHU� W֍ ΩѢsΩn 

µZKLFK�ZD\¶�LQGLFDWHV�WKH�PDQQHU�UHDGLQJ�� 

(54) dҊΩѢsΩn son҂ kΩh-el W֍ ΩѢsΩn  kΩr-b-e 

 as Sonu say-PRS-3SG same way do-FUT-3SG 

 µ'R�DV�6RQX�VD\V¶ 

 

Participial (non-finite) Adverbial Constructions 

The participial constructions using the imperfect participle and perfective participle 

also act as manner adverbials. These verb forms do not bear any agreement markings. 

The imperfect and perfective participle forms are generally reduplicated for a durative 

sense.  

(55) son҂ bΩdk-ΩW֍  a-l-Ωk 

 Sonu run-IPFV come-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�FDPH�UXQQLQJ¶ 

 

(56) son҂ bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl NҦD-l- Ωk  

 Sonu sit-IPFV sit-IPFV eat-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�DWH�VLWWLQJ¶ 

 

(57) son҂ kanG֍ -ΩW֍~kanG֍ -ΩW֍  a-l-Ωk 

 Sonu weep-IPFV come-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�FDPH�FU\LQJ¶ 

The participial constructions express manner rather than time when they express a 

simultaneous action.  

(58) son҂ pΩkka mͅ bΩѢҀҦ ke EҦDW֍  NҦD-l- Ωk  

 Sonu cement floor LOC sit CVB food eat-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�DWH�IRRG�VLWWLQJ�RQ�WKH�FHPHQW�IORRU¶ 
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4.5.3.3 Purpose Clause 

Purpose clauses are formed by the following three ways:  

1. The infinitival form followed by postposition le. The postposition can be dropped 

optionally.  

(59) son҂ GҦDQ  kaҀ-ek le a-l-Ωk 

 Sonu paddy cut-INF for come-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�FDPH�WR�KDUYHVW�SDGG\¶ 

 

2. The clause expressing purpose precedes se le µWKHUHIRUH¶� 

(60) son҂ GҦDQ  kaҀ-ek dҊa-e  rehe se le siW֍a a-l-Ωk 
 Sonu paddy cut-INF go-LNK PST.3SG therefore Sita come-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�KDG�JRQH�WR�KDUYHVW�SDGG\��WKHUHIRUH�6LWD�FDPH¶ 

  

3. The clause expressing purpose follows ka le µEHFDXVH¶ 

(61) siW֍a a-l-Ωk ka le son҂ GҦDQ  kat-ek dҊa-e  rehe 
 Sita come-PST.3SG because Sonu paddy cut-INF go-LNK PST.3SG 

 µ6LWD�FDPH�EHFDXVH�6RQX�KDG�JRQH�WR�KDUYHVW�SDGG\¶ 

4.5.3.4 Cause Clause 

Cause is expressed by the means of the following four constructions:  

1. Finite clauses marked by se le µWKHUHIRUH¶ 

(62) son҂ GҦDQ  kat-ek dҊa-e  rehe se le siW֍a a-l-Ωk 
 Sonu paddy cut-INF go-LNK PST.3SG therefore Sita come-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�KDG�JRQH�WR�KDUYHVW�SDGG\��WKHUHIRUH�6LWD�FDPH¶ 

2. The reduplicated forms of the perfective participle express cause 

(63) son҂ bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl W֍ ҦΩ<Ѣ>k љe-l- Ωk  

 Sonu sit-IPFV sit-IPFV tired<LNK> go-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�JRW�WLUHG�GXH�WR�VLWWLQJ¶ 

3. Infinitival followed by the instrumental postposition se µ,167¶ signals the cause 

relation  

(64) son҂ kΩr dҊa-ek se siW֍a kanG֍ -ΩW֍   he 
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 Sonu GEN go-INF INST Sita weep-IPFV  3SG 

 µ'XH�WR�6RQX JRLQJ��6LWD�LV�ZHHSLQJ¶ 

4. The non-finite adverbial clause using the conditional participles are used to form 

cause clauses.  

(65) W֍or љH-le u bΩh҂W֍  NҦ҂s ho-ĭ-Ѣ 

 2SG.POSS go-COND 3SG.DST much happy be-FUT-3SG 

 'If you go, she/he will be very happy' 

4.5.3.5  Condition Clause 

The conditional participle of the verb ho µEH¶�LV�XVHG�DV�D�FRQGLWLRQDO�VXERUGLQDWRU or 

in simple terms, a conjunction, that is used to link two clauses. Conditions are created 

by using the conditional participle of the verb ho µEH¶�DV�D�FRQMXQFWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�WZR�

clauses. The order of the clauses is fixed with the 1st clause being the condition clause. 

The negation of the conditional participle is possible by using the nѢ.  

(66) son҂ a-w-Ѣ hΩl m}࠵ dҊa-m-҂ 

 Sonu come-FUT-3SG COND 1SG go-FUT-1SG 

 'I will go if Sonu comes' 

 

(67) son҂ a-w-Ѣ nѢ hΩl m}࠵ dҊa-m-҂ 

 Sonu come-FUT-3SG NEG COND 1SG go-FUT-1SG 

 'I will go if Sonu does not come' 

  

4.5.3.6 Concession Clauses 

Conditional participles are used to form concession clauses. The participle ho-le plus 

the particle h} µWKRXJK¶�PDUNV�VXERUGLQDWH�FRQMXQFWLRQ� 

(68) G֍ ҦΩnѢ ho-le h} u kΩndҊҦΩѵ-e rΩhѢ 

 rich be-COND still 3SG miser-EMP FUT.3SG 

 µIf he/she becomes rich, he/she will still be miser¶ 

The conjunction hΩl + h} signals concession 

(69) u pΩѵҦ-el hΩl h} u pas nѢ ho-l-Ωk 
 3SG study-PRS.3SG COND EMP 3SG pass NEG be.FUT.3SG 
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 µAlthough he studies, but he did not pass¶ 
 

 

4.5.3.7 Successive Action Clause 

The particle W֍ Ωle µDIWHUZDUGV¶�LV�XVHG�WR�IRUP�VXFFHVVLYH�DFWLRQ�FODXVHV�� 

(70) son҂ a-w-Ѣ W֍ Ωle m}࠵ dҊa-m-҂ 

 Sonu come-FUT-3SG afterwards 1SG go-FUT-1SG 

 'I will go after Sonu comes' 

4.5.3.8 Result Clauses 

Cause clauses with se le µWKHUHIRUH¶�DUH�XVHG�DV�UHVXOW�FODXVHV� 

4.6 Sentence Construction 

4.6.1 Copular Sentences 

Copular sentences in Sadri use verb forms of the verb ho µEH¶�LQ�WZR�IRUPs: hek and 

ah, and rΩK�µVWD\¶ (see section Error! Reference source not found.).  

The verb forms of ho in the hek and ah form are used for present tense and take 

complements that can be a predicate noun, predicate adjective, participle, or predicate 

adverb. rΩh which is also an auxiliary, functions as a copula or linking verb in simple 

predicative sentences and takes only adverbial complements. It marks past tense in 

the default form.  

Examples of both copulas and the type of complements they take are given below: 

(71) m}࠵ kѢsan hek} 

 1SG farmer be.PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�D�IDUPHU¶ 

 

(72) son҂ bΩѵ ahe 

 Sonu elder be.PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX LV�HOGHU¶ 

 

(73) son҂ bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe 

 Sonu sit-PFV be.PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�VLWWLQJ¶ 
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(74) W֍or tѻҦeљrѢ Ҁmѵ bΩҀe heke 

 2SG.POSS  goat highland towards be.PRS.3SG 

 µ<RXU�JRDW�LV�WRZDUGV�WKH�KLJKODQG¶ 

 

(75) son҂ bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl rehe 

 Sonu sit-PFV be.PST.1SG 

 µ6RQX�ZDV�VLWWLQJ¶ 

 

(76) W֍or tѻҦeљrѢ Ҁmѵ bΩҀe rehe 

 2SG.POSS  goat highland towards PST.3SG 

 µ<RXU�JRDW�ZDV�WRZDUGV�WKH�KLJKODQG¶ 

 

Sentences 71 72, 73, and 74, show copula verb constructions of the ho verb with 

predicate noun, predicate adjective, participle, or predicate adverb as complements 

respectively. Sentences 75, and 76 show the participle and predicate adverb 

construction in the past tense using the verb rΩh respectively.  

The structure/word order of these sentences is fixed as:  

subject ± complement ± copula 

The adjectival complements do not change for agreement with the subject nouns they 

modify in the copula constructions.  There is no such distinction that exists in Hindi.  

The present tense copulas have corresponding negative forms. Thus, in Sadri the 

copulas must be retained in both affirmative as well as negative sentences. They 

cannot be deleted even in co-ordinate structures.  

(77) son҂ bΩѵ ahe 

 Sonu elder be.PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�HOGHU¶ 

 

(78) son҂ bΩѵ nΩNҦH 
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 Sonu elder be.NEG.PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�QRW�HOGHU¶ 
 

4.6.2 Verbal Sentences 
Based on the classification of verbs into simple, complex and compound, verbal 

sentences in Sadri can be divided into these three types. The verb or verb complex 

have been marked in bold.  

The first category has one verb root.  

(79) m}࠵ EҦDW֍  NҦD-l-} 

 1SG food eat-PST-1SG 

 µ,�DWH�IRRG¶ 

Sentences of the second category are formed using conjunct verbs. These verbs are 

predominantly formed by means of combining a noun/adjective/adverb with a verb 

called light verb. For more discussion on conjunct verbs see 3.7.3.7 

(80) W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ kΩr-b-e ࠵{

 2SG all house clean do-FUT-2SG 

 'You will clean the whole house' 

 

The last category employs a sequence of verbs or what are called compound verbs in 

Sadri. For more on compound verbs see section 3.7.3.7.2 

(81) Son҂ kъҀҦѢ SҦъ�Ѣ!U G֍ e-l- Ωk 

 Sonu firewood cut<LNK> give-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX cut the firewood into pieces' 

4.6.2.1 Subject 

All verbs in Sadri take subjects which are mostly overt. Subjects, both nominal as 

well as pronominal, can be omitted/dropped if it is derivable from the preceding 

discourse, pragmatically or syntactically, e.g., from agreement. Subjects also do not 

appear overtly in impersonal constructions. The verbs taking part in impersonal 

constructions are derived by passivisation.  

(82) Son҂ kъҀҦѢ SҦъ�Ѣ!U G֍ e-l- Ωk 

 Sonu firewood cut<LNK> give-PST-3SG 
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 µ6RQX cut the firewood into pieces' 

 

 

(83) kъҀҦѢ SҦъ�Ѣ!U G֍ e-l- Ωk 

 firewood cut<LNK> give-PST-3SG 

 µ�6RQX��FXW�WKH�ILUHZRRG�LQWR�SLHFHV
 

The subject in (83) is deleted. However, through the context (discourse) and syntactic 

information on the verb that bears the 3SG agreement marking, it can be understood 

what the subject could be.  

(84) moke W֍oke bola-ek ъKH 

 1SG.DAT 2.SG.ACC call-INF be.PRS.3SG 

 'I have to call you' 

However, in sentence (84), since the subject is in dative case, the verb is required to 

bear default agreement. Thus, here the syntactic information cannot be relied upon 

and only the contextual evidence is available in case the subject is not mentioned. 

The psyche predicates always take PP with nominal followed by the dative 

postposition ke.  See section 3.7.1.1 for more discussion on psyche predicates. For 

example: 

(85) son҂ ke NҦΩwъV lΩљ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu DAT hunger feel-PST-3SG 

 'Sonu felt hungry' 

4.6.2.2 Direct Object 

Verbs are classified on the basis of the number of arguments they need as objects. 

Broadly verbs are either transitive or intransitive. Transitive verbs take objects while 

intransitive verbs do not.  

Some verbs function as both, in which case we must analyse the two uses as having 

come to effect by two different verbs with homophonous forms. For example, the 

verb pΩѵҦ µWR�VWXG\¶�LV�LQWUDQVLWLYH�DV�LW�QHHGV�RQO\�WKH�GRHU�ZKLOH�WKH�KRPRSKRQRXV�

verb pΩѵҦ µWR�UHDG¶�LV�WUDQVLWLYH�DV�LW�UHTXLUHV�DQ�REMHFW�EHVLGHV an agent.  
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The case marker -ke is attached to the noun phrase to mark the DO of the sentence 

only when the DO is an animate entity or definite inanimate entity. In other cases, it 

is unmarked. Compare the examples given below: 

 

(86) mΩƾUъ  sѢW֍ ъ-ke mъU-l-ΩN 

 Magra Sita-ACC hit-PST-3SG 

 µ0DQJUD�KLW�6LWD
 

 

(87) mΩƾUъ  EҦDW֍  NҦD-l-Ωk 

 Magra.NOM food-ACC eat-PST-3SG 

 µ0DQJUD�DWH�IRRG
 

 

(88) mΩƾUъ  tѻa҂r-ke lan-l-Ωk 

 Magra rice-ACC bring-PST-3SG 

 µ0DQJUD brought the rice' 

Objects can be dropped; in which case it has to be understood using the semantic and 

pragmatic contexts. Consider sentence (89) and (90). Notice that the object is 

dropped. Yet it does not make much difference as the object is generally understood. 

(89) mΩƾUъ  p҂tѻ-ΩW֍  rehe 

 Magra ask-IPFV PST.3SG 

 µ0DQJUD�ZDV�DVNLQJ
 

 
(90) mΩƾUъ  sΩwal p҂tѻ-ΩW֍  rehe 

 Magra question ask-IPFV PST.3SG 

 µ0DQJUD�ZDV�DVNLQJ�D�TXHVWLRQ
 

4.6.2.3 Indirect Object 

The indirect object gets is in dative case. The indirect object and the definite 

inanimate or animate direct object receive the same case marking. However, it is 

analysed as the homophonous form of the postpositions marking accusative and 

dative. This can be clearly seen in the example of a sentence that requires an indirect 

object (marked with dative ke) and a definite inanimate direct object/animate direct 
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object (marked with accusative ke), then both direct and indirect objects are followed 

by the postpositions ke. The sentence given below is an example of such a sentence: 

(91) a࠵o=hΩr tѻΩ҂wa ke mΩѢ࠵m ke G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 Mother=DEF infant ACC girl child DAT give-PST-3SG 

 'The mother gave the infant to the little girl' 

There are no restrictions on the sequence in which the direct and the indirect object 

can appear in a sentence as the Sadri word order is relatively free. However, when 

both the DO and the IO are marked, the sequence is fixed and the IO follows the DO. 

Where the movement of constituents is free, a shift from the non-basic word order 

creates a shift in focus. The movement of the IO from the basic IO-DO sequence in 

the following sentences shows the shift in focus to the IO in sentence (91) and (92). 

Focus has also been shown by the use of bold.  

(92) ҟҦ}ѵъ-hΩr ҟҦ}ѵѢ-ke kѢW֍ ъE G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 boy-DEF girl-DAT book.ACC give-PST-3SG 

 'The boy gave the/a book to the/a girl' 

    

(93) ҟҦ}ѵъ-hΩr kѢW֍ ъE ҟҦ}ѵѢ-ke G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 boy-DEF book girl-DAT give-PST-3SG 

 'The boy gave the/a book to the/a girl' 

4.6.2.4 Other Types of Verb Arguments 

Various postpositional phrases that include adverbials, such as locatives, instruments, 

benefactives, comitatives, etc., can occur as verb arguments or adjuncts (optional 

arguments). They are discussed in the later sections.  

4.6.2.5 Combination And the Order of Constituents 

The verb always occurs in the final position. The unmarked word order is: 

Subject ± indirect object ± direct object ± verb.  

(94) ҟҦ}ѵъ-

hΩr 

ҟҦ}ѵѢ-ke mΩѢ࠵m-le kaѢl Ѣsk҂l-mͅ kѢW֍ ъE G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 boy-DEF girl-

DAT 

little girl-

ABL 

yesterday school-

LOC 

book give-PST-

3SG 

 'The boy gave a book to the girl in school tomorrow for the little girl ' 
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(95) ҟҦ}ѵъ-

hΩr 

mΩѢ࠵m-le ҟҦ}ѵѢ-

ke 

Ѣsk҂l-mͅ kѢW֍ ъE kaѢl G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 boy-

DEF 

little girl-

ABL 

girl-

DAT 

School-

LOC 

book yesterday give-PST-

3SG 

 'The boy gave a book to the girl in school tomorrow for the little girl ' 

Comparing sentences (94) and (95) it is evident that the optional arguments or 

adjuncts, such as adverbial (time/location) and nominal/adjectival complement are 

freer to move around than the main arguments of a verb.  

The possible shuffle in the words order and the restrictions on the order of the main 

constituents and rules governing them have been discussed in the previous section. 

4.6.3 Negation 

4.6.3.1 Sentential Negation 

Negation in Sadri is expressed by negative particles nѢ and na which precedes the 

main verb. 

(96) ҟҦ}ѵъ-hΩr ҟҦ}ѵѢ-ke kѢW֍ ъE nѢ G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 boy-DEF girl-DAT book.ACC NEG give-PST-3SG 

 'The boy did not give the book to the girl' 

However, in the case of conjunct verbs the negative particle appears between the 

nominal and the verb.  

(97) W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ nѢ kΩr-l-e ࠵{

 2SG all house clean NEG do-PST-2SG 

 'You did not clean the whole house' 

The negation particle appears in the preverbal position in case of the compound verbs 
and multi-verb compounds. Upon negation the compound verb form loses its light 
verb. 

(98) hΩme=mΩn Ҝъmъ ъPEъ NҦъ-e sѢrъ-l-Ѣ 

 1PL-PL All mango eat-LNK finish-PST-1PL 

 'We ate up all the mangoes' 
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(99) hΩme=mΩn Ҝъmъ ъPEъ nѢ NҦъ-l- Ѣ 

 1PL-PL All mango NEG eat-LNK 

 'We did not eat up all the mangoes' 

 

(100) hΩme=mΩn Ҝъmъ ъPEъ nѢ NҦъ-e sѢrъ-l-Ѣ 

 1PL-PL All mango NEG eat-LNK finish-PST-1PL 

 
'LG�ZH�QRW�HDW�XS�DOO�WKH�PDQJRHV"¶ 

Notice that if the light verb is not dropped, upon negation the statement turns into a 

question.  

In multi-verb compounds the first verb is deleted upon negation. 

(101) m}࠵ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek ҟΩ<Ѣ>l dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG thresh grain-INF walk/go<LNK> go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 'I had gone to thresh grains'   

 

(102) m}࠵ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek nѢ dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG thresh grain-INF NEG go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 µI had not gone to thresh grains¶   

 

(103)* m}࠵ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek nѢ ҟΩ<Ѣ>l dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG thresh grain-INF NEG move-LNK go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 µ,�KDG�QRW�JRQH�WR�WKUHVK�JUDLQV��FHUWDLQ�¶ 

 

(104)* m}࠵ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek ҟΩ<Ѣ>l nѢ dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG thresh grain-INF move-LNK NEG go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 µ,�KDG�QRW�JRQH�WR�WKUHVK�JUDLQV��FHUWDLQ movement)17¶ 

 

(105)* m}࠵ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek ҟΩ<Ѣ>l dҊъ-e nѢ roh} 

 1SG thresh grain-INF move-LNK go-LNK NEG stay.PST.1SG 

 µ,�KDG�QRW�JRQH�WR�WKUHVK�JUDLQV��FHUWDLQ�¶ 

 

 
17 See 3.7.3.7.2 
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Notice that all sentences where negation takes place and deletion of the first verb does 

not take place are deemed ungrammatical.  

All constructions, except some copular constructions that use the negative from, use 

the nѢ negation particle.  

(106) t}࠵ kaѢl nѢ ъ-b-e 

 2SG tomorrow NEG come-FUT-2SG 

 'You will not come tomorrow' 

 

(107) t}࠵ kaѢl na ъ-b-e 

 2SG tomorrow NEG.IMP come-FUT-2SG 

 'You do not come tomorrow' 

Notice that in the example above unlike future indicative, future imperative takes a 

different negation marker [nъ] as opposed to [nѢ]. Clearly [nъ] is modal (Ahmad, 

2015). It is sensitive to neither number nor honorificity. 

There are negative copular forms of identity and the copulas of location and existence 

in Sadri that cause sentential negation. The other constructions take the normal nѢ 

negative particle. See section  for all negative copular verb forms.     

(108) m}࠵�� NҦHW֍   mͅ  ъK} 

 1SG field LOC be.PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�LQ�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

 

(109) m}࠵�� NҦHW֍   mͅ  QHNҦ} 

 1SG field LOC be.PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�QRW�LQ�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

4.6.3.2 Constituent Negation 

The constituent being negated is followed by the negative particle nѢhѢ where stress 

is placed on the negated constituent in sentences that present alternatives. 

(110) t}࠵ kaѢl nѢhѢ aѢdҊҦ ъ-b-e 

 2SG tomorrow NEG today come-FUT-2SG 

 'You come today not tomorrow' 
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The constituent being negated is stressed. The stressed constituent is shown in bold.  

(111) m}࠵ aѢdҊҦ G֍ Ω҂rѢ NҦHG֍ -ek nѢ dҊъ-e roh} 

 1SG today thresh grain-INF NEG go-LNK stay.PST.1SG 

 'I had not gone to thresh grains today'   

4.6.3.3 Double Negation 

Double negation is not used in Sadri. 

4.6.3.4 Negation and Co-ordination 

In Sadri, the co-ordinate structures bear negation in the same way as simple sentences. 

The identical element is deleted in the coordinated clause and the negation is used 

with the emphasis marker ho.  

(112) m}࠵ kaѢl nѢ ъ-m-҂ ar aѢdҊҦ ho nѢ ъ-m-҂ 
 2SG tomorrow NEG come-

FUT-2SG 

CONJ today EMP NEG come-

FUT-2SG 

 'I will not come tomorrow and today too' 

4.6.4 Direct and Indirect Speech 

Sadri does not distinguish between direct and indirect speech with any specific 

syntactic or morphological marker. Quoted or reported material is embedded in the 

sentence preceded by the complementiser kѢ. The quoted material is thus subordinate 

to the verb of the matrix clause which may bear verbs like, kΩh µVD\¶� bѢtѻar µWKLQN¶� 

sun µKHDU¶� lѢNҦ µZULWH¶�� HWF�� 7KH� FRPSOHPHQWLVHU� LV� RSWLRQDO� DQG�PD\� EH� GURSSHG�

easily.  

(113) son҂ s҂n-l±Ωk kѢ siW֍a ҂ ke bola-W֍  rehe 
 Sonu hear-PST-3SG COMP Sita 3SG-DAT call-IPFV stay.PST.3SG 

 'Sonu heard that Sita was calling him'   

The order of the main clause and the quoted or reported material can be altered. 

However, if the embedded material appears first, the main clause will appear after the 

3SG Proximal pronoun. 

 

(114) siW֍a ҂ ke bola-W֍  rehe i son҂ s҂n-l±Ωk 
 Sita 3SG-DAT call-IPFV stay.PST.3SG 3SG Sonu hear-PST-3SG 

 
6LWD�ZDV�FDOOLQJ�KLP��WKLV�6RQX�KHDUG�¶� 
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Direct speech is preferred over indirect speech in Sadri. Consider the following 

sentence. It may appear ambiguous as the noun Sonu and the pronoun ҂ may or may 

not be considered co-referential. The meaning is then derived out of the context. 

(115) son҂ kΩh-l±Ωk kѢ ҂  EҦDW֍  NҦDW֍  rehe 

 Sonu say-PST-3SG COMP 3SG food eat-IPFV stay.PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX said that he was eating food'    

To get the sense derived by the noun and pronoun being co-referential, Sadri speakers 

would prefer direct speech instead. The sentence would be thus: 

(116) son҂ kΩh-l±Ωk (kѢ) m}j EҦDW֍  NҦDW֍  roh} 

 Sonu say-PST-3SG COMP 3SG food eat-IPFV stay.PST.1SG 

 µ6RQX�VDLG��³,�ZDV�HDWLQJ�IRRG´��  

Nominalisation of an embedded sentence results in the interpretation that it is reported 

speech. Nominalised reported speech is shown in bold. 

(117) son҂ mor dҊa-ek kΩr baW֍  kΩh-l-Ωk 

 Sonu 1SG.POSS go-INF GEN talk Say-PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�WDONHG�DERXW�P\�JRLQJ´�� 

4.6.5 Interrogative Sentences 

There are several ways of classifying questions. One way is to look at how a question 

defines the set of required answers. This way questions can be categorized as polar 

questions, alternative questions and variable questions. Polar questions require as 

answers the choice between two polar values: affirmative and negative. These are 

also called yes-no questions. Alternative questions are those that typically require as 

answers a choice between two or more choices which may be explicitly given or 

contextually derived. The variable questions have an open range of answers. These 

are typically called the WH-questions. (Brown, Miller, & Miller, 1991).  

The following sections will deal with the different type of sentence constructions and 

answers required. 

4.6.5.1  Yes-No Questions 
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Cross-linguistically, there are various ways to form such questions. The construction 

of yes-no questions and various strategies have been discussed in the following 

sections. 

Considering the expected answer to yes-no questions, two categories can be 

identified.  

1. Neutral yes-no questions 

2. Leading yes-no questions 

Within the discussion of these types, various constructions in each category have been 

discussed.  

4.6.5.1.1 Neutral Yes-No Questions 

Neutral yes-no questions are formed by placing the question word ka µZKDW¶�LQ�WKH�

sentence final position of a declarative sentence. The basic constituent order remains 

unchanged and the Q bears the stress. The question word can be placed on the 

sentence initial position but it is unusual.  

(118) W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ kΩr-b-e ka ࠵{

 2SG all house clean do-FUT-2SG Q 

 µ:LOO�\RX�FOHDQ�WKH�ZKROH�KRXVH"¶ 

Placing the Q anywhere else does not yield a yes-no question. It must be noted that 

the position of the question word in the sentence is significant. Placing the Q within 

the clause has different implications on the basis of the constituent it follows or 

precedes. 

Neutral polar questions can also be made from declarative sentences by raising the 

intonation of the verb. In case of a complex verb the light verb takes the stress while 

the operator or the V1 remains neutral like other words.  

(119) W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ kΩr-b-e (rising intonation) ࠵{

 2SG all house clean Do-FUT-2SG 

 µ:LOO�\RX�FOHDQ�WKH�ZKROH�KRXVH"¶ 

The Q is compulsorily not used in such constructions. There are pragmatic 

implications of forming polar questions is visible when the two questions are 

contrasted. Questions with the question word sound like requests and are formal. On 
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the other hand, the question formed by raised intonation is strict in sense and are 

command like. This is why they do not require an answer compulsorily.   

A yes-no question from a negative declarative sentence can also be formed through 

the two processes mentioned above. However, the intonation rises on both the NEG 

and the verb. 

 

(120) W֍ ֍NҦHW ࠵{  nѢ dҊa -b-e  ka 

 2SG field NEG go-FUT-2SG Q 

 µ:RXOG�\RX�QRW�JR�WKH�ILHOG"¶ 

 

(121) W֍ ֍NҦHW ࠵{  nѢ (rising intonation) dҊa -b-e (rising intonation) 

 2SG field NEG go-FUT-2SG 

 µ:LOO�\RX�QRW�JR�WR�WKH�ILHOG"¶ 

The negative yes-no question can have various answers. Consider the question below: 

(122) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  nѢ NҦD�-b-e  ka 

 2SG food NEG eat-FUT-2SG Q 

 µ:RXOG�\RX�QRW�HDW�IRRG"¶ 

Affirmative can be answered by the following two ways: 

1. Positive-Negative Answering System 

(123) nѢhѢ m}࠵ EҦDW֍  nѢ NҦD�-m-҂  

 yes 1SG food NEG eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ1R��,�ZLOO�QRW�HDW�IRRG¶ 

2. Agreement-Disagreement Answering System 

(124) hm m}࠵ EҦDW֍  nѢ NҦD�-m-҂  

 NEG 1SG food NEG eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ<HV��,�ZLOO�QRW�eat food¶ 

Negative can be answered by the following two ways: 

1. Positive-Negative Answering System 

(125) nѢhѢ m}࠵ EҦDW֍  NҦD�-m-҂  
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 NEG 1SG food eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ1R��,�ZLOO�HDW�IRRG"¶ 

2. Agreement-Disagreement Answering System 

(126) hm m}࠵ EҦDW֍  NҦD -m-҂  

 yes 1SG food eat-FUT-1SG 

 µ<HV��,�ZLOO�HDW�IRRG¶ 

4.6.5.1.2 Leading Questions 

Leading questions are formed in Sadri by adding the negative particles, µQH¶, µnѢ¶� or 

µnѢhѢ¶ at the end of the sentence. The distribution of the negative particle will be 

discussed in sections below.  

Expecting an affirmative answer   

Constructions with an affirmative proposition + ne/nѢ as a tag question shows that a 

positive answer is expected. The form nѢ is used in informal direct address to a 

singular person, while the form ne is used in plural, honorific and formal direct 

address.  

(127) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  NҦD�-b-e  nѢ 

 2SG food eat-FUT-2SG NEG? 

 µ<RX��LQWLPDWH��ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��ZRQ¶W�\RX"
 

 

(128) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  NҦD�-b-e  ne 

 2SG food eat-FUT-2SG NEG? 

 µ<RX��IDPLOLDU��ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��ZRQ¶W�\RX"
 

 

(129) W֍ohre=mΩn EҦDW֍  NҦD�-b-a  ne 

 2SG-PL food eat-FUT-2PL NEG? 

 µ<RX��SOXUDO��ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��ZRQ¶W�\RX"
 

 

Expecting a negative answer 

Constructions with a negative proposition + ne/nѢ as a tag question shows that a 

negative answer is expected. 

(130) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  nѢ NҦD�-b-e  ne 
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 2SG food NEG eat-FUT-2SG NEG 

 µ<RX��IDPLOLDU��ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��ZRQ¶W�\RX"
 

Note that using nѢ as a tag in such questions are unusual.  

4.6.5.2 Alternative Questions 

The main function of such questions is to either request an affirmation or denial of 

one of two alternative propositions or to request a commitment to either proposition.  

Alternative questions are formed by adding the expression kѢ nѢhѢ to the declarative 

statement or kѢ+nѢ+verb to the declarative statement.  

(131) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  NҦD�-b-e  kѢ nѢhѢ 

 2SG food eat-FUT-2SG DIS NEG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��RU�QRW"
 

 

(132) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  NҦD�-b-e  kѢ nѢ NҦD�-b-e 

 2SG food eat-FUT-2SG DIS NEG eat-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��RU�\RX�ZRQ¶W�HDW"
 

When alternatives of the verb are not the goal, the negative particle is dropped and 

the alternative is presented in the form kѢ + alternative attached after the declarative 

statement. The verb can be attached after the alternative presented for reiteration; it 

is optional. Note that rice is the staple food and in sentences it is considered to mean 

µIRRG¶��2QO\�ZKHQ�FRQWUDVWHG�ZLWK�RWKHU�IRRG�LWHms the semantic distinction is used.  

(133) W֍ ֍EҦDW ࠵{  NҦD�-b-e  kѢ roҀѢ NҦD�-b-e 

 2SG rice eat -FUT-2SG DIS bread eat-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�HDW�IRRG��RU�\RX�ZRQ¶W�HDW"
 

4.6.5.3 Question-word Questions 

Interrogative sentences that have the English equivalent of the wh-question words can 

be called k-word questions as these words begin with that sound. Such questions are 

typically variable questions that require a detailed response.  

 

The main question words are: ka µZKDW¶��ke µZKR¶��ka ola µZKLFK¶��ND�OHNҦΩn µKRZ¶�

(manner), kΩѢsΩn µKRZ¶� �VWDWH��� ka le µZK\¶�� keW֍na µKRZ� PXFK¶�� kΩne µZKHUH¶�
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(location), kon bԥݚ µZKHUH��GLUHFWLRQ�¶� kΩhm µZKHUH¶��JHQHULF���kΩhѢja µZKHQ¶��ke kΩr 

µZKRP¶, etc.  

 

The constituent in the statement that is to be questioned is substituted with a question 

word to form interrogative sentences by this process. The stress is placed on the 

question word. 

The statement that is transformed into a question does not undergo a word order 

change triggered by the question word. However, the word order can be changed 

subject to the flexibility that the language generally allows.  

(134) W֍ ֍kaѢl  EҦDW ࠵{  kΩhѢ࠵a  NҦD�-l-e  

 2SG yesterday food when eat-FUT-2SG 

 µ:KHQ�GLG�\RX�HDW�IRRG�yesterday?' 

When followed by postpositions, they form adverbials like, kon bΩҀ µZKLFK�GLUHFWLRQ¶��

ka le µZK\¶��ND�OHNҦΩn µLQ�ZKDW�PDQQHU��HWF� 

(135) W֍  kaѢl  ND�OHNҦΩn a-e  rѢhѢ ࠵{

 2SG yesterday how come-LNK stay.PST.2SG 

 µ+RZ�GLG�\RX�FRPH�yesterday?' 

In case the expected answer consists of a list of items in lieu of the k-word, the k-

word is reduplicated. 

(136) W֍  kaѢl  ke kΩr ke kΩr sΩƾH a-e  rѢhѢ ࠵{

 2SG yesterday whom whom with come-LNK stay.PST.2SG 

 µ:KR�DOO�KDG�\RX�FRPH�ZLWK�yesterday?' 

There are no oblique forms of the k-words.  

The k-words in Sadri do not have any agreement pattern. 

4.6.5.4 Constituents Of The Sentence That Can Be Questioned  

All constituents of the main clause, including the verb, can be accessible for question 

formation. Consider the following sentence and the questions formed substituting 

each constituent subsequently. 

(137) son҂  siW֍a ke kaѢl  bΩdҊar mͅ  pΩѢsa  de rehe 
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 Sonu Sita DAT yesterday market LOC money give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX gave Sita money yesterday in the market?' 

Subject  

(138) ke  siW֍a ke kaѢl  bΩdҊar mͅ  pΩѢsa  de rehe 
 who Sita DAT yesterday market LOC money give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ:KR�JDYH�6LWD�PRQH\�\HVWHUGD\�LQ�WKH�PDUNHW"
 

 

Direct Object 

(139) son҂  siW֍a ke kaѢl  bΩdҊar mͅ  ka  de rehe 
 Sonu Sita DAT yesterday market LOC what give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ:KDW�GLG�6RQX�JDYH�6LWD�\HVWHUGD\�LQ�WKH�PDUNHW"
 

 

Indirect object 

(140) son҂  ke ke kaѢl  bΩdҊar mͅ  pΩѢsa  de rehe 
 Sonu who DAT yesterday market LOC money give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX�JDYH�PRQH\�\HVWHUGD\�LQ�WKH�PDUNHW�WR�ZKR"
 

 

Time adverbial 

(141) son҂  siW֍a ke kΩhѢ࠵a bΩdҊar mͅ  pΩѢsa  de rehe 

 Sonu Sita DAT when market LOC money give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ:KHQ�GLG�6RQX give Sita money in the market?' 

 

Location adverbial 

(142) son҂  siW֍a ke kaѢl  kΩne pΩѢsa  de rehe 

 Sonu Sita DAT yesterday where money give stay.PST.3SG 

 µ:KHUH�GLG�6RQX�JLYH�6LWD�PRQH\�\HVWHUGD\"
 

Verb 

It is not possible to question the verb in di-transitive verbs with all other constituents 

intact. In case of questioning the verb, the question word cannot simply replace the 

verb. Instead: 

a. The verb phrase ka ho-/tense-/AGR/ is used for intransitive. The question 

takes the form of a transitive verb.  

b. The verb phrase of the form ka kΩr-/tense-/AGR/ is used for transitive verb 
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(143) bΩdҊar mͅ  ka ho-l-Ωk 

 market LOC what be-PST.3SG 

 µ:KDW�KDSSHQHG�LQ�WKH�PDUNHW"
 

 

(144) son҂  kaѢl  bΩdҊar mͅ  ka kΩr-l-Ωk 

 Sonu yesterday market LOC what stay.PST.3SG 

 µ:KDW�GLG�6RQX�GR�LQ�WKH�PDUNHW�\HVWHUGD\"
 

In the case of non-equational copular sentences, the verb cannot be questioned. All 

other elements can be questioned. The subject, the accompanier, locative, and time 

adverbial have been questioned. The copula cannot be deleted. 

(145) W֍ }j kekΩr saW֍ Ҧ ahѢs 

 2SG whom together be.PRS.2SG 

 µ:KR�DUH�\RX�ZLWK"
 

 

(146) tѻa҂r kΩne heke 

 market LOC be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:KHUH�LV�WKH�ULFH"
 

 

(147) rΩWҦ kΩhѢ࠵a heke 

 Rath festival when be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:KHn is the rath (festival)?' 

 

In equational copular sentences, only the complements can be questioned. Consider 

the sentence below and the questions formed from it. 

 

(148) siW֍a s҂ndΩr heke 

 Sita beautiful be.PRS.3SG 

 µ6LWD�LV�EHDXWLIXO"
 

 

(149) ke s҂ndΩr heke 

 who beautiful be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:KR�LV�beautiful?' 
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(150) siW֍a ka heke 

 Sita what be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:KDW�LV�6LWD"
 

Demonstrative pronoun used as a subject cannot be questioned. 

(151) i bΩksa heke 

 3SG box be.PRS.3SG 

 µ7KLV�LV�D�ER[¶ 

 

(152) i ka heke 

 3SG what be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:Kat is this?¶ 

 

(153)* ka bΩksa heke 

 what box be.PRS.3SG 

 µ:KR�LV�EHDXWLIXO"
 

4.6.6 Imperative Sentences 

³7KH�WHUP�LPSHUDWLYH�LV�XVHG�LQ�D�QXPEHU�RI�ZD\V�LQ�WKH�OLQJXLVWLFV�OLWHUDWXUH��,Q�RQH�

use, imperative is a semantic modality. Imperatives are directives conveying an 

illocutionary force of commanding, prohibiting, suggesting, permitting, or requesting 

by the speaker. The typical function of imperatives is to get the addressee(s) to do or 

QRW�WR�GR�VRPHWKLQJ´�(Potsdam & Edmiston, n.d.).  

In Sadri imperative sentences, the verb agrees with the second person subject in 

number, person and honorificity. 

There are the following types of Imperatives found in Sadri: 

1. the present tense imperative 

2. the future imperative 

3. the subjunctive imperative 

4. the obligative 

5. the prohibitive 

4.6.6.1 Present Tense Imperative 
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The imperative takes second person subjects W֍ �¶µ\RX ࠵{ �QRQ-honorific singular), 

W֍ohre=mΩn µ\RX¶� �non-honorific plural), rΩ҂re µ\RX¶� �KRQRULILF�VLQJXODU���3OXUDO�RI�

the honorific form is made by attaching the plural morpheme: rΩ҂re=mΩn µ\RX¶�

(honorific plural).  

Subject deletion is common except when the speech is formal.  

The imperative is marked in the singular form depending on the level of formality. In 

formal speech the imperative suffix -o is added while in informal or rude speech it 

consists of just the verbal stem. When the verb stem ends with a consonant or any 

other vowel than /ъ/ the imperative is compulsorily unmarked. For plural and 

honorific forms, the suffix changes depending on the ending of the verb stem. The 

person and number marker [-ъ@ attach with the imperative suffix to form -oъ when 

the verb stem ends with the vowel /ъ/ and /e/. This is realized as -wъ due to ease of 

articulation. Thus, involving a sound change of /o/ to /w/. In verb stems ending with 

a consonant or /Ѣ/ or /i/ the suffix -oъ�undergoes deletion of /o/ and is realized as -ъ. 

The honorific singular follows the same pattern as plural.  

(154) W֍  ъ-o࠵љRҀҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG talk-IMP.2SG 

 µ<RX��SOHDVH��WDON¶� 

 

(155) W֍  ъ࠵љRҀҦѢ ࠵{

 2SG talk (IMP.2SG) 

 µ<RX�WDON¶� 

 

(156) W֍  pΩѵҦ ࠵{

 2SG read (IMP.2SG) 

 µ<RX�read¶� 

 

(157)* W֍  pΩѵҦ-o ࠵{

 2SG read (IMP.2SG) 

 µ<RX�read¶� 

 

(158) rΩ҂re  pѢ-ъ 
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 2SG (hon) drink-IMP.2PL 

 µ<RX�drink¶� 

 

(159) W֍ohre=mΩn le-w-ъ 

 2PL take-IMP-2PL 

 µ<RX�take¶� 

 

(160) W֍ohre=mΩn љRҀҦѢ࠵ъ-w-ъ 

 2PL talk-IMP-2PL 

 µ<RX�talk¶� 

 

(161) W֍ohre=mΩn pΩѵҦ-ъ 

 2PL read (IMP.2SG) 

 µ<RX�UHDG¶� 

 

(162) W֍ohre=mΩn pѢ-ъ 

 2PL drink-IMP.2PL 

 µ<RX�drink¶� 

  

(163) rΩ҂re=mΩn  pѢ-ъ 

 2PL (hon) drink-IMP.2PL 

 µ<RX�drink¶� 

4.6.6.2 Future Imperative 

The future tense imperative is homophonous to the second person indicative sentence 

in future tense. Just like the indicative, it inflects for number.   

(164) W֍  bΩdҊar dҊa-b-e ࠵{

 2SG market eat-FUT-1SG 

 'You will go to the market' 

 

(165) W֍ohre=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-b-a 

 2Pl market eat-FUT-1PL 

 'You will go to the market' 
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4.6.6.3 Permissive Imperative 

The permissive or suggestive form is used to grant permission or make suggestions 

about actions on a third party. This is done using the infinitival clause to make the 

suggestion or permission and the main verb G֍ e µJLYH¶�FDUULHV�WKH�LPSHUDWLYH�PDUNHU�

and agrees with the subject of the matrix clause.   

 

(166) W֍ohre=mΩn u=mΩn ke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek G֍ e-w-ъ 

 2PL 3Pl ACC market go-INF give-IMP-2PL 

 'You (plural) let go to the market' 

 

(167) W֍ ֍u=mΩn ke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek G ࠵{ e 

 2SG 3-Pl ACC market go-INF give (IMP.1SG) 

 'You let them go to the market' 

4.6.6.4 The Obligative 

The obligative imperatives are formed by infinitive subordinate/complement clauses. 

The main verb takes the FUT-3SG(FAM) form or the 3rd person familiar form of the 

copula of identity (heke). They are of three levels, ranging from suggestion to 

compulsion depending on the verb of the main/matrix clause. 

Prescriptive x-ek tѻъhѢ µDGYLVHG�WR�GR�[
 

Compulsive x-ek pΩѵѢ µFRPSHOOHG�WR�GR�[¶ 

Obligative x-ek heke µPXVW�GR�[ 

 The obligatives require the subject to be in dative form or bear dative case affix. 

(168) W֍oke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek tѻъh-Ѱ-Ѣ 

 1SG(DAT) market eat-INF ought-FUT-3SG 

 'You should go to the market' 

 

(169) W֍oke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek pΩѵѢ-Ѱ-Ѣ 

 1SG(DAT) market eat-INF compel-FUT-3SG  

 'You will have to go to the market' 

  

(170) rΩ҂re ke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek heke 
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 1SG(HON) DAT market eat-INF be.PRS.3SG  

 'You (HON) need to go to the market' 

4.6.6.5 The Prohibitive 

The prohibitive is formed by adding the Imperative negative particle na 'not' which is 

placed preverbally. 

 

(171) t}࠵ kaѢl na ъ-b-e 

 2SG tomorrow NEG.IMP come-FUT-2SG 

 'You do not come tomorrow' 

Prohibitive imperatives are also formed periphrastically by negating obligatives using 

the ordinary negative particle nѢ or the negative copular equivalent of heke. 

(172) rΩ҂re ke bԥdݤar dݤa-ek nHNҦH 

 1SG(HON) DAT market eat-INF NEG.PRS.3SG  

 'You �+21��GRQ¶W�QHHG�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW
 

 

(173) rΩ҂re ke bΩdҊar nѢ dҊa-ek heke 

 1SG(HON) DAT market NEG eat-INF be.PRS.3SG  

 
<RX��+21��GRQ¶W�QHHG�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW
 

 

(174) W֍oke bΩdҊar nѢ dҊa-ek tѻъh-Ѱ-Ѣ 

 1SG(DAT) market NEG eat-INF ought-FUT-3SG 

 'You should not go to the market' 

4.6.6.6 Other Means of Expressing Imperative 

The 2nd person future tense form also conveys the imperative sense which is 

derivable from the context and intonation.  

(175) W֍  dҊъmъ љҦΩU sъSҦъ kΩr-b-e ࠵{

 2SG all house clean do-FUT-2SG 

 µ<RX�ZLOO�FOHDQ�WKH�ZKROH�KRXVH¶ 

Expressions of suggestions formed using negated expressions with kъ-le µZK\¶�LQ��nd 

person present tense have an imperative sense.   
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(176) W֍   u ke ka-le  nѢ kΩh-Ѣs ࠵{

 2SG 3SG DAT Q (why) NEG say-PRS.2SG 

 �:K\�GRQ¶W�\RX�VD\�LW�WR�KLP"��µ6D\�LW�WR�KLP¶ 

4.6.6.7 Degree of Imperative 

The imperatives in sentences with the honorific pronoun is weaker than the one with 

the non-honorific pronouns. The imperatives appear to be stronger when the pronoun 

is dropped in non-intimate contexts. In intimate contexts it signals affection. In 

addition, in the singular present tense imperative, when the marker is dropped the 

imperative appears to be stronger due to the decrease in the level of formality. The 

strength of the obligatives, compulsives and prescriptives are in the same order 

respectively. The permissive future imperative or suggestive carries the minimum 

imperative strength.  

There are some other devices that affect the strength of the imperative:  

1. Tone: A soft tone weakens the imperative and gives the impression of persuasion 

rather than authority as done by a hard tone which strengthens the degree of the 

imperative. 

2. The lexical items kΩҀѢk µOLWWOH¶�XVHG�VHQWHQFH�LQLWLDOO\�RU�EHIRUH�WKH�YHUE�DQG�WKH�

ordinary negative nѢ used after the verb decreases the weight of the imperative. 

They can both be used in the same sentence, and through combined effect weaken 

the imperative further.  

(177) W֍ohre=mΩn kΩҀѢk le-w-ъ nѢ 

 2PL little take-IMP-2PL NEG 

 µ<RX�WDON�D�OLWWOH��ZRQ¶W�\RX�SOHDVH"¶� 

3. Vocative particles can be used to increase the strength of the imperative. This can 

be used with both kΩҀѢk and nѢ.  

(178) e hѢ˾࠵ъ˾  a-o 

 Hey here come-IMP 

 µ+H\��FRPH�KHUH¶ 

4. Vocative particles followed by kinship terms such as EҦDѢ µEURWKHU¶��bΩhѢn µVLVWHU¶��

male and female familiarity particle: na and љH� respectively; male and female 

honorific particles: bΩѵa and bΩѵѢ respectively; decreases the strength of the 
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imperative and adds affection and intimacy. This can be used with both kΩҀѢk and 

nѢ.  

(179) e na hѢ˾࠵ъ˾  a-o 

 Hey FAM here come-IMP.2SG 

 µ+H\�PDQ��FRPH�KHUH¶ 

 

(180) e bΩѵѢ tѻa҂r  G֍ e 

 Hey HON.F paddy give (IMP) 

 µ+H\�ODG\��SOHDVH�FRPH�KHUH¶ 

 

5. When the singular form is reduplicated, the impoliteness and the imperative force 

is strengthened.  

(181) NҦD-o NҦD-o 

 eat-IMP.2SG eat-IMP.2SG 

 µ(DW��(DW�¶� 

 

6. Yes-no questions when attached to future imperative increases the strength of the 

imperative form. 

(182) W֍ohre=mΩn bΩdҊar dҊa-b-a ka? 

 2PL market eat-FUT-1PL Q 

 Would you go to the market?'  

4.6.7 Anaphora 

Anaphora is the relation between two linguistic elements, wherein the interpretation 

of one (called an anaphor) is in some way determined by the interpretation of the 

other (called the antecedent). Linguistic elements that can be employed as an anaphor 

include gaps (or empty categories), pronouns, reflexives, names and descriptions. 

(Huang, Anaphora: A Cross-linguistic Approach, 2000). Anaphora is localized and 

considered endophoric, which means that the antecedent or the co-referential must 

exist in the same segment (clause/sentence).  

Anaphora is seen as a phenomenon restricted to nominal expressions within the same 

sentence in Binding Theory. In that case the term anaphor applies to reciprocals and 
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reflexives to a great extent. In addition, the antecedent necessarily then must occupy 

a position as a segment of text. (Haegeman, 1994) 

The ambit of anaphora is not limited by sentence boundaries in discourse anaphora 

which is the guiding idea in non-generative studies.  Anaphora is considered both 

within sentences and across sentence boundaries in this approach. However, bound 

reflexives, reciprocals, etc. are regarded as well. Anaphora and cataphora as 

distinguished by some linguists have been considered part of the same process in this 

study as anaphora and cataphora differ only in terms of the position of the antecedent. 

(Huang, Discourse anaphora: Four theoretical models, 1998) 

In this section, we will discuss the means of expressing anaphora and the domains of 

anaphora. 

4.6.7.1 Means of Expressing Anaphora 

4.6.7.1.1 Deletion 

In narrative texts or natural discourse, the anaphoric subjects and objects can be 

deleted (sometimes called zero anaphora) from the second sentence. In absence, the 

object or the subject or both (whichever is deleted) can be inferred from the first 

sentence.  

In (184), the verb bears agreement to the subject which guides the correct inference 

of the deleted constituent Ѱi. The reflexive in (184) relates to the indirect object son҂ 

in (183); this leaves the direct object Ѱj to clear interpretation as GҦDQ, which is the 

only remaining corresponding element in the second sentence.  

(183) siW֍ai son҂k-ke GҦDQj G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 sita sonu-ACC paddy give-PST.3SG 

 µ6LWD�JDYH�SDGG\�WR�6RQX¶ 

 

(184) Ѱj ΩpΩnk JҦΩre rΩNҦ Ѱi kΩh-l-Ωk 

 paddy RFL house keep-INF Sita tell-PST-3SG 

 µ.HHS��SDGG\��LQ�\RXU��6RQX¶V��RZQ�KRXVH���6LWD��VDLG¶ 

4.6.7.1.2 Ordinary Personal Pronouns 

Often personal pronouns are used to express anaphora. In addition, often the 

anaphoric elements are in third person. 
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(185) siW֍a son҂-ke GҦDQ G֍ e-l-Ωk 

 sita sonu-ACC paddy give-PST.3SG 

 µ6LWD�JDYH�SDGG\�WR�6RQX� 

 

(186) u tѻΩ<Ѣ>l љH-l-ΩN 

 3SG go<LNK> go-PST-3SG 

 +H��VRQX��ZHQW�DZD\¶� 

4.6.7.1.3 Reflexive Pronouns 

Emphatic reflexive pronouns and possessive reflexive pronouns can be used to 

express anaphora. 

(187) son҂i GҦDQ Ωpnei a<Ѣ>n rehe 

 Sonu paddy RFL bring<LNK> PST.3SG 

 µ6RQXi brought the paddy in himselfi¶ 

 

(188) son҂i GҦDQ ΩpΩni љҦΩUH rΩNҦ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu paddy RFL house keep-INF 

 µ6RQXi kept the paddy in hisi RZQ�KRXVH¶ 

4.6.7.1.4 Other Means of Expressing Anaphora 

sΩ҂b µDOO��DQLPDWH�¶��pura µDOO��LQDQLPDWH�¶�DQG�RUGLQDOV�OLNH�pΩhѢla µILUVW¶��HWF��DUH�DOVR�

used as anaphoric elements. 

(189) son҂ GҦDQi a<Ѣ>n rehe 

 Sonu paddy bring<LNK> PST.3SG 

 µ6RQX brought the paddy. 

 

(190) purai pѢlaѢ nѢkΩl-l-Ωk 

 all empty husk come out-PST-3SG 

 $OO�ZDV�HPSW\�KXVN¶ 

4.6.7.2 Domain of Anaphora 

Within the clause 
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Personal pronouns are not employed within the clause for anaphora. Reflexive 

pronouns are used for this purpose. 

(191) son҂i GҦDQ Ωpnei a<Ѣ>n rehe 

 Sonu paddy RFL bring<LNK> PST.3SG 

 µ6RQXi brought the paddy in himselfi¶ 

 

 

 

 

Anaphora between coordinate structures 

Anaphora between coordinate structures is achieved either by deletion or by using 

pronouns. This is usually forward. However, depending on the context, backward 

anaphora can also be permitted.  

(192) son҂i GҦDQ an-l-Ωk Ω҂r Ѱi NҦΩW֍  љH-l-ΩN 

 Sonu paddy bring-PST-3SG CONJ Sonu field go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQXi brought the paddy and ݊i ZHQW�WR�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

 

(193) son҂i GҦDQ an-l-Ωk Ω҂r ui NҦΩW֍  љH-l-ΩN 

 Sonu paddy bring-PST-3SG CONJ 3SG field go-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQXi brought the paddy and hei ZHQW�WR�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

 

(194) Ѱi GҦDQ an-l-Ωk Ω҂r son҂i NҦΩW֍  љH-l-ΩN 

 Sonu paddy bring-PST-3SG CONJ Sonu field go-PST-3SG 

 µ�+H�i brought the paddy and Sonui ZHQW�WR�WKH�ILHOG¶ 

 

Coordinated noun phrases mark anaphora only through pronominalisation. This could 

be done to avoid postposition stranding.  

(195) son҂i Ω҂r ui-kΩr tѻ}ѵѢ NҦΩW֍  љH-l-ῼ 

 Sonu CONJ 3SG-GEN girl field go-PST-3PL 

 µ6RQXi and hisi daughter went to the ILHOG¶ 

 

Anaphora between superordinate and subordinate clauses 
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Anaphora between the main clause and the subordinate clause is permitted in Sadri. 

Anaphora between superordinate and a following subordinate clause 

The deletion strategy is used to indicate anaphora between a superordinate and a 

following subordinate clause. Backward deletion is however not possible only when 

the context disambiguates the object in dative case. 

(196) son҂ siW֍ai-ke kΩh-l-Ωk kѢ Ѱi bΩdҊar dҊa-ek heke 

 Sonu to Sita said COMP ݊ market go-INF PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�WROG�6LWDi WKDW�VKH�KDV�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(197) son҂ siW֍ai-ke kΩh-l-Ωk kѢ ui-ke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek heke 
 Sonu to Sita said COMP 3SG-DAT market go-INF PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�WROG�6LWDi that shei KDV�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(198) son҂ Ѱi kΩh-l-Ωk kѢ siW֍ai-ke bΩdҊar dҊa-ek heke 

 Sonu ݊ said COMP Sita-DAT market go-INF PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�WROG�6LWDi that shei KDV�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

This sense is only possible when conveyed by the context as it PD\�DOVR�PHDQ��µ6RQX�

VDLG�WKDW�6LWD�KDV�WR�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶�ZLWKRXW�VSHFLI\LQJ�ZKHWKHU�RU�QRW�LW�ZDV�WROG�WR�

Sita. 

Anaphora between superordinate and a preceding subordinate clause 

In case of antecedent relative clauses, both forward as well as backward deletion and 

pronominalization can be used. 

(199) dҊe Ѱi bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe ui tѻ}ѵѢi mor bΩhѢn heke 
 COMP ݊ sit-PFV PRS.3SG 3SG girl 1SG.POSS sister PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JLUO�VLWWLQJ�LV�P\�VLVWHU¶ 

 

(200) dҊe tѻ}ѵѢi  bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe ui Ѱi mor bΩhѢn heke 
 COMP girl sit-PFV PRS.3SG 3SG ݊ 1SG.POSS sister PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JLUO�VLWWLQJ�LV�P\�VLVWHU¶ 

 

(201) dҊe tѻ}ѵѢi  bΩѢҀҦ-Ωl ahe Ѱi Ѱi mor bΩhѢn heke 
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 COMP girl sit-PFV PRS.3SG ݊ ݊ 1SG.POSS sister PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�JLUO�VLWWLQJ�LV�P\�VLVWHU¶ 

 

In case the antecedent is a finite subject complement, both forward and backward 

deletion is disallowed to form anaphora. 

(202) [ui-ke dҊar lag-ΩW֍  rehe] se le son҂i s҂<Ѣ>t љH-l-ΩN 

 3SG fever feel-IPFV PRS.3SG therefore Sonu sleep<LNK> went 

 µ6RQX ZDV�IHYHULVK��WKHUHIRUH�KH�VOHSW´ 

 

Deletion of any anaphoric element in (202) will yield an ungrammatical sentence. 

There is also a preference to forward pronominalization.  

Anaphora between different sentences  

Anaphora between different sentences uses only deletion and pronominalization. 

Other strategies are disallowed. 

4.6.8 Reflexives 

The agentive reflexive or the non-possessive reflexive Ωpne µVHOI¶�LV�XVHG�WR�H[SUHVV�

reflexivity. There is no oblique form of this pronoun. The emphatic particle he can be 

used with Ωpne to add emphasis. The restriction in expressing reflexivity is that the 

antecedent must be part of the same sentence.  

(203) m}࠵ EҦDW֍  Ωpne pΩka-on 

 1SG food RFL cook-PRS.1SG 

 µ,�FRRN�IRRG�P\VHOI¶ 

  

(204) m}࠵ EҦDW֍  Ωpne he pΩka-on 

 1SG food RFL EMP cook-PRS.1SG 

 µ,�VXUHO\�FRRN�P\�IRRG�P\VHOI¶ 

The pronominal reflexive pronoun does not change forms for the antecedent pronoun. 

The verb derives the agreement information from the subject. Compare (204) and 

(205).   

(205) u=mΩn EҦDW֍  Ωpne pΩka-en 

 3PL food RFL cook-PRS.3PL 

 µ7KH\�FRRN�IRRG�WKHPVHOYHV¶ 
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Non-coreferential objects does not take the reflexive form. 

(206) son҂ ΩpΩn le l҂ga kѢn-l-Ωk 

 Sonu RFL.POSS for garment buy-PST-1SG 

 µ6RQX�ERXJKW�FORWKHV�IRU�KLPVHOI¶ 

 

(207) son҂ u-kΩr le l҂ga kѢn-l-Ωk 

 Sonu 3SG-POSS for garment buy-PST-1SG 

 µ6RQX�ERXJKW�FORWKHV�IRU�KLP�KHU¶ 

Backward movement in reflexivisation is allowed but only within the boundary of the 

same clause.  

(208) Ωpne EҦDW֍  pΩka-on m}࠵ 

 RFL food cook-PRS.1SG 1SG 

 µ,�FRRN�IRRG�P\VHOI¶ 

Backward reflexivization is allowed in coordinate structures too. See previous section 

on Anaphora for details. 

In possessive constructions, ΩpΩn µVHOI¶� ZKLFK� LV� WKH possessive reflexive, as 

mentioned earlier, can be optionally used. The possessive pronouns such as mor µP\¶�

and W֍or µ\RXU¶� etc. are reflexivised in that case. The antecedent is the doer of the 

action/the subject. The reflexive does not show agreement with any constituent NP 

and retains its basic form. The well-formedness of (209) and (210) shows the optional 

reflexivisation with the possessive reflexive pronoun.  

(209) m}࠵ ΩpΩn NҦHW֍  dҊa-W֍  h} 

 1SG RFL.POSS field go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�JRLQJ�WR�P\�ILHOG¶  

 

(210) m}࠵ mor  NҦHW֍  dҊa-W֍  h} 

 1SG 1SG.POSS field go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ,�DP�JRLQJ�WR�P\�ILHOG¶  

 

However, sentence (211) can be ambiguous and can both be understood as 

coreferential and non-coreferential depending on the context.  
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(211) ui uj-kΩr / ΩpΩni NҦHW֍  dҊa-W֍  h} 

 3SG 3SG.POSS / RFL.POSS field go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ+Hi is going to his owni��VRPHRQH�HOVH¶Vj ILHOG¶ 

 

There can be reduplicated reflexives in possessive structure but its use is restricted 

with the plural subject. 

 

(211) u=mΩn ΩpΩn ΩpΩn EҦDW֍  pΩka-en 

 3PL RFL.POSS RFL.POSS food cook-PRS.3PL 

 µ7KH\�HDFK�FRRN�WKHLU�IRRG�WKHPVHOYHV¶ 

4.6.8.1 Scope of Reflexivity 

Reflexivity is restricted to the clause boundary and does not go into the subordinate 

clause. The antecedent of the reflexive pronoun must be the subject of the clause. 

Exceptions to this observation could not be seen even when the finite subordinate 

clause is raised to the object position by making it non-finite (seen in Hindi).   

(212) son҂ kΩh-l-Ωk kѢ (ui) ΩpΩni љҦΩUH dҊa-W֍  he 
 Sonu said COMP 3SG RFL.POSS house go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX said that hei is going to hisi KRPH¶ 

 

(213) son҂j kΩh-l-Ωk kѢ siW֍ai ΩpΩni љҦΩUH dҊa-W֍  he 
 Sonu said COMP Sita RFL.POSS house go-IPFV PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQXj said that Sitai is going to hisi KRPH¶ 

 

In (212) the coreferential pronoun to the subject can be dropped. However, the 

reflexive can refer to it only as seen in (213). 

Reflexive relations occur within nominalized clauses. 

(214) [ui kΩr Ωpnei bΩdҊar dҊa-ek] aba ke bes nѢ laљ-l-Ωk 
 3SG GEN RFL market go-INF father 

DAT 

good NEG feel-

PST.3SG 

 µ)DWKHU�GLG�QRW�OLNH�6RQXi going to the market himselfi¶ 
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Reflexive relations were not seen in noun phrases. However, reflexive relations can 

be seen in case where the antecedent has been dropped in (215) or where the 

antecedent can be contextually determined as in (216) where a generic antecedent is 

implied based on the agreement markers on the main verb.  

(215) ΩpΩni љҦΩU dҊa 

 RFL.POSS home go (IMP) 

 µ�\RXi) Go to youri KRPH¶ 

 

(216) bΩѢWҦ-ek tѻo<Ѣ>r ke ΩpΩni kam kΩr-ek tѻah-Ѱ-Ѣ 
 sit-INF leave<LNK> CVB RFL.POSS work do-INF want-FUT-3SG 

 µ�RQHi) must stop sitting idly and do theiri ZRUN¶ 

4.6.9 Reciprocals 

4.6.9.1 Means of Expressing Reciprocity 

The formation of reciprocals in discourse is generally secondary in Sadri. It is mostly 

pragmatically strategized along with the presence of the plural subject. For example, 

sentence (217) will be more readily used. Sentence (218) and (219) will be used only 

when specification is necessary.  

(217) u=mΩn saW֍ ҦH bΩdҊar dҊa<e> rΩhῼ 

 3PL together market go<LNK> PST.3PL 

 µ7KH\�KDG�JRQH�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�WRJHWKHU¶ 

Wherever needed to be specified there are two ways to express the reciprocal 

relationship: 

1. Using ek-dosΩr µRQH�DQRWKHU¶�FRPSRVHG�RI�WKH�FDUGLQDO�ek 'one' and the ordinal 

numeral dosΩr 'second'. There is a tendency to either drop the postposition or use 

the GEN postposition kΩr in this construction.  

(218) u=mΩn ek-dosΩr kΩr saW֍ ҦH bΩdҊar dҊa<e> rΩhῼ 

 3PL one-another GEN together market go<LNK> PST.3PL 

 µ7KH\�KDG�JRQH�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�HDFK�RWKHU¶ 

2. Using apse 'among'  

(219) hΩme=mΩn mѢҀҦΩѢ apse bΩ˾<Ѣ>t le-l-Ѣ 
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 1PL sweetmeat among divide<LNK> take-PST-1PL 

 µ:H�GLYLGHG�WKH�VZHHWPHDWV�DPRQJVW�RXUVHOYHV¶ 

4.6.9.2 Scope of Reciprocity 

Reciprocal relationship is restricted within the clause boundary. In (220) the scope of 

the reciprocal expression does not extend to the subject of the main clause.  

(220) m}࠵ kΩh-l-} kѢ u=mΩn ek-dosΩr saW֍ ҦH bΩdҊar љH-l-ῼ 

 1SG said COMP 3PL one-another together market went 

 µ,�VDLG�WKDW�WKH\�ZHQW�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�HDFK�RWKHU¶ 

  

4.6.9.3 Relation Between the Antecedent and the Reciprocal 

Reciprocals in Sadri require an antecedent subject like reflexives. They cannot act as 

subjects. They may be used as a direct object, an indirect object, an adverb, or a 

possessive adjective in different types of constructions. 

Direct Object 

(221) son҂ ar siW֍a ek doser ke EҦHҀa-l-ῼ  

 Sonu CONJ Sita one another ACC PST.3PL 

 µ6RQX�DQG�6LWD�PHW�RQH�DQRWKHU¶ 

 

Indirect Object 

(222) hΩme=mΩn ek doser ke mѢҀҦΩѢ G֍ e-l-Ѣ 

 Sonu one another DAT sweetmeat(s) give-PST-1PL 

 µ:H�JDYH�VZHHWPHDWV�WR�RQH�DQRWKHU¶ 

 

Adverb 

(223) u=mΩn ek-dosΩr kΩr saW֍ ҦH bΩdҊar dҊa<e> rΩhῼ 

 3PL one-another GEN together market go<LNK> PST.3PL 

 µ7KH\�KDG�JRQH�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�HDFK�RWKHU¶ 

 

Possessive Adjective 

(224) u=mΩn ek-dosΩr kΩr NҦHW֍  me hΩr dҊoW֍ -l-ῼ 

 3PL one-another GEN field LOC plough plough-PST-3PL 

 µ7KH\�SORXJKHG�RQH�DQRWKHU¶V�ILHOG¶ 
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Copular complements 

(225) i љ}ѢҀҦ hΩmΩr apse ahe 

 3SG.PROX talk 1PL.POSS among PRS.3PL 

 µ7KLV�PDWWHU�LV�DPRQJ�XV¶ 

4.6.9.4 Reciprocals in Nominalized Clauses 

Reciprocals do not occur in nominalized clauses. 

 

4.6.9.5 Reciprocal Structures Without Antecedent 

In most cases, the antecedent can be understood syntactically (agreement markers on 

the verb), and can be dropped.  

4.6.10 Comparatives 

4.6.10.1 Means of Expressing Comparison 

Sadri uses sentential and phrasal comparative strategies. Morphological comparatives 

were not found. Sentential comparison is heavily borrowed from Hindi-Urdu and is 

not the most preferred method. Speakers largely prefer to use phrasal comparison in 

everyday speech. 

Sentential comparison is conveyed through a set of a main clause and a relative 

clause. The relative clause contains the relative marker dҊeW֍na µDV�PXFK¶�DQG�WKH�RWKHU�

main clause contains the correlative marker oW֍na µWKDW�PXFK¶��7KH�UHODWLYH�FODXVH�LV�

finite.  

(226) u oW֍na pΩѵҦ-Ωl nΩNҦH [dҊeW֍na u-kΩr bΩѵ-

bΩhѢn 

ahe] 

 3PL that 

much 

educated NEG. 

PRS.3SG 

as much  his/her elder 

sister 

PRS.3SG 

 µ+H�LV�QRW�DV�HGXFDWHG�DV�KLV�HOGHU�VLVWHU¶ 

All permitted relative clause positions are permitted for this construction, such as: 

sentence-initial relative clause, and sentence-final relative clause construction.  

To express phrasal comparison the postposition se is added to the standard of 

comparison. 
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(227) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a son҂ se W֍edҊ heke 

 study-INF LOC Sita Sonu than sharp PRS.3SG 

 µ6LWD�LV�EHWWHU�LQ�VWXGLHV�WKDQ�6RQX¶ 

 

The postposition mͅ preceded by two standards of comparison can also signal phrasal 

comparison. 

(228) son҂ ar siW֍a mͅ siW֍a W֍edҊ heke 

 Sonu CONJ Sita LOC Sita sharp PRS.3SG 

 µ%HWZHHQ�6RQX�DQG�6LWD��6LWD�LV�PRUH�LQWHOOLJHQW¶ 

Adjectives used in comparison can be modified by an adverb of degree, such as: besѢ 

or bΩљra µPRUH¶��0RVW�RI�WKH�WLPHV�WKLV�LV�UKHWRULFDO�DQG�GRHV�QRW�DIIHFW�WKH�H[WHQW�WR�

the difference between the elements being compared unless there are other standards 

or elements in the discourse to give a relative value.  

(229) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a son҂ se bΩљra W֍edҊ heke 

 study-INF LOC Sita Sonu than more sharp PRS.3SG 

 µ6LWD�LV�EHWWHU�LQ�VWXGLHV�WKDQ�6RQX¶ 

4.6.11 Superlatives 

Superlatives are formed by using sΩ҂EҦH µDOO¶�DV�WKH�VWDQGDUG�RI�FRPSDULVRQ� LQ�WKH�

same construction used for comparatives. The adjective can be modified with 

comparative adverb bΩљra µPRUH¶�� 

(230) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a sΩ҂EҦH se bΩљra W֍edҊ heke 

 study-INF LOC Sita all than more sharp PRS.3SG 

 µ6LWD�LV�EHVW�LQ�VWXGLHV¶ 

/LW��µ6LWD�LV�EHWWHU�LQ�VWXGLHV�DPRQJ�DOO¶ 

Superlative constructions are also formed using kΩ҂ µDQ\RQH¶�DQG�WKH�QHJDWLYH�copula. 

The element being projected as the superlative is made the standard by attaching it 

with the postposition se.  

(231) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a se bΩљra W֍edҊ kΩ҂ QHNҦH 

 study-INF LOC Sita than more sharp anyone be.NEG 

 µ6LWD�LV�EHVW�LQ�VWXGLHV´ 

/LW��µ1R�RQH�LV�EHWWHU�LQ�VWXGLHV�WKDQ�6LWD¶ 
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4.6.12 Equatives 

4.6.12.1 Means of Expressing Equality 

Equatives, like comparatives, can be formed syntactically as well as phrasaly. Like 

comparative sentences, syntactically an equative sentence is made of two clauses: the 

termed dҊeW֍na 'as much' and oW֍na 'that much only' clauses. However, the main clause 

has the neutral copula instead of the negative copula. There is a tendency to use the 

emphasis maker he with oW֍na.  

 

 

(232) u oW֍na-he pΩѵҦ-Ωl heke [dҊeW֍na u-kΩr bΩhѢn ahe] 
 3PL that 

much-

EMP 

educated-

PFV 

be.NEG as much  3PL.POSS sister be. 

PRS 

 µ6�KH�LV�DV�HGXFDWHG�DV�KHU�KLV�VLVWHU¶ 

All permitted relative clause positions are permitted for this construction, such as: 

sentence-initial relative clause, and sentence-final relative clause construction.  

Equative structures can also be formed by using the dҊΩѢsΩn µDV¶�FODXVH�DQG�WKH�wΩѢsΩn 

µOLNH¶�FODXVH�� 

(233) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ dҊΩѢsΩn siW֍a ahe u-kΩr EҦDѢ  wΩѢsΩn heke 

 study-INF LOC as Sita COP her brother like COP 

 µ7KH�ZD\�6LWD�LV�LQ�KHU�VWXGLHV��VR�LV�KHU�EURWKHU¶ 

Phrasal type equatives are formed using the equative particle dҊΩѢsΩn µOLNH¶�� 7KH�

adjective can be modified using non-comparative adverbs like m҂r҂NҦ�µD�ORW¶� 

(234) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a son҂ dҊΩѢsΩn W֍edҊ heke 

 study-INF LOC Sita Sonu like sharp COP 

 µ6LWD�LV�DV�JRRG�LQ�VWXGLHV�DV�6RQX¶ 

Another strategy to form an equational sentence is to join the standard of equation 

and the equated element with the conjunction ar µDQG¶�DV�WKH�VXEMHFW�RI�WKH�FODXVH�DQG�

use the cardinal number ek µRQH¶�ZLWK�WKH�HTXDWLYH�SDUWLFOH�dҊΩѢsΩn. The copula agrees 

with the plural number of the subject.  
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(235) pΩѵҦ-ek mͅ siW֍a ar son҂ ek dҊΩѢsΩn W֍edҊ hekῼ 

 study-INF LOC Sita CONJ Sonu one like sharp be.PL 

 µ6LWD�DQG�6RQX�DUH�HTXDOO\�JRRG�LQ�VWXGLHV¶ 

4.6.13 Coordination 

4.6.13.1 Sentence Coordination 

Sentence coordination is marked mainly by the conjunction morphemes such as: 

ar/Ω҂r µDQG¶��nѢ-hΩl µRU¶��lekѢn µEXW��7KH�FRQMXQFWLRQ�ar/Ω҂r cannot appear before only 

the last conjunct. The adversive marker lekѢn and the disjunction marker nѢ-hΩl can 

occur only before the second and subsequent coordinated sentences.  

(236) m}࠵�� NҦHW֍   mͅ  roh} ar u bΩdҊar dҊa-e rehe 

 1SG field LOC PST.1SG and 3SG market go-LNK PST.3SG 

 µ,�ZDV�LQ�WKH�ILHOG�DQG�V�KH�KDG�JRQH�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(237) m}࠵�� NҦHW֍   dҊa-m-҂ nѢ-

hΩl 

W֍ohre=mΩn  ke bΩdҊar leљ-m-҂ 

 1SG field go-FUT-

1SG 

or 3PL DAT market take-FUT-

1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�JR�WR�WKH�ILHOG�RWKHUZLVH�RU�,�ZLOO�WDNH�\RX��3/��WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(238) m}࠵�� son҂ 

kΩr   

љҦΩU dҊa-e roh} lekѢn u  nѢ rehe 

 1SG Sonu-

POSS 

house go-

LNK 

PST.1SG but 3SG NEG PST.3SG 

 µ,�KDG�JRQH�WR�6RQX¶V�KRXVH�EXW�KH�ZDV�QRW�WKHUH¶ 

 

The conjunctions can be dropped. The juxtaposition of the sentences and the context 

signals the conjunction. 

4.6.13.1.1 µ$QG¶�&RRUGLQDWLRQ 

µ$QG¶�FRRUGLQDWLRQ� LV�PDUNHG�E\� WKH�FRQMXQFWLRQ�ar. It can be used to join two or 

more sentences, clauses or phrases.  

The conjunction typically appears before the last conjunct. The shift in position before 

other clauses yields ungrammatical sentences.   
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(239) m}࠵�� bΩѢҀҦ-

Ωl 

roh} son҂ a-l-Ωk ar siW֍a љH-l-ΩN 

 1SG field PST.1SG Sonu come-PST-

3SG 

and Sita go-PST-

3SG 

 µ,�ZDV�VLWWLQJ��6RQX�FDPH�DQG�6LWD�ZHQW¶ 

 

The conjoining of sentences does not only mean juxtaposition of two or more 

independent sentences. Coordinated sentences may express various meanings. They 

may express cause and effect, sequential action, contingency, contrastive action, 

cumulative effect, etc.  

Cause and effect 

(240) m}࠵�� dΩwΩѢ NҦD-l-} ar bes ho-Ѣ љH-l-} 

 1SG medicine eat-PST-1SG CONJ good be-LNK go-PST-1SG 

 µ,�DWH�WKH�PHGLFLQH�DQG�,�JRW�EHWWHU¶ 

  

Sequential action 

(241) son҂ bΩѢҀҦ-l-Ωk Ω҂r tѻae pѢ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu sit-PST-3SG CONJ tea drink-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�VDW�DQG�GUDQN�WHD¶ 

 

Contingency 

(242) ketѻѢa de Ω҂r l҂ga ke leљ-ao 

 money give.IMP CONJ cloth ACC take away-IMP 

 µ*LYH�PRQH\�DQG�WDNH�DZD\�WKH�FORWK¶ 

Contrast 

(243) i tѻҦ}ѵa bΩѵ ahe Ω҂r u tѻҦoҀ 

 this boy big PRS.3SG CONJ that small 

 µ7KLV�ER\�LV�HOGHU�DQG�WKDW�ER\�LV�\RXQJ¶ 

 

Cumulative effect 

(244) son҂ G֍ ΩwΩѢ NҦD-el Ω҂r s҂W֍ -Ωl rΩh-el 

 Sonu medicine eat-PRS.3SG CONJ sleep-PFV be-PRS.3SG 
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 µ6RQX�HDWV�PHGLFLQH�DQG�VOHHSV¶ 

 

The order of the conjuncts is interchangeable if a coordinate sentence expresses 

contrast or cumulative effect. In other sentences the order is not interchangeable as 

the coordinate sentences have a subordination process in effect. The first conjunct can 

be interpreted as an adverbial complement of the second conjunct.  

 

 

4.6.13.1.2 µ%XW¶�&RRUGLnation   

'But' coordination is expressed by the conjunction marker lekѢn. The marker is always 

positioned at the beginning of the second conjunct. 

(245) m}࠵�� son҂  kΩr љҦΩU dҊa-e roh} lekѢn u  nѢ rehe 
 1SG Sonu GEN house go-LNK PST.1SG but 3SG NEG PST.3SG 

 µ,�KDG�JRQH�WR�6RQX¶V�KRXVH�EXW�KH�ZDV�QRW�WKHUH¶ 

4.6.13.2 Means of Coordinating the Major Categories of a Sentence 

4.6.13.2.1 µ$QG¶�&RRUGLQDWLRQ 

The coordinator ar/Ω҂r can also be used to coordinate nouns (subjects, direct and 

indirect objects), verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. 

Coordinate nominal subjects 

(246) son҂ Ω҂r siW֍a bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  hῼ 

 Sonu CONJ sita market go-IPFV PRS.3PL 

 µ6RQX DQG�6LWD�DUH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

Coordinate verbs 

(247) son҂ G֍ ΩwΩѢ NҦD-l-Ωk Ω҂r s҂W֍ -l-Ωk 

 Sonu medicine eat-PST-3SG CONJ sleep-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�DWH�PHGLFLQH�DQG�VOHSW¶ 

 

Coordinate adjectives 

(248) tѻΩ˾҂kѢ bΩѵ Ω҂r tѻakΩr  ahe 

 Bed big CONJ wide PRS.3SG 
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 µ7KH�EHG�LV�ELJ�DQG�ZLGH¶ 

 

Coordinate adverbials 

(249) m}࠵�� son҂  kΩr љҦΩU aљH Ω҂r patѻҦe dҊa-m-҂ 

 1SG Sonu GEN house before CONJ after PST.3SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�JR�WR�6RQX¶V�KRXVH�EHIRUH�DQG�DIWHU¶ 

4.6.13.2.2 µ%XW¶�&RRUGLQDWLRQ 

But coordination is generally used with adjectives and adverbials. 

 

(250) tѻΩ˾҂kѢ bΩѵ lekѢn p҂rna  ahe 

 Bed big but old PRS.3SG 

 µ7KH�EHG�LV�ELJ�EXW�ROG¶ 

 

(251) i tѻҦ}ѵa asW֍e lekѢn bΩ˾ѵҦѢ࠵a kam kΩr-el 

 this boy slow but good work do-PRS.3SG 

 µ7KLV�ER\�ZRUNV�VORZ�EXW�ZRUNV�ZHOO¶ 

 

The coordination of nouns and verbs involves the addition of a negative particle 

following one of the adversative conjuncts. 

(252) son҂ G֍ ΩwΩѢ NҦD-l-Ωk lekѢn nѢ s҂W֍ -l-Ωk 

 Sonu medicine eat-PST-3SG but NEG sleep-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX ate medicine but did not sleep¶ 

 

(253) son҂ nѢhѢ lekѢn siW֍a bΩdҊar dҊa he 

 Sonu NEG but sita market go PRS.1SG 

 µ1RW�6RQX�EXW�6LWD�KDV�JRQH�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

4.6.13.2.3 µ2U¶�&RRUGLQDWLRQ 

The disjunctive marker nѢ-hΩl is employed to disjoin nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and 

verbs. 

(254) son҂ nѢ-hΩl siW֍a bΩdҊar dҊa-w-Ѣ 

 Sonu or sita market go-FUT-1SG 

 µ6RQX�RU�6LWD�ZLOO�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 
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(255) tѻΩ˾҂kѢ bΩѵ nѢ-hΩl tѻakΩr  ho-ek tѻah-Ѱ-Ѣ 

 Bed big CONJ wide be-INF want-FUT-1SG 

 µ7KH�EHG�PXVW�EH�ELJ�RU�ZLGH¶ 

 

(256) m}࠵�� aѢdҊ nѢ-hΩl kaѢl  bΩdҊar dҊa-m-҂ 

 1SG today or tomorrow market PST.3SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�JR�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�WRGD\�RU�WRPRUURZ¶ 

 

(257) m}࠵�� l҂љa sѢ-࠵D-m-҂ nѢ-hΩl kѢn-m-҂ 

 1SG garment sew-CAUS-FUT-1SG or buy-FUT-1SG 

 µ,�ZLOO�EX\�FORWKHV�RU�JHW�WKHP�VWLFKHG¶ 

4.6.13.3 Coordination and Accompaniment 

Accompaniment is expressed differently than coordination. It is marked using the 

complex postposition (comitative) kΩr-sΩƾ.  

Compare the use of coordination (258) and accompaniment (259) below: 

(258) son҂ Ω҂r siW֍a bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  hῼ 

 Sonu CONJ sita market go-IPFV PRS.3PL 

 µ6RQX�DQG�6LWD�DUH�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW¶ 

 

(259) son҂ siW֍a kΩr-sΩƾ bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  he 

 Sonu sita with market go-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX LV�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�6LWD¶ 

Notice the agreement pattern. The accompaniment involves a singular verb while 

coordination agrees with a plural verb. Therefore, a single unit cannot be formed 

using accompaniment, but can be formed by using coordination.  

The conjoined phrase cannot be distorted but this is not the case with accompaniment. 

Notice that the variation of the sentences (260) and (261) are all grammatical. 

However, the comitative postposition kΩr-sΩƾ always follows the noun which is being 

accompanied. On the contrary, only a shuffle in the nouns can be allowed.   

(260) siW֍a kΩr-sΩƾ son҂ bΩdҊar dҊa-W֍  he 
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 sita with Sonu market go-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�6LWD¶ 

 

(261) son҂ bΩdҊar siW֍a kΩr-sΩƾ dҊa-W֍  he 

 Sonu market sita with go-IPFV PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�JRLQJ�WR�WKH�PDUNHW�ZLWK�6LWD¶ 

  

 

 

4.6.13.4 Structural Constraints in Coordination 

Generally, words from the same class can be conjoined, i.e., members of the same 

classes (noun, adjective, adverb etc.) can be coordinated. There are further constraints 

within a grammatical class.  

Adjectives and participial construction 

The adjectival participle, i.e., the perfective participles and the -ola construction can 

form a coordinate relationship with other adjectives. 

(262) son҂ pΩѵҦ-Ωl 

lѢNҦ-Ωl 

ѢdҊΩW֍  

se 

rΩh-

ek 

ola Ω҂r s҂nG֍ Ωr tѻ}ѵa ahe 

 Sonu educated honourable CONJ handsome boy PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�DQ�HGXFDWHG��honourable DQG�KDQGVRPH�ER\¶ 

 

A finite relative clause cannot be coordinated with an adjective. This is shown in the 

ill-formedness of (263). 

(263)* mor G֍ os dҊe G֍ ѢllѢ mͅ rΩh-el Ω҂r pΩѵҦ-Ωl lѢNҦ-Ωl ahe 
 My friend who in Delhi stays CONJ educated PRS.3SG 

 µ6RQX�LV�DQ�HGXFDWHG��KRQRUDEOH�DQG�KDQGVRPH�ER\¶ 

The relative clause can be coordinated only with another relative clause. Forming 

relative clauses out of the adjective and then coordinating it is one strategy. Sentence 

(264) is grammatical since the adjective function is used in a relative clausal structure.     

(264) mor G֍ os [dҊe G֍ ѢllѢ mͅ rΩh-

el]  

Ω҂r [dҊe pΩѵҦ-Ωl lѢNҦ-Ωl 

ahe] 

bѢha kΩrΩW֍  

he 
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 1SG friend who lives in Delhi and who is educated is marrying 

 µ0\�IULHQG�ZKR�OLYHV�LQ�'HOKL�DQG�LV�HGXFDWHG�LV�JHWWLQJ�PDUULHG¶ 

 

Nouns and nominalized construction 

Nouns and nominalized constructions can be conjoined, provided the semantic and 

pragmatic conditions are met. 

(265) PR࠵ kѢW֍ab paѵҦ-ek Ω҂r SҦ҂Ҁbol NҦHO-ek pΩsΩѢnda-on 

 1SG book read-INF and football play-INF like-PRS.1SG 

 µ,�OLNH�WR�UHDG�ERRNV�DQG�SOD\�IRRWEDOO¶ 

 

Different types of adverbials 

Participial adverbials and different adverbials can be coordinated freely.  

Coordinating manner and time adverbs yields ungrammatical sentences such as (266).  

(266)* u kaѢl Ω҂r m҂r҂NҦ NҦHO-l-Ωk 

 3SG yesterday and very much play-PST-3SG 

 µ+H�SOD\HG�\HVWHUGD\�DQG�YHU\�PXFK¶ 

 

When the emphasis marker is added to a participle adverbial, coordination with other 

adverbials yields ungrammatical sentences.  

(267)* u dҊa-W֍e he Ω҂r bΩѢҀҦ  ke kΩh-l-Ωk 

 3SG go-IPFV EMP and sit CVB play-PST-3SG 

 µ+H�VDLG�DV�VRRQ�DV�KH�ZHQW�DQG�VDW¶ 

 

Active and passive verb 

Active and passive verbs can be coordinated. Often the passive is negative and used 

to introduce an idea to contrarily qualify the active verb.  The disjunction coordination 

is often used with lekѢn µEXW¶�� 

(268) u љDѵѢ kѢn-l-

Ωk 

lekѢn u-

kΩr 

se pѢҀrol nѢ EҦΩrwa-

l 

љH-l-ΩN 

 He car bought but by 

him/her 

petrol NEG fill-

PFV 

go-PST-

3SG 

 µ+H�ERXJKW�D�FDU�EXW�IXHO�FRXOGQ¶W�EH�PDQDJHG�E\�KLP¶ 
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Other verb categories 

Dative verbs and other verbs cannot be coordinated due to inconsistency of the 

demanded subjects.  

(269)* u-ke NҦDZDV laљ-l-ΩN Ω҂r љH-l-ΩN 

 3SG-DAT hunger feel-PST-3SG and eat-PST-3SG 

 µ+H�IHOW�KXQJU\�DQG�ZHQW¶ 

All other verbs can be coordinated provided the pragmatics and semantic constraints 

are followed. For example, in (270) the simple verbs and causatives can be conjoined. 

(270) u NҦD-l- Ωk Ω҂r NҦѢ-࠵D-l- Ωk 

 3SG eat-PST-3SG and eat-CAUS-PST-3SG 

 µ+H�DWH�DQG�IHG�RWKHUV¶ 

In forms where verbal derivations are used as adjectivals, nouns, etc. the rules of the 

grammatical category apply.  

4.6.13.5 Omission of Elements of Sentence Under Identity in Coordination 

When two sentences are conjoined, any element and any number of elements, 

including verbs can be deleted under identity in coordinate sentences.  

The preferred direction of deletion is mostly forward (see (271) ), but backward 

deletion is not impossible (see (272)). Agreement with the subject does not put 

constraints on deletion. The retained verb is coded with agreement features of their 

clausal NP. (See (273)).  

(271) son҂ sѢƾҦDѵa NҦD-l-Ωk Ω҂r siW֍a mѢҀҦΩѢ 

 Sonu samosa eat-PST-3SG and sita sweetmeat 

 µ6RQX�DWH�VDPRVDV�DQG�6LWD�KDG�VZHHWPHDWV¶ 

 

(272) son҂ sѢƾҦDѵa Ω҂r siW֍a mѢҀҦΩѢ NҦD-l-Ωk 

 Sonu samosa and sita sweetmeat eat-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�DWH�VDPRVDV�DQG�6LWD�KDG�VZHHWPHDWV¶ 

 

(273) son҂ sѢƾҦDѵa NҦD-l-Ωk Ω҂r u=mΩn mѢҀҦΩѢ 
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 Sonu samosa eat-PST-3SG and 3-PL sweetmeat 

 µ6RQX�DWH�VDPRVDV�DQG�WKH\�KDG�VZHHWPHDWV¶ 

Identical verbs undergo deletion only if they share their formal characteristics. 

Consider the following sentences: 

(274) son҂-ke sѢƾҦDѵa pΩsΩѢnd ahe Ω҂r PR࠵ mѢҀҦΩѢ pΩsΩѢnda-on 

 Sonu-

DAT 

samosa like PRS.3SG and 1SG play-

INF 

like-

PRS.1SG 

 µ6RQX�OLNHV�VDPRVDV�DQG�,�OLNH�VZHHWPHDWV¶ 

 

(275)* son҂-ke sѢƾҦDѵa pΩsΩѢnd ahe Ω҂r moke mѢҀҦΩѢ 

 Sonu-DAT samosa like PRS.3SG and 1SG.DAT play-INF 

 µ6RQX OLNHV�VDPRVDV�DQG�,�OLNH�VZHHWPHDWV¶ 

Notice that the first verb selects a dative subject and the second a non-dative subject. 

These verbs, though semantically identical, are syntactically different. Deletion of 

any of the two verbs will yield ungrammatical sentence. 

Similarly, an identical subject undergoes deletion only when it meets both formal 

identity and coreferentiality conditions. 

4.6.13.6 Omission of Elements of Major Constituents of the Sentence 

Omission of subiect 

(276) son҂ kѢW֍ab kѢn-l-Ωk Ω҂r Ѱ bΩhѢ kѢn-l-Ωk 

 Sonu book buy-PST-3SG and Sonu notebook buy-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�ERXJKW�D�ERRN�DQG�D�QRWHERRN¶ 

Omission of object 

(277) son҂ kѢW֍ab kѢn-l-Ωk Ω҂r Ѱ Ѱ pΩѵҦ-l-Ωk 

 Sonu book buy-PST-3SG and Sonu book read-PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX�ERXJKW�D�ERRN�DQG�UHDG�LW¶ 

Omission of adjective/verb 

(278) son҂ lal kΩmѢdҊ pѢnG֍ Ҧ-l-Ωk Ω҂r PR࠵ Ѱ G֍ ҦRW֍ Ѣ Ѱ 

 Sonu red shirt wear and 1SG red dhoti wear 
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-PST-3SG -PST-3SG 

 µ6RQX ZRUH�UHG�VKLUW�DQG�,�ZRUH�D�UHG�GKRWL¶ 

Omission of adverb/verb 

(279) son҂ kaѢl kѢW֍ab pΩѵҦ-l-Ωk Ω҂r PR࠵ Ѱ bΩhѢ kѢn-l-} 

 Sonu yesterday shirt read-PST-

3SG 

and 1SG  notebook buy-PST-

1SG 

 µ6RQX UHDG�D�ERRN�DQG�,�ERXJKW�D�QRWHERRN�\HVWHUGD\¶ 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 

The Sadri speaking people are found in the geographical region known as the 

Chotanagpur plateau. This region is roughly the region where the states of Jharkhand, 

Chhattisgarh and Odisha share borders. Speakers belong to various tribes of 

Austroasiatic and Dravidian origin and the Indo-Aryan population that is believed to 

have come later. As the language developed as a pidgin, it is used mostly as lingua 

franca by most people. However, with the decreased viability of their original tribal 

languages and the convenience of being used in multiple contexts, coupled with its 

spread, Sadri has attained prominence. For most speakers in the Birugarh region the 

language has attained the L1 status and this is spreading fast as the tribal languages 

diminish and the interaction on common platforms such as marketplace, government 

offices and media has increased tremendously by the end of the past century. 

Sadri has a weak but not totally indistinct orthographical tradition, which could be 

attributed to its origin as a language to be used as lingua franca in the marketplace 

and government offices and not so much as a medium for cultural discourses, folklore 

and literature. However, the Kaithi script, an ancient Brahmic script prevalent during 

the Mughal period and granted the status of the script of courts, was used during the 

initial periods. However, with the spread of Devanagari and the extinction of Kaithi, 

in present times Devanagari is used as the script.         

There have been attempts to write sketch grammars of Sadri since the British era to 

facilitate formal communication between the colonial government and the tribal 

population, but this is the first attempt to write a descriptive grammar of the variety 

of Sadri spoken as L1 in the Birugarh region. Some linguistic sketches of the language 

exist but a detailed study was in order and the present work seeks to fulfil that gap. 

Sadri is basically an SOV language. However, due to postpositions, the word order is 

not very strict. Variations in word order however, contain pragmatic information. 

Like most SOV languages of the subcontinent, Sadri too has postpositions which are 

preceded by nominals. Other correlational features of SOV languages as predicted by 

Lehmann, 1973, such as adjective and genitives preceding the noun, hold true. The 

determiners too precede the noun and the modifier of the adverb and verb too precedes 

it. In addition, the standard of comparison precedes the adjective. The adjuncts or 

peripheral arguments precede the verb. 
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Sadri very much has the same set of consonants and vowels as does Hindi. The 

analysis of the phonemes was based on Hindi and the approach was to find out any 

deviation from the description of phonemes in Hindi.  

The inventory of phonemes consists of 8 vowels, 11 diphthongs and 32 consonants. 

Sadri does not use three vowel sequences. Vowels vary in height and frontness. 

Vowel length and nasalisation are phonemic but the case was not found to be true for 

all vowels. In most cases where minimal pairs were not found, length was found to 

indicate stress or emphasis and nasalisation showed generational variance or 

formality-based variation. Velarisation, rounding and stress were not found to be 

phonemic but are dialectally and generationally varied. With the exception of the long 

vowels /i/ and /u/, and �Ω� all vowels occur freely in word-final position. There is no 

restriction on the occurrence of the word-initial vowels. 

The gamut of non-syllabic segments is again similar to that of Hindi. There are a total 

of 32 consonants in Sadri. Their length is phonemic. Word initial consonant clusters 

and word final consonant clusters are very rare in native speakers. Predominantly, the 

rural uneducated speakers break the word initial CC cluster through various 

epenthetic processes. Geminates are rare in root words but commonly seen in stem 

final consonants in verbs in perfective participles. However, this is a generational 

variation as younger speakers tend to not geminate the consonant. All consonant 

segments except approximant /w/, glottal /h/ and retroflex �я� and aspirates �яҦ� and 

�ѵҦ� can be found word finally. All consonant segments except nasal �ƾ�, aspirate �ѵҦ�, 

and approximants /w/ and ࠵�� can occur word initially. The retroflex �я� and its aspirate 

�яҦ� were not found to occur word medially.  

Sadri was found to have five possible syllable structures. Words mostly show a 

monsyllabic or disyllabic structure, but there is a clear dominance of monosyllabic 

words. Words of more than two syllables are seen rarely but only as inflected verbs. 

Intonation is syntactic rather than containing emotional information. In addition, there 

are some overall accent-based variations due to the effect of increased interaction 

with Hindi and English as speakers and these phones exist in free variation with the 

original phonemes.   

Sadri is an agglutinating language of a high degree. Most grammatical marking is 

achieved through suffixing, clitics and postpositions. There are some fusional 
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morphemes too. There are majorly nine word-classes: Pronouns, nouns, determiners, 

postpositions, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, particles and connectives. The lexicon 

shows heavy influence of the surrounding languages related to Hindi. However, the 

morphosyntax shows an inclination towards the tribal languages. Further, the syntax 

draws a lot of its similarity and complexity (an ongoing process) from Hindi and its 

dialects spoken in the region. The major strategy to diversify the lexicon is loaning. 

The derivational morphology too shows evidence of loaning Persian and Sanskritic 

affixes from Hindi and Urdu. Notably, derivational affixes from different origin 

cannot be used with a root word. In addition, derivation is mostly limited to loan 

words and loaned affixes of Sanskrit and Persian origin through the influence of Hindi 

and Urdu. Pragmatic strategies, postpositional adjuncts and subordinate clauses are 

favoured ways to express complex ideas otherwise expressed through derivation. 

Pragmatic strategies are significantly more favoured by the older generations. There 

is a stronger shift towards derivational strategies among the younger speakers who 

have relatively higher exposure to Hindi and Urdu through formal education and 

media. 

Sadri lacks grammatical gender. However, animate nouns show sex distinction. This 

can be seen as an influence of Dravidian languages. Inanimate nouns are sex neutral, 

while common nouns are by default male unless the female is more important and has 

come to represent the group. Singular is unmarked while the plural is marked by a 

clitic that attaches to the last constituent of the NP. There are some classifiers in Sadri, 

similar to other languages in the region. However, these classifiers are used to signal 

specificity and definiteness. The determiners such as numerals borrow heavily from 

Hindi numerals with slight phonological changes.  

The case system is Nominative-Accusative and the transitive subject is unmarked or 

bears the direct case. The grammatical subject can bear other cases too. These case 

relations are marked by postpositions which also have semantic imports. Nominals 

do not have oblique forms when appearing with postpositions and always remain 

unchanged.  

Adjectives do not inflect for number and gender and they are either simple or derived, 

based on their origin. However, they can also be categorised as attributive or 

predicative based on their morphosyntactic viability. Adjectives can be modified 
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themselves using sub-modifiers. Degree of an adjective is not marked by affixation 

but by using a standard of comparison. They are derived from various other word 

classes such as pronouns, nouns, verbs and other adjectives. 

Verbs have been explained by categorising them semantically in oppositional types 

as stative, inchoative or active verbs; volitional or non-volitional; and effective vs 

affective. This has been done to explain some morphosyntactic behaviours exhibited 

by some verbs due to their inherent semantics. Apart from the usual distinction of 

verb stems on the basis of transitivity, it was found that Sadri verbs exhibit different 

reactions to causativisation. It was seen that intransitive verbs and verbs earlier 

described as affective that are transitive have both causal forms. Inherent effective 

verbs which are transitive or di-transitive have only the second causal form. Similar 

to some Bihari languages and dialects of Hindi, Sadri can turn transitive verbs into 

intransitive verbs. Complex predicated are of three types: conjunct verbs, compound 

verbs and tri-verb compounds. All three common tenses are morphologically marked.  

In Sadri the only grammatically marked aspects are imperfective and perfective. 

Other aspects are marked periphrastically. Sadri expresses five moods: Indicative, 

Imperative, Subjunctive, Counterfactual and Presumptive. Out of these only 

imperative and subjunctive are marked on the verb. Others are marked/marked 

periphrastically. Infinitives are used as abstract nouns and are used productively to 

form adjectives using the agentive participle. Imperfective participles are used as 

manner and duration adverbials while perfective participles have both adverbial and 

adjectival use. Conjunctive participle constructions have multiple functions. They are 

used to form manner, temporal, causal, antithetical and concessive adverbials. 

Derived verbs can come from nouns, adjectives and other verbs.  

Adverbs in Sadri can be classified on the basis of their internal composition into basic 

adverbs, derived adverbs, phrasal adverbs, and reduplicated adverbs. Adverbs are 

derived from nouns, pronouns and adjectives through postpositional phrases and 

postposition incorporation.  

The particle h}, he, ࠵R�and ࠵H are emphasis markers used in different situations. The 

particle [h}] is used to mark emphasis with different types of nouns. The particle [he] 

is used to put emphasis on adverbs and pronouns. The particle >࠵R@� is used to put 

emphasis on the concessive action in concessive constructions and the conditional 
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action in conditional clauses. The particle >࠵H@ is used to emphasise on the verbs. The 

particle used for emphasis in negative clauses is [be]. The particle [W֍o] is used to mark 

contrast and emphasis when an alternative is inherent in the context. [GҊ҂Q] is a 

contrastive particle that is used in the adversative sense. The particle GҊΩѢVΩQ�is used 

as equative particle. It functions like a postposition. Eight connectives used in 

different pragmatic and semantic contexts were found in Sadri.  

The chapter on syntax predominantly aims at describing the strategies employed in 

Sadri both through simple and complex syntax to achieve various forms of 

expression. Depending on their complexity NPs were seen to be of simple, complex, 

and compound types. NPs also were seen to serve as complements of PPs. In addition, 

noun clauses were seen to act as NPs if they are infinitive. The modifiers in an NP 

precede the head and a tentative scheme in which the different modifiers can 

concatenate was posited. However, in the data set some possible scenarios of 

cooccurrence were found and it was also determined by the speakers that various 

restrictions apply in the cooccurrence of some modifiers: Indefinite determiners do 

not occur with demonstratives, approximates and ordinals. The indefinite determiner 

љRҀHN�does not occur with cardinals. The multiplicatives do not occur with collectives 

and measure. Approximate does not occur with aggregative. Aggregatives and 

fractionals do not occur with cardinals. This area needs further focused study with a 

larger dedicated data set for the purpose. 

In PPs the complement NP precedes the postposition. They are mostly used to form 

adjuncts on sentences to relay added information. Adjectival phrases are used 

attributively and predicatively in which case they are taken as complements to copular 

constructions. Similarly, adverb phrases can be used predicatively too. They form 

complements of the copula. On the other hand, modifier AdvP are optional and used 

as adjuncts.  

There is very little to no dependence on word order to express grammatical functions. 

There are however, restrictions to word order with regards to grammaticality but not 

difference in meaning. Sadri is SOV but it deviates from the SOV patterns in some 

respects. The language shows inconsistency in terms of the negation which precedes 

the verb. The subordinator precedes the subordinate clause.  
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It was earlier established that all finite verbs in Sadri are marked for number, person 

and honorificity. The default agreement pattern is 3SG. Agreement is rendered by one 

of the noun phrases in the clause. The first option for the verb to agree with is the 

subject if it is not overtly case marked. If unavailable due to a case marking, the verb 

must then agree with the closest unmarked noun.   

Clauses are categorised as subordinate, noun clauses, relative clauses and adverb 

clauses based on their behaviour. Subordinate clauses were found to be both finite 

and non-finite. The finite ones are used as complement clauses and have similar 

structure to main clauses or matrix clauses. However, the complementiser is used 

when it follows the main clause, but dropped when it is moved to the front for focus. 

The non-finite form is identified through participialisation or infinitivisation of the 

verb and lacks tense marking. Noun clauses too can be finite and non-finite. Finite 

noun clauses can function as subject, direct object, and postpositional object. Non-

finite noun clauses can occur as complements of copula, objects of main verb and 

postpositional objects. This kind is formed by using both infinitive and participial 

form of the verb. Apart from the perfective participle, the agentive participle can also 

take part in forming such clauses. In a similar fashion, adjective clauses or relative 

clauses too are of both finite and non-finite forms. Relative clauses can be headless 

too. In addition, they show both restrictive and non-restrictive function. Adverbial 

clauses too are of both finite and non-finite type. These clauses are used as time, 

manner, purpose, cause, condition, concession, successive action and result 

adverbials.  

With regards to the construction of simple sentences, Sadri employs forms of copulas 

to construct copular sentences. Sadri employs complex predicates which are either 

noun + verb, verb + verb or two verbs + auxiliary. There are two forms of sentential 

negation. Imperative sentences were found to employ a different negative particle as 

opposed to simple assertions. There is no morphological marking to distinguish 

between direct and indirect speech. However, quoted or reported material is 

embedded in the sentence preceded by the complementiser NѢ� When forming 

questions, the expected answer determines the syntactic structure of the interrogative 

sentence. In addition to different types of questions, when forming questions, 

intonation can also mark a question. Various types of imperative sentences that can 

have additional semantic imports were found. Obligative, prohibitive sentences were 
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found to be functional types of imperative constructions in addition to the subjunctive, 

present tense and future tense imperatives.  

Complex sentence structures were found to be used when expressing anaphora, 

reflexivity, reciprocity, comparison and coordination of sentences. Expressing 

superlative degree and equative relations too involved complex sentences. Anaphora 

can exist within clauses and between coordinate structures and is expressed through 

personal pronouns, deletion, reflexive pronouns and the use of quantifiers. The 

agentive reflexive is used to express reflexivity which is seen in coordinate structures 

readily. However, the scope of reflexivity is restricted to the clause boundary. The 

formation of reciprocals in discourse is generally secondary in Sadri. It is mostly 

pragmatically strategized along with the presence of the plural subject. Through 

possible constructions, reciprocity is seen to be restricted within clause boundary. 

Sadri uses sentential and phrasal comparative strategies. Morphological comparatives 

were not found. Sentential comparison is conveyed through a set of a main clause and 

a relative clause. To express phrasal comparison, the postposition se is added to the 

standard of comparison. Superlatives are formed by using VΩ҂EҦH µDOO¶�DV�WKH�VWDQGDUG�

of comparison in the same construction used for comparatives. Equatives like 

comparatives can be formed syntactically as well as phrasaly. Syntactically an 

equative sentence is made of two clauses: the termed GҊHW֍na 'as much' and oW֍na 'that 

much only' clauses. Phrasal type equatives are formed using the equative particle 

GҊΩѢVΩQ µOLNH¶�� Sentence coordination is marked mainly by the conjunction 

morphemes. Coordinated sentences were seen to express various meanings such as 

cause and effect, sequential action, contingency, etc. Accompaniment is expressed 

differently than coordination in Sadri. It is marked using the complex postposition 

(comitative) NΩU-VΩƾ.      

In general, it was observed that older speakers of Sadri employed pragmatic and 

discourse strategies to achieve more complex linguistic function otherwise achieved 

through syntax is more complex languages. With the rise in literacy and exposure to 

more complex syntactic structure used in Hindi and Urdu there is a tendency among 

the younger speakers to infuse it in the language. This trend is seen to be alive in the 

nascent but emerging literature and use of Sadri in media.   
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Appendix I: Word List  
Human Relationship 

Address Reference English Gloss 

 goW֍ Ѣ࠵a Relative/guest 

aba aba Father 

D࠵R D࠵R Mother 

 љҦΩUQѢ Wife 

 selem Lover (male) 

 љ҂Ѣ࠵a  Lover (female) 

 bΩhin Sister 

beҀa beҀa Son 

beҀѢ beҀѢ Daughter 

nana nana Elder sister 

G֍ ΩG֍ a G֍ ΩG֍ a Elder brother 

 EҦDѢ Brother 

adҊa adҊa Grandfather 

adҊѢ adҊѢ Grandmother 

bΩѵa bΩѵa )DWKHU¶V�HOGHU�EURWKHU 

bΩѵѢ bΩѵѢ His wife 

kaka tѻΩtѻa )DWKHU¶V�\RXQJHU�EURWKHU 

kakѢ tѻΩtѻѢ His wife 

mama mama Maternal uncle 

EҦΩѢљna EҦΩѢљna 6LVWHU¶V�VRQ 

EҦΩѢљnѢ EҦΩѢљnѢ 6LVWHU¶V�GDXJKWHU 

SҦ҂SҦ҂ SҦ҂SҦ҂ )DWKHU¶V�VLVWHU 

SҦ҂SҦD SҦ҂SҦD )DWKHU¶V�VLVWHU¶V�KXVEDQG 

mΩ҂sѢ mΩ҂sѢ 0RWKHU¶V�VLVWHU 

EҦDҀ҂ EҦDҀ҂ 6LVWHU¶V�KXVEDQG 

EҦΩ҂dҊѢ EҦΩ҂dҊѢ %URWKHU¶V�ZLIH 

 sala :LIH¶V�EURWKHU 

 salѢ :LIH¶V�VLVWHU 

saѵҦ҂  saѵҦ҂ :LIH¶V�VLVWHU¶V�KXVEDQG 
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 sΩsur +XVEDQG¶V�IDWKHU 

 sas +XVEDQG¶V�PRWKHU 

 EҦῼs҂r  +XVEDQG¶V�HOGHU�EURWKHU 

 љoW֍nѢ +XVEDQG¶V�EURWKHU¶V�ZLIH 

 p҂WҦ҂ 6RQ¶V�ZLIH 

EҦΩW֍ ѢdҊ EҦΩW֍ ѢdҊa Nephew 

 EҦΩW֍dҊѢn Niece  

 poW֍a 6RQ¶V�VRQ 

 poW֍ Ѣ 6RQ¶V�GDXJKWHU 

 naW֍ Ѣ  'DXJKWHU¶V�VRQ 

 nΩW֍nѢ 'DXJKWHU¶V�GDXJKWHU 

 G֍ ҦDƾΩr  Servant 

 љRPNH Master 

 љRPNΩѢn Mistress��0DVWHU¶V�ZLIH 

Human references 
Sadri Gloss 

leb҂ Man 

b҂ѵҦa Old man 

b҂ѵҦѢ Old woman 

tѻΩ҂wa Toddler 

mΩ˾Ѣ࠵m Baby girl 

b҂tѻ҂ Baby/child 

saheb Officer 

Ωљ҂ъ Mediator/leader /representative  

bΩѵҦΩѢ Carpenter 

lohra Ironsmith 

radҊmѢsW֍ ѢrѢ Mason 

mѢsW֍ ѢrѢ Cook 

k҂mhar Potter 

bΩѢndҊ Barren woman 

bѢsahъ Wizard 
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bѢsahѢ Witch 

nΩ҂wa Barber 

Body Parts 

Sadri Gloss 

љΩW֍ ΩU Body (whole) 

tѻҦala Skin 

m҂ѵѢ Head 

kΩpaѶ Head (haired area) 

maW֍ ҦD Forehead 

tѻanG֍ Ѣ Crown 

tѻehra/W֍ ҦRW֍ ҦQD��GHURJDWRU\� Face 

mNҦ Eye 

EҦΩ} Eyebrow 

pѢpnѢ Eyelid/Eyelash 

nak Nose 

kan/l҂W֍ ҂r Ear 

m҂h Mouth 

ҀҦor Lip 

dҊѢEҦ Tongue 

љone/яaѵҦ Tooth 

hmW֍ Ҧ Hand  

s҂plѢ Palm 

G֍ ҂љG֍ ҂/љ҂W֍ ҂ Armpit 

ΩƾUѢ Finger 

љRѵ Leg 

ҀҦeh҂na Knee 

љΩOSҦDѵa Jaw 

kΩnpΩҀҀѢ Temple 

ҀҦoѵҦ Chin 

љҦHWѻD Neck 

ҀҦoљҀҦor Throat 
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b҂kr҂ $GDP¶V�DSSOH 

kͅs Hair 

G֍ aѵҦѢ Beard 

tѻ҂nG֍ Ѣ Tuft 

kΩnG֍ ҦD Shoulder 

sina/tѻaW֍ Ѣ Chest 

tѻaW֍ Ѣ Breast 

tѻҦir Nipple 

G֍ aљ Waist 

QDEҦѢ Navel 

tѻ҂W֍ W֍ Ωr buttocks 

tѻopѢ Female genital 

tѻ҂W֍ l҂/n҂n҂ Male genital 

mnѵ҂ Testicles 

pet Abdomen 

kΩmΩr Back 

haѵ Bone  

rѢѵҦ Spine 

hΩ֍ slѢ Collar bone 

pΩndҊrѢ Rib 

љ҂G֍ G֍ Ѣ Brain 

G֍ Ѣl Heart 

љ҂rG֍ a Kidney 

pΩtѻΩ҂nѢ Intestine 

poҀa Colon 

nΩs Vein 

lar Saliva 

NҦΩNҦDU Phlegm 

neҀa Nasal mucous 

rΩkW֍ /NҦ҂n Blood 

m҂W֍  Urine 

ҀΩҀҀѢ Excrement 
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Body Processes (-ek, the INF marker is used to highlight verbs)  
Sadri Gloss 

mNҦ�PѢtka-ek To blink  

nak tѻѢnk-Ωk To blow nose 

sms le-ek To take breath 

dҊΩmhaѢ le-ek To yawn (lit: take yawn) 

nak bΩdҊ-ek To snore (lit: nose sound) 

SҦ҂˾k-ek To blow (with mouth) 

W֍ Ҧ҂k Spit 

NҦ}NҦ-ek To cough 

GҦHNDU Belch 

hѢtѻҦkѢ Hiccup 

tѻѢk˾-ek To sneeze 

m҂t-ek To urinate 

paG֍ -ek To fart 

hΩg-ek To defecate 

WҦΩUWҦΩrѢ (noun) Shiver  

pΩsena nѢkl-ek To perspire 

tѻΩkkΩr mar-ek To feel dizzy 

behos ho-ek To faint 

nѢnG֍ a-ek To sleep 

sΩpna-ek To dream 

uҀҦ-ek To wake up 

Senses (-ek, the INF marker is used to highlight verbs) 
Sadri Gloss 

G֍ HNҦ-ek To see 

tѻҦ҂-ek To touch/feel (active) 

s҂n-ek To hear 

љΩmΩk-ek To smell 

pΩW֍ Ѣ࠵a-ek To feel (passive) 

tѻѢNҦ-ek To taste 
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dΩra-ek To fear 

NҦѢsa-ek To get angry 

lΩhΩr-ek To feel (burn)/ To get angry fast  

Ingestion (-ek, the INF marker is used to highlight verbs) 
Sadri Gloss 

NҦD-ek To eat 

tѻab-ek To bite 

tѻѢba-ek To chew 

lѢl-ek To swallow 

tѻaҀ-ek To lick 

tѻ҂s-ek To suck 

pѢ-ek To drink 

Body movement (-ek, the INF marker is used to highlight verbs) 
Sadri Gloss 

bΩѢҀҦ-ek To sit 

uҀҦ-ek To get up/wake up 

s҂W֍ -ek To lie down 

љҦ҂m-ek To turn  

b҂l-ek To walk 

tѻΩѵҦ-ek To step 

otΩƾ-ek To lean 

љѢr-ek To stumble 

lΩƾѵa-ek To limp 

љҦ҂sk-ek T crawl 

bΩG֍ k-ek To run 

dҊΩҀ kΩr-ek To rush/hurry 

pΩr-ek To swim 

яeљ-ek To jump 

lΩWҦѢ࠵a-ek To kick 

WҦRSѢ mar-ek To slap 

mΩsmΩsѢ  Feeling of rigidness  
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Food items 
Sadri Gloss 

gΩhΩm Wheat 

mΩѵ҂a Ragi 

tѻa҂r Rice 

EҦDWD Brinjal  

яDƾERG֍ Ѣ Snake beans 

lΩ҂wa Long gourd 

kΩril Bamboo shoot 

nen҂a Sponge gourd 

dҊѢƾѢ Ridge gourd 

k}hѵa Orange pumpkin 

rΩksa Grey pumpkin 

bΩnяa Pork 

mas Meat  

mΩtѻҦrѢ Fish 

tѻѢƾѵѢ Shrimp 

aG֍ Ѣ Ginger 

rΩs҂n Garlic 

bѢlΩ҂W֍ Ѣ Tomato 

mΩrtѻa Chilli  

m҂rΩѢ Radish 

kΩѵ҂a We˾l Mustard oil 

mΩGҦUΩs Honey 

hΩrG֍ Ѣ Turmeric 

non Salt 

҂NҦ/ tѻѢnѢ Sugar 

W֍ ΩmrΩs Guava 

popѢW֍a Papaya 

newa Custard apple 

ke҂nG֍  A tree: leaves used for bidi (local 

cigarettes) and the fruit is edible 
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tѻar Chiraunji fruit 

tѻarmΩndҊѢ Chiraunji seeds (a dry fruit) 

amba Mango 

W֍eW֍ Ωr Tamarind 

dΩ҂ A tangy orange coloured fruit 

dΩPEҦD A large citrus fruit 

Tools and utensils 
Sadri Gloss 

ҀDƾѢ Axe 

koѵѢ Spade 

beltѻa Shovel 

marW֍ ҂l Hammer 

kmtѢ Nail 

љҦΩѢla Water pot 

detѻkѢ Cooking pot 

kΩѵahѢ Frying pot 

kΩrtѻҦ҂l Ladle 

hΩѵѢ࠵a Big pot 

Ҁokna Shallow terracotta bowl  

GҦΩkna Lid of cooking utensils 

ҀҦepѢ Lid of small items like bottles  

tѻΩtka Bamboo basket for grains 

dalѢ Basket for fruits and vegetables  

G֍ Ω҂rѢ Big open bamboo basket  

gΩѵ҂a A bamboo rope carrier  

mora Big mud granary 

kohѢ࠵a Big mud container 

љҦoѵѢ Platform 

matѻa Scaffold 

hΩs҂a Sickle 

G֍ Ω҂lѢ Curved knife to cut shrubs  
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sΩbΩl Crowbar 

bΩѢsla A wood carving tool 

tѻ҂ѵѢ Knife 

љΩ˾ѢW֍a Pickaxe 

љ҂lW֍ ҦD Catapult 

paљҦa Rope 

Animals  
Sadri Gloss 

tѻҦeљrѢ Goat 

l҂l҂ Kid 

љor҂ Cow 

bΩtѻҦr҂ Male calf 

bΩtѻҦѢ࠵a  Female calf 

bΩѢl Ox 

smѵ Bull 

EҦΩѢs˾ Buffalo 

kaѵa Male buffalo 

bΩnяa Pig 

m҂rљѢ Hen 

kokro Rooster 

bΩkkΩW֍  Duck 

G֍ emW֍a Red tree ant (specific) 

tѻ҂ҀҀa Big black-ant (specific) 

tѻ҂˾ҀҀѢ Small ant (generic) 

G֍ Ѣ࠵m White ant 

EҦ҂srѢ Mosquito 

SҦHQљa Grasshopper 

bѢrnѢ Wasp 

nelwa Leech 

pѢll҂ Insect (any random insect) 

EѢWѻѢ Scorpion 
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NҦΩNҦUD Crab 

barha Wild boar 

ҀeҀHƾD Garden lizard 

ODPEҦD Hare 

poѵRƾ Rabbit 

sahѢ Porcupine 

bΩnG֍ ra Monkey 

hΩl҂man Ape 

EҦDO҂ Bear 

bѢlΩѢ Cat 

tѻ҂tѢ࠵a Mouse 

EҦ҂s Rat 

k҂k҂r Dog (generic) 

k}Ҁa Male dog 

k}ҀѢ Female dog 

sѢ࠵ar Jackal 

h҂Ҁar Wolf 

haѵҦa Hyena 

lΩkѵa Leopard 

EDJҦ Tiger 

G֍ Ҧ}ѵ A rat and frog eating snake (lives in 

water) 

GҦΩmna Rat snake 

naљ Cobra 

kΩrΩѢW֍  Karait snake 

bΩQSҦRUD A big snake that lives in paddy fields 

ΩdҊљΩr Python 

љoѢ Monitor lizard 

љerwa Sparrow 

pΩѵkѢ Dove 

perwa Pigeon 

r҂p҂ Bulbul 
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s҂ga Parrot 

kΩnhar Vulture 

rawΩn Eagle 

҂G֍ Ҧ Owl 

Miscellaneous list of nouns 
Sadri Gloss 

ar Water channels in plantations 

alsѢ Chisel 

arѢ Saw 

ara Big saw 

mtѻ Heat of the flame 

ΩUNҦѢ Liquor 

ba࠵ Frustration 

baѵѢ Backyard garden and orchard 

bela Period of day 

EҦ҂Ѣ ˾ Ground  

bΩllѢ Thick tree branch used for support 

bΩW֍ W֍a Thin wood plank 

bΩnsѢ Fishing rod 

bΩnяowa Storm 

bΩeҀҦѢ Foldable knife to be used sitting  

bΩѵ Banyan 

bΩeҀҦkѢ Meeting/conference 

bѢtѻar Judgement  

bѢtѻΩ҂W֍ Ѣ Skink 

bѢhΩn Seed for cultivation 

bѢѵa Paddy sapling 

bѢha Marriage 

bѢNҦ Poison 

bѢW֍ W֍a Length between the tips of the thumb 

and little finger 
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EҦ҂W֍ Ѣ Wage 

EҦΩrW֍ Ѣ Pregnant (cattle) 

ERNҦD Toothless 

boҀa Log 

bΩkla Tree bark 

b҂G֍ a Plant (a weed or a random plant) 

tѻara Fish bait/ cattle feed 

tѻΩrwaha Shepherd 

tѻѢnha Mark/sign 

tѻokla Peel 

tѻ҂ѵa Flattened rice 

tѻΩlka Drainage for excess water in fields 

G֍ Ѣmag Sense 

G֍ ΩW֍wΩn Twig used as toothbrush 

G֍ ar҂ Alcoholic drink (generic) 

G֍ ҂W֍  Angel 

G֍ ҂ra Door 

G֍ oѢn The paddy field that is the lowest 

яDƾ Long stick used to reach something 

dΩh҂ra Leaves for cattle feed 

яΩhΩr Path  

яΩmkΩdҊ A type of dance 

яmѵ Uppermost field used for drier crops 

daѵѢ Well 

яRƾD Boat 

я҂EҦQѢ Cup/bowl used for drinks 

GҦͅkѢ Wood husking machine 

GҦѢbrѢ A small uncovered wick lamp 

GҦRND Rock fragments used to lay platforms 

GҦRѵa A small stream/river 

GҦ҂ka Wind 

dҊѢW֍ Ѣa Pipal tree 
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dҊѢnѢs Thing (generic) 

dҊmW֍a Stone grinder 

dҊҦaѵa Diarrhoea  

dҊҦmNҦ Tree branch used as prop for creepers 

dҊҦ҂˾ѵ Bush 

љΩnwa Rope to tie cattle with 

љaѵҦa  A pit dug on the ground 

љarѢ- љ҂pW֍a Abuse 

љѢrdҊa Church 

љohal Cattel shed 

љҦorna Fence made of sticks 

љ҂ƾ҂ Raincoat made of leaves 

h҂lh҂l Mutiny/rebellion 

hΩr Plough 

hΩѵѢ࠵a Rice beer 

kΩtѻkΩtѻ Inconvenience 

kѢtѻΩѢn Mess 

koҀҦa Concrete roof 

kowa Silkworm pupa/Jackfruit pulp 

ko࠵la Charcoal 

k҂˾Ѣ࠵a Well 

NҦDҀѢ Bed made with rope 

NҦΩpra Mud tile for roofing  

NҦѢs Anger 

lawa Popped rice  

lewa Ash paint on pots to prevent blackening 

lar Saliva 

lasa Gum 

leb҂ Man (derogatory) 

OHƾљҦΩѢ࠵a Leftie 

leG֍ ra Bedding item made from rags 

lΩƾҀa Naked boy 
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lΩƾҀѢ Naked girl 

lΩrΩƾ Creeper/vine 

lola Earring 

ORƾUѢ Hilly land 

l҂r Manner 

l҂ga Cloth/clothes 

l҂ga- SҦDҀa Cloth (generic) 

l҂wΩƾ Ploughshare 

meѵҦ The dividing boundary between fields  

mΩndҊѢ Seed 

m҂UҦѢ Puffed rice 

mΩndҊΩr Blossom on fruit trees 

maѢnG֍  Manure 

mmnG֍ Ωr Drum played from both sides  

maѵ Starch water left after rice is cooked 

m҂r҂m Gravel 

nΩљaѵa Kettledrum 

nΩhѢ࠵Ωr Married ZRPDQ¶V�SDUHQW¶V�KRXVH 

QΩRW֍a Invitation 

QRNVDѢQ Death/loss in business 

RNҦUѢ-VΩPDҀ Big wooden mortar and pestle  

SDҀD Wooden leveller for field  

pmQGҊ Footprint  

pΩ˾ѢWѻD Loan 

pΩѢla Bowl used for measurement 

pΩdҊҦra Natural spring 

pΩsљa Weight used to balance both sides 

pΩkka Cement floor 

pΩntѻΩW֍ W֍ Ѣ Permanent fence 

poѢn Canal leading water away from fields  

SRNҦUD Small tank/pond 

pora Hay 
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SҦѢkѢr Trouble 

SҦRƾWD Hole 

SҦ҂hѢ Feather used to keep fish bait floating 

SҦ҂srѢ Pimple/boil 

rΩ҂G֍  Sunshine 

rowa Seeds for transplanting 

ropa Transplantation 

sΩƾҀҦa A staff used for support 

sΩZDƾ Physical energy 

W֍asa A bowl sized kettledrum 

W֍ ΩPDNҦ҂ Tobacco 

W֍ ΩUHƾΩn Stars 

Ҁola A small village 

ҀRƾUѢ A hillock or a small forest 

Ҁ҂k҂ Big boulder 

Ҁ҂wΩr Orphan 

ҀҦѢha Place (owned by someone) 

ҀҦa} Place (to keep something or to sit) 

Verbs 
Sadri Gloss 

alљa-ek To lift 

mNҦ҂wa-ek To sprout 

bΩG֍ Ωk-ek To rush 

bΩdҊҦa-ek To fish/trap 

bΩhaѵ-ek To sweep 

bΩsa-ek To smell (INT) 

bѢtѻ-ek To pick from the ground 

bѢsΩk-ek To stop producing milk (INT) 

b҂l-ek To roam 

EҦHW֍ ra kΩr-ek To carry on the back in a cloth cradle 

EҦѢW֍ ra-ek To get something inside 
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EҦ҂˾ndҊ-ek To saute 

tѻѢnh-ek To recognise 

tѻѢt-ek To realise 

tѻ҂w-ek To leak 

tѻҦotѻra-ek To lacerate 

яѢsa-ek To lay 

GҦmnp-ek To cover (with lid) 

dҊob-ek To poke 

dҊҦmp-ek To cover (out of sight) 

dҊҦΩrΩk-ek To no longer have water dripping 

dҊҦol-ek To burn (not to set on fire) 

љΩrѢ࠵a-ek To scold 

љΩG֍ ra-ek To mature 

љoҀҦѢ࠵a-ek To talk  

љ҂l kΩr-ek To make noise 

љҦΩm-ek To be sufficient (of a thing) 

љҦoѵtѻѢ kΩr-ek To carry on the back 

љҦ҂r-ek To come back 

hewa-ek To acclimatise 

hΩbΩk-ek To bite suddenly 

hΩ˾ka-ek To call 

Ѣnяra-ek To stare 

kanG֍ -ek To cry 

kΩma-ek To earn/work 

k҂G֍ -ek To run 

NҦHG-ek To chase 

NҦѢsa-ek To get angry 

NҦ҂r-ek To shave 

NҦ҂r-ek To swindle 

lmљҦ-ek To go across from above 

lebG֍ ҦD-ek To throw 

ledҊ-ek To take away 
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lewa-ek To sow seeds on plain surface 

lѢp-ek To paint 

meѵҦ-ek To spin on a reel 

mesa-ek To mix 

mΩѵa-ek To place/put 

pѢQGҦ-ek To wear 

SҦ҂sek-ek To let out a secret 

UDQGҦ-ek To cook 

sѢra-ek To finish 

Ҁar-ek To drag aside with a stick  

Ҁek-ek To support 

ҀҦΩѵҦa-ek To stand 

ҀҦѢsa-ek To get disappointed 

҂pΩl-ek To float  

Adjectives 
Sadri Gloss 

basѢ Stale 

bes Good  

bΩrѢ࠵ar Stubborn 

bΩѵ Big/large 

EҦΩW֍ NҦΩѢ࠵a Right 

EҦRW֍ ҦΩr Blunt  

tѻakΩr Wide 

tѻRNҦ Pointy 

tѻoҀ Small 

tѻҦ҂tѻҦe Without condiments/empty handed 

љΩrΩm Hot  

h}sѢ࠵ar  Cunning 

ko࠵a/boka Stupid 

lͅљҦΩѢ࠵a Left 

lera Plenty 
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OREҦѢ Greedy 

mΩ˾dҊla Intermediate 

pagΩl Mad  

paW֍ Ωr Thin 

pΩѵW֍ Ѣ Fallow 

SҦDUZΩd Active/smart  

saG֍ a White/bland 

sΩkra Narrow 

semW֍ Ωr Level 

sѢҀҦa Bland/insipid 

W֍edҊ Sharp/fast 

҂s҂m Lukewarm 

Adverb 
Sadri Gloss 

aѢdҊҦ Today 

asW֍e Slowly 

ase-pase Nearby 

bΩgra More 

bΩh҂W֍  Many 

bѢhan Evening 

EҦѢW֍ re Inside 

EҦRU Morning 

dҊҦΩҀ Fast 

ekla Alone 

Ωtѻka Suddenly 

ΩndҊaG֍ Ѣ Without deliberation 

kaѢl Tomorrow/yesterday 

m҂r҂NҦ Much 

sΩgΩr  Everywhere 

pers} Day after tomorrow/before yesterday  
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